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DISCRIMINATIVE AND GENERATIVE APPROACHES FOR LONG- AND
SHORT-TERM SPEAKER CHARACTERISTIC S MODELING : APPLICATION TO
SPEAKER VERIFICATIO N
Najim DEHAK
RESUME
Le probleme de la verification du locuteur consiste a verifier si deux enregistrements de parole
ont ete produits par le meme locuteur ou deux locuteurs differents. La majorite des systemes
de verification du locuteur actuels sont bases sur le modele de melange de Gaussiennes. Ce
modele probabiliste permet de modeliser finement la distribution complexe des parametres
de la parole mais offre un niveau limite de discrimination, qui est pourtant un point majeur
dans ce domaine. Dans le premier point de cette these, nous proposons de combiner un modele discriminant qui est le separateur a vaste marge avec deux approches generatives basees
sur les modeles de melange de Gaussiennes pour la verification du locuteur. Dans la premiere approche generative, un locuteur est caracterise a I'aide d'un modele de melange de
Gaussiennes obtenu a partir d'une adaptation maximum A Posteriori d'un autre modele de
melange de Gaussiennes normne modele du monde qui caracterise I'univers des locuteurs
aux donnees du client. La deuxieme approche generative est 1'analyse jointe de facteur. Cette
technique est devenue I'etat de I'art dans le domaine de la verification du locuteur durant ces
trois demieres annees. L'avantage de cette technique est de proposer des outils puissants pour
modeliser la variabilite due au locuteur et au canal. Nous avons propose et teste plusieurs
fonctions noyaux pour chacun de ces deux combinions precedentes. Les meilleurs resultats
sont obtenus lorsque les separateurs a vaste marge ont ete appliques dans un nouvel espace
appele espace de la "variabilite totale" defini a I'aide de I'analyse de facteur. L'effet du canal
dans cette modelisation a ete traite par la combinaison d'une analyse discriminante lineaire
et d'une technique de normalisation de la fonction noyau basee sur I'inverse de la matrice de
covariance intra-classe du locuteur.
Le deuxieme point traite dans cette these consiste a utiliser les caracteristiques prosodiques
et spectrales a long terme du locuteur pour I'elaboration d'un nouveau systeme de verification du locuteur. L'approche que nous proposons est basee sur 1'approximation continue des
contours prosodiques et cepstraux a I'aide d'un polynome de Legendre utilisant les pseudosyllabes comme unites de base. Les coefficients de ce polynome sont representes par un
modele de melange de Gaussiennes. Lanalyse jointe de facteur est utilisee pour trailer l'effet
de la variabilite du canal et modeliser la variabilite entre les locuteurs. Finalement nous realisons une fusion des scores entre les systemes operant dans les caracteristiques a long terme
du locuteur avec ceux decrits plus haut utilisant les parametres a court terme du locuteur.

II

Mot-cles : Verification du locuteur, modeles de melange de Gaussiennes, analyse de facteur jointe, separateur a vaste marge, espace de la vanabilite totale, polynome de Legendre,
pseudo-syllabes.
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Najim DEHAK
ABSTRACT
The speaker venfication problem can be stated as follows: given two speech recordings, determine whether or not they have been uttered by the same speaker. Most current speaker
verification systems are based on Gaussian mixture models. This probabilistic representation allows to adequately model the complex distribution of the underlying speech feature
parameters. It however represents an inadequate basis for discriminating between speakers,
which is the key issue in the area of speaker verification. In the first part of this thesis, we
attempt to overcome these difficulties by proposing to combine support vector machines, a
well established discriminative modeling, with two generative approaches based on Gaussian
mixture models. In the first generative approach, a target speaker is represented by a Gaussian mixture model corresponding to a Maximum A Posteriori adaptation of a large Gaussian
mixture model, coined universal background model, to the target speaker data. The second
generative approach is the Joint Factor Analysis that has become the state-of-the-art in the
field of speaker verification during the last three years. The advantage of this technique is
that it provides a framework of powerful tools for modeling the inter-speaker and channel
variabilities. We propose and test several kernel functions that are integrated in the design of
both previous combinations. The best results are obtained when the support vector machines
are applied within a new space called the "total variability space", defined using the factor
analysis. In this novel modeling approach, the channel effect is treated through a combination
of linear discnminant analysis and kemel normalization based on the inverse of the within
covariance matrix of the speaker.
In the second part of this thesis, we present a new approach to modeling the speaker's longterm prosodic and spectral characteristics. This novel approach is based on continuous approximations of the prosodic and cepstral contours contained in a pseudo-syllabic segment
of speech. Each of these contours is fitted to a Legendre polynomial, whose coefficients
are modeled by a Gaussian mixture model. The joint factor analysis is used to treat the
speaker and channel variabilities. Finally, we perform a scores fusion between systems based
on long-term speaker characteristics with those described above that use short-term speaker
features.
Keywords: Speaker verification, Gaussian mixture model, joint factor analysis, support vector machines, total variability space, Legendre polynomial, pseudo-syllables.
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INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, applications such as money withdrawal m Automatic Teller Machines (ATM),
require user identification. In the general case, this identification is performed using a smart
card and a personal identification number, but it can also be accomplished using biometric
characteristics. These can be the individual's fingerprint, hand shape, face or voice. However,
when it comes to identifying the user at a distance through the use of a phone, for example,
the possible way to carry out this identification is by the user's voice. The speech signal, in
addition to containing language information used for human communication, also provides
information about the speaker's identity. Automatic speaker recognition is divided into two
main application functions. The first one is speaker identification, which consists in identifying, among several possible identities, the speaker who produced the speech test segment.
The second one is speaker verification that ascertains whether the claimed identity of the target speaker is the same as that who produced the speech test segment. Speaker verification is
the problem studied in this Thesis.
Voice servers integrating reliable speaker verification systems are destined to become mainstream in several areas for the purpose of protecting customer information by securing remote access through speaker verification. In addition to being used for security purposes,
speaker verification systems can also be used for indexing multimedia content. Recent work
in the field of speaker verification is focused on the problem of condition variability between
training and test speech segments. These variations are in most cases caused by channel
transmission effects. Another line of research involves the extraction of other features and
information to better model the speaker characteristics in order to better recognize the individual over time. The most widely used features are based on information retrieved at the
spectral level. Prosodic features are also exploited by speaker verification systems to model
the intonation and speaking style of the speaker. It is well established that the fusion of several systems that operate on different sources of information will improve the performance
of the speaker verification system (Reynolds et al., 2003) (Brummer et al., 2007).

Problem Statement
The most widely used model in speaker verification is the Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM).
It is probabilistic in nature and has the advantage of adequately modeling the complex distribution of speech frames. It however represents an inadequate basis for discriminating
between speakers, which is the main point of speaker verification. In the pattern recognition
field and other areas as well. Support Vector Machines (SVM) have been shown to be exceptional discriminative models. This charactenstic has been exploited in the field of speaker
verification, where several SVM-based systems have been introduced. In this thesis we propose a new approach to combine speaker verification systems based on GMMs and SVMs.
The second problem addressed in this thesis is the use of long-term prosodic and cepstral
speaker characteristics. These characteristics model the speaker speaking style. The majority speaker verification systems are based on features that characterize the spectral envelope
of the speech signal. This information is obtained using a short-term sliding windows (typically 25ms). The last ten years have seen the use of other information sources to model
long-term speaker characteristics. This information is modeled in the spectral or prosodic
domain. Most parameters are extracted through a discretization process. The fusion of different systems operating on different sources is commonly used in order to improve the speaker
verification system's performance. We propose to model the speaker's long-term information
using continuous approaches and fusing it with the short-term information.
For both of the issues addressed in this thesis, the goal is to improve the speaker verification
system's performance in the context of the National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST) Speaker Recognition Evaluation (SRE) campaign. Frequentiy, NIST organizes an
evaluation campaign m order to compare the latest advances in the field. The majonty of
data used for this assessment are from the context of telephone conversations. In the 2008
competition however, data from several microphones were also used. At the end of each evaluation, a workshop is conducted in order to present the results and analyze the differences
between systems based on their performances. There are several tasks each year; these are

characterized by the difference between the train and test conditions. In each campaign, the
participants receive the same labeled data to enroll the target speaker models and a series of
blind test data (for which the identities of speakers that produce the test files are unknown).
Participants test their systems on these test files and send their results to the NIST organization. The results are analyzed and classified according to the performance of the systems.
Objectives of the Research and Contribution s
The objective of this thesis is twofold. The first point concerns the combination of generative
and discriminative models in order to improve the performance of current speaker verification
systems. The majority of state-of-the-art speaker verification systems are based on Gaussian
mixture models. A speaker GMM is produced via adaptation of a large GMM, called universal background model (UBM), against the target speaker data. To this end. Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) and eigenvoice adaptation are the most widely used techniques. In our work
we propose two systems that combine generative and discriminative approaches. The first
system is a combination of SVM and the classical GMM-UBM based on MAP adaptation.
The kemel used in our approach is nonlinear, derived from an approximated Kullback-Leibler
distance between two GMMs. We have shown the importance of applying GMM normalization in the case of this kemel and have also tested a technique to deal with the intersession
variability problem. This model can be applied to any other problem where MAP adaptation is appropriate. During the past three years, the Joint Factor Analysis (JFA) model has
become the state-of-the-art in the speaker verification field. The novelty of this approach is
that it allows modeling the inter-speaker and channel variabilities through two distinct space
definitions. The first space depends on the speaker while the other depends on the channel.
In order to develop the second system, we tested several combinations of SVM and JFA. The
best results are obtained when simple factor analysis is used to define a single space called
"total variability space" that contains both previous variabilities simultaneously. The channel
variability is then addressed at the SVM level using linear discnminant analysis and within

class covanance normalization techniques. The results obtained by this combination exceed
those produced by current state-of-the-art systems.
The state-of-the-art in speaker verification systems is based on features which model the
spectral envelope of the speech signal. These features model the short-term speaker characteristics because they are extracted through a short sliding window (25ms). For the second
objective of this thesis, we propose to extract and model long-term prosodic and spectral
speaker characteristics. These features depend on MFCCs, pitch and energy contours. The
approach that we propose is based on the extraction of spectral and prosodic features at the
pseudo-syllable level. The segmentation into pseudo-syllables is performed in an unsupervised manner, which represents an advantage compared to other systems that require a speech
recognizer. The cepstral and prosodic contours in each segment are approximated by Legendre polynomials. The coefficients of the Legendre polynomials are then modeled by a
Gaussian mixture model. The joint factor analysis model is applied to address the problem of variability between the speakers and also the variability between recording sessions.
The use of JFA is important because it is the preferred method when few feature vectors are
available to enroll the target speaker, which is the case in our new modeling based on the
pseudo-syllables as unit which offers an average of 400 vectors per recording. We explored
score fusion between systems based on long- and short-term speaker features. This fusion
reveals that the long-term speaker feature systems provide complementary information to the
short-term spectral speaker characteristics.
Organization of the Thesis
This thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 1, we introduce the basic concepts of speaker
verification, and introduce a state-of-the-art speaker verification system based on the GMMUBM approach. This chapter also defines all the metrics used to evaluate the performance of
these systems. Chapters 2 and 3 present, respectively, the core background behind joint factor
analysis and support vector machines. In Chapter 4, we explain the combination between the
SVM and GMM-UBM system based on Maximum A Posteriori adaptation. We define the

kemel put to use and present a way to improve results by applying model normalization and
nuisance attribute projection techniques. The combination between joint factor analysis and
the SVM is the subject of Chapter 5. The results from several combinations are discussed.
Chapter 6 introduces the long-term prosodic and cepstral speaker charactenstics based on
Legendre polynomial coefficients and joint factor analysis modeling. Finally, Chapter 7 discusses fusion between the long-term feature systems obtained in the previous chapter with
the three other systems developed in Chapters 4 and 5.

CHAPTER 1
SPEAKER VERIFICATION PROBLE M

The present chapter gives a brief introduction to the field of speaker verification. This includes a description of the main components that make up a speaker verification system.
We also present a general overview of state-of-the-art methods designed for robust speaker
recognition. Particular attention is given to the channel variability problem, which is the
main source of errors in speaker recognition systems. We conclude by describing the principal metrics used in assessing a speaker verification system's performance.
1.1 Biometric s Access Control Systems
Biometrics consists of science and technologies for recognizing humans uniquely based upon
one or more intrinsic physiological or behavioral traits. A biometric system is a form of
identity access management and access control based on human body characteristics such as
fingerprints, retina and iris, voice patterns, signature, facial patterns, hand measurements, etc.
Fingerprints are the most common physiological trait used in human identification. For other
applications such as bank transactions, signature is the most widely used modality. With the
development of cellular phone applications, voice-based biometric systems may prove to be
the only feasible approach for remote access control.
1.2 Biometri c System Based on Speech
A biometric system based on speech information can be split into two types: speaker identification and speaker verification. Unlike speaker identification, where the goal is to associate
a given speech segment with a specific speaker chosen from a set of speakers, the goal in
the speaker verification task is to determine whether or not a segment of speech belongs to
the claimed speaker. Speaker Verification (SV) can be text-dependent or text-independent.
In a text dependent SV, the speaker enunciates the same word, sentence or paragraph in the

training and test steps. In a text independent SV, on the other hand, the content of produced
speech is subject to no restriction whatsoever (free and spontaneous speech).

Speaker verification systems use different levels of speaker information. The first level of
information incorporates parameters that model the acoustic characteristics of the human
speech production system. These parameters are the most widely used in speaker recognition
technology. Vocal features represent intrinsic physical traits that characterize the speaker's
identity. Another source of information models phonetic characteristics. Using phonetic units
have the advantage of modeling the behavior of the speaker traits during phonemes pronunciation. SV systems based on these features have the inconvenient to be language dependent.
In designing a language independent S V system that analyzes phonetic information, we must
train and adapt many such systems. A higher level of speech information is related to speech
characteristics that are behavioral in nature. These characteristics are collectively referred to
as prosody; they include speech intonation, melody and segment duration. Broadly speaking,
prosodic information models the speaker's speaking style. It is related to the pitch (vibration
of the vocal cords), sound duration and the energy used to produce speech sounds. A still
higher level of information incorporates lexical, syntactic, semantic and pragmatic speaker
characteristics. Unfortunately, in contemporary speaker verification applications, insufficient
training data is available to model all these levels of information.
1.3 Speake r Verification Syste m
Speaker verification systems are composed of three distinct parts. The first one is dedicated
to feature extraction. A number of feature representations are possible, but the most widely
used are cepstral parameters. The second part is the training module. The principal goal of
this component is to build a speaker model. Several methods serve to model the speaker;
they can be separated into the following two groups: generative and discriminative. The final
part that makes up a speaker verification system includes the scoring and decision process.
The scoring vary according to the method used to model the speaker. The figure 1.1 gives an

example of speaker verification system. All these facets will be described in greater detail in
what follows.
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Figure 1.1 Speake r verification system .

1.4 Featur e Extraction
The feature extraction module depends on the source-level information used by the system.
In this part we will present parameters that model short-term vocal tract characteristics of
the speaker. These features are the most widely used in the speaker verification field. In
the second part of the thesis, we will describe prosodic features that model the speaker's
long-term vocal tract characteristics, and their use in speaker verification.
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Figure 1. 2 MFC C feature analysis .
The Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) and Linear Prediction Coding (LPC) parameters are the most important parameters used to represent speaker vocal tract characteristics. These parameters are based on a short-term analysis using a sliding analysis window.
A feature vector is extracted for each placement of that window. Unlike the LPC analysis,
which uses a linear process to predict the speech signal within each analysis window, MFCC
analysis is based on filter banks applied to the spectrum of each window. The MFCCs are
heuristic representations of acoustic properties, that simulate the human ear. More precisely,
they mimic the perceptual representations of acoustic information conveyed by the human
auditory system.
MFCCs are a short-term representation of the sound spectrum, defined as a real cepstrum
of a windowed, short-time signal, derived from the EFT of that signal. The difference with
the real cepstrum is that a non linear frequency scale is applied. It assumes that the sampled
speech waveform is approximately stationary over short intervals of approximately 10 to 30
msec in duration. The feature analysis (Figure 1.2) procedure involves a shding analysis window along the speech signal. For each window placement, the speech is pre-emphasized and
the discrete spectmm is computed using the EFT algorithm. A filter bank with M triangular
weighting filters is then used. Each filter computes the energy average around the center frequency of each triangle. The center frequencies are linearly spaced on a mel-frequency scale,
which approximates the behavior of the human auditory system. Thereafter logarithmic compression of the filter bank outputs is performed. Finally, the Mel frequency cepstmm is then
the discrete cosine transform of the loganthms of the M filter outputs. This transformation is
used to reduce the correlation between pairs of features.
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In speaker verification systems, an approximation to the first- and second-order time derivative (deltas and delta-deltas) can be appended to the MFCCs in order to capture the dynamic
temporal information of speech.
The implementation of MFCC feature analysis used in this thesis uses a sliding window
of 25 ms of duration. Window positions are updated by 10 ms increments. The discrete
spectrum is computed using an EFT over a 4 kHz telephone bandwidth. A set of 24 filter bank
energies (M = 24) are computed over the entire windowed spectrum. Each feature vector
is the concatenation of 19 Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients extracted from the discrete
cosine transform and an energy coefficient. We apply a feature normalization based on feature
warping to the obtained feature vector components. This procedure involves mapping the
feature vector components so that they follow a normal distribution over a sliding window
that is 3 seconds in duration. More details can be found about this transformation in section
1.7.1. At the end, the first and second derivatives of the normalized vectors are computed.
The final vectors are of 60-dimensional.
1.5 Generativ e Models
A. Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) is a generative model widely used in speaker verification. It represents the state-of-the-art in this field. This model was introduced and apphed for
the first time in speaker verification in (Reynolds et Rose, 1995)(Reynolds et al., 2000). It
is a semi-parametric probabilistic method that offers the advantage of adequately representing speech signal variability. Frequently, speaker verification systems based on GMMs are
combined with other systems based on other types of models to improve their performance.
Given a GMM A modeling F-dimensional vectors, the likelihood of observing a feature vector X given this model A is computed according to the following equation:
c

P(x|A) = ^t(;,AA(x;/i„E,)
i=\

(1-1)
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Practical speaker verification systems use diagonal covanance matrices instead of full covariance matrices Ej to define GMM models. Full covariance matrices are not really necessary
even if the features are not statistically independent, which is the case for MFCC parameters.
For a sequence of acoustic feature vectors X =

{a:i,X2, •••,XT} such as MFCC acoustic

feature vectors representing the test utterance, we make the assumption that each observation
(vector) is independent of other observations. As a result, the log-likelihood of the sequence
X, given a GMM model A, is the sum of the log-likelihoods of each feature vector Xi given
that model. The corresponding likelihood is thus:

logP(X|A) = ^ l o g P ( x t | A )

(L2)

t=i

where P {xt\X) is the likelihood of feature vector Xt given GMM model A (c/. Eq. 1.1).
The Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm (Dempster et al., 1997) is used to learn the
GMM parameters A = {wi, p^, S^) based on maximizing of the expected log-likelihood of
the training data. In most speaker verification systems, we do not have enough data to train
the speaker GMM using the EM algorithm. To overcome these difficulties, a speaker venfication system uses a GMM Universal Background Model (UBM), under the assumption that
this model will adequately descnbe the underlying characteristics of a large speaker population. Generally, the UBM is trained on a large set of speakers, the identities of whom are
different from the target speaker. The speaker GMM model is then derived from the UBM by
Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) adaptation using the target speaker data.
1.5.1 Trainin g GMM-UBM : Maximum Likelihoo d GM M Parameter Estimation
The UBM is a large GMM trained to represent a speaker-independent distribution of features. The corresponding training utterances are selected according to the types and quality
of speech, as well as the composition of speech expected to be encountered during recognition. For example, in NIST-SRE single speaker recognition tests, the gender of both the test
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and target speakers is known in advance; there are no cross-gender tests. So in this case, male
speech utterances only are used to construct the male-dependent UBM; likewise, only female
speech is used to build the female-dependent UBM.
The aim of the training step in GMM-UBM modeling is to estimate the parameters of the
GMM A, which in some sense best match the distribution of the training feature vectors.
Several criteria are available for estimating the GMM parameters (McLachlan et al., 2000),
the most popular approach being maximum likelihood (ML) estimation.
The goal of ML estimation is to find the model parameters that maximize the likelihood of the
GMM, given the training data (Eq. 1.2). Unfortunately, there is no closed form expression for
the ML estimation of GMM parameters. However, ML parameter estimates can be obtained
iteratively using the EM algorithm. The basic idea is this, Given an initial model A, estimate
a new model A such that the likelihood increases: P (-^|A) > P (-^|A). The updated model
is then used as the initial model for the next iteration. The process is repeated until some
convergence threshold is reached. For each iteration of the EM algorithm, the expressions
of the ML estimates of the GMM parameters which guarantee a monotonic increase of the
model's likelihood are as follows:
For each Gaussian i:
(1.3)

l^i =

Ylf=iP {i\xtA) Xt
Ef=iP(^|a^i.A)

(1.4)

(1.5)
where the mixture index i varies from 1 to C. The terms w^, fx, and S^ refer to the weight,
mean vector and diagonal covariance matrix of the i"^ Gaussian component of the initial
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GMM A respectively. Similarly, Wi, JT, and E^ refer to the weight, mean vector and diagonal
covariance matrix of the i"" Gaussian component of the updated GMM A respectively. Xt is a
F dimensional feature vector. Tht a posteriori probability for Gaussian i is given by
Y>{i\xuX) =

WiAf{Xt;fir,^r)
Y^k=l'^k^f{Xul^k,'^k)

(1.6)

1.5.2 Trainin g Speaker Models: Maximum A Posteriori Adaptation
Speaker-specific training data is typically too scarce to warrant rehable maximum-likelihood
estimates of the underiying speaker-dependent models. In contrast, the generally large amounts
of data used in estimating the speaker-independent UBM allows this model's parameters to
serve as an appropriate starting point in adaptative speaker modehng. Accordingly, the parameters of a speaker-dependent model are determined via Maximum A Posteriori adaptation
of the initial parameters of the prior model (UBM), using the target speaker training utterances. By virtue of the typically limited amount of corresponding data, the resulting MAPadapted parameters will tend to be much more reliable than their ML-trained counterparts
(EM-algorithm).

Speaker cepstral feature vectors

UBM-GMM

Speaker cepstral feature vectors

Speaker model

Figure 1. 3 Maximu m A Posteriori adaptation taken from (Reynold s et al., 2000).
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The definition of MAP adaptation is as follows. Given a GMM-based UBM defined by XQ =
{(ryi,^j,Ei) i = 1..C} and a series of acoustic vectors X = {a;i, 0:2, ..-jXr} corresponding
to the hypothesized speaker X, we first compute the probabilistic alignment of the training
vectors with respect to the UBM mixture components. For each mixture component i of the
UBM, we compute its posterior distribution given the frame Xf'.
P {^\xt, An) = -^

(1.7)

£u;j7V(xf;^j,Ej-)

We then use P{i\xt, An) and Xt to compute the sufficient statistics for the weight, mean, and
variance parameters:

P(^|An)

^F {i\xt,

Xn)

(1-8)

f=i

E,[x]
E^ [X X^]

1

^
(1.9)

1

^
(1.10)

These sufficient statistics from the training data are used to update the UBM parameters An.
The adapted parameters for mixture i (Figure 1.3) are computed as follows:

(1.11)

Pi = aiEi[X] + (1 - af)Mi

(1.12)

E, = a, E^ [x x^] + (1 - af) (E + p, pi) - pi ii\

(1-13)

The scale factor, 7, ensures that all adapted mixture weights sum to unity. The regularization
parameter a^ control the balance between old and new estimates of the GMM parameters.
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They are defined as:
F m ^

(1.14)

P(^|An) + ^
where r is a constant relevance factor. In practice, only mean vectors /ij, z = L.C are
adapted. Updated weights and covariance matrices do not significantly impact on system
performance (Reynolds et al., 2000). Figure 1.3 shows an example of MAP adaptation when
the mean and variance of observed Gaussians are adapted.
1.5.3 Log-Likelihoo d Rati o Scoring
The task in speaker verification is to ascertain whether or not a test set of speech frames
X = {xi, a;2, ••, x r } belongs to the claimed speaker s. With generative models, the aim is to
test the following hypotheses:
• Htar'- X is uttered by speaker s.
• Hnon : X is not uttered by speaker s.
The decision score is based on a likelihood ratio. It is evaluated by the following formula:

S{X)

P(^'^*-) >e= ^Htar

F{X\Hr,on) <e

= ^

Hn

(1.15)

where P {X\Htar) and P {X\Hnon) are respectively the likehhood of X under the assumption
that X is uttered or not by speaker s, and 0 represents a decision threshold. If the computed
score S{X) is greater than the decision threshold 0, we conclude that test segment X is indeed
uttered by speaker s. Otherwise, speaker s is deemed to be an impostor.
In practice, Htar is the speaker model A^ and Hnon is the UBM An defined previously. Using
a logarithmic scale, the score defined in equation (1.15) can be rewritten as:
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5(X,A,) = l o g P ( X | A , ) - l o g P ( X | A n )

(1.17)

where P (X|AJ and P (X|An) are obtained using equation (1.2).
The decision threshold can be speaker-dependent or independent. In the context of the NISTSRE campaign, we used a development dataset to estimate a speaker-independent decision
threshold. This threshold satisfy the condition of minimizing the Detection Cost Function
(DCF) which is used as performance measure of the SV systems. Subsection 1.8.1 introduces
and gives more details about the DCF.
Figure 1.4 summarizes all components of the GMM-UBM system. Usually, many score
normalization methods are applied in order to enhance the decision performance. These
methods are intended to reduce the variability of intersession effects in the score space. They
are presented in section 1.7.3.
1.6 Discriminativ e Models
As stated before, the most widely used methods in speaker verification are based on generative models, more precisely the Gaussian mixture model (Doddington et al., 2000) (Reynolds
et al., 2000). However, these generic models are not discriminative. This is a consequence of
speaker model training. Each speaker GMM is trained only on data from the same speaker.
To solve this problem, new criteria have been developed that allow discriminative leaming
of generative models. It is also possible to combine generative models with discriminative
methods such as GMM-based, support vector machine systems. In the following, we will
outline the major discriminative approaches used in speaker verification.
1.6.1 Discriminativ e Training of Generative Models
The discrimination between the target speaker and the set of impostors is the most important
problem connected with speaker model leaming. The EM algorithm, which represents the
standard approach to GMM training, incorporates target speaker data exclusively for estimat-
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Figure 1. 4 Architectur e of the GMM-UBM system.
ing the GMM parameters. In state-of-the-art undertakings in the field of speaker verification,
and to some extent the field of speech recognition, some attempts to achieve discriminative
leaming of generative models have been pursued. Some of these approaches are based on
the Maximum Mutual Information (MMI) criterion, that was first introduced in the field of
speech recognition (Normandin, 1991) (Gunawardana, 2001) (Gunawardana et Byrne, 2001);
the methodology can be used to train a target model's parameters, while explicitiy taking
other classes of data into account. To date, it also has been applied to speaker verification and
compared to other discriminative training critena, such as Minimum Classification Error in
(Ma et Chang, 2003). Preti et al. (Preti et al., 2006) applied the MMI criterion to adapt Gaussian weights exclusively, and compared this approach to two other adaptation procedures for
Gaussian weights. The first one employs the Maximum Likelihood (ML) critenon, while the
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other procedure draws on the Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) cntenon. The results reveal that
the methods based on MMI and ML cnteria yield equivalent performance, and these in turn
outperform MAP adaptation.
1.6.2 Suppor t Vector Machines for Speaker Verificatio n
In the pattern recognition and machine learning communities, the method of Support Vector
Machines (SVM) is acknowledged as one of the preeminent discriminative approaches. They
are binary classifiers (based on finding a discriminating surface between two classes) that can
be extended to n classes. The original linear approach has been extended to nonlinear classification, which has shown to be extremely useful in dealing with a number of classification
problems. Processing a nonlinear problem incorporates kemel functions that project the input
data to another feature space; as a result the problem is converted to a linear one in this new
space. SVM will be described in greater detail in Chapter 3.
Two different approaches have been experimented with in order to use SVMs for the purpose
of speaker verification. The first approach consists in performing a combination between generative models and SVMs. Several types of combination have been proposed. A case in point
is the work presented in (Dong et Zhaohui, 2001), which performs discriminating training of
GMMs through the use of a continuous density SVM. Another form of combination consists
in using SVMs in a post-processing of the GMMs models, using Fisher mapping (Wan et Renals, 2003) (Wan et Renals, 2005). This treatment produces high-dimensional vectors, with
the number of dimensions equals to the number of parameters of the GMM. These vectors
are subsequently used by SVMs to achieve discrimination and decision. Finally, the most
commonly used, and in addition most powerful methods (Campbell et al., 2006a) (Dehak et
Chollet, 2006) (Dehak et al., 2007a), exploit the advantages of combining GMMs and SVMs
into a single system. This construct uses a probabilistic distance kemel derived from the
Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence between GMMs. With these last methods, the SVM input
space coincides with the GMM means. As a result, the GMM training procedure is used as
feature extraction for SVM methods.
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The second class of approaches consists in applying SVMs directly to the acoustic data. The
method implemented in (Schmidt et Gish, 1996) trains SVMs directly on the acoustic vectors
that characterize the client and impostor data. During testing, the segment score is obtained
by averaging the scores of the SVM output for each frame. There exists other applications
of SVM m speaker verification that operate on kemel sequences. The generahzed linear
discriminant sequence (GLDS) kemel is the most widely used kemel function. Proposed by
William Campbell (Campbell, 2002), this kemel offers the advantage of eliminating context
variability by averaging features over the entire projected vectors.
1.7 Robus t Speaker Verification Syste m
Tracking vanability represents a major challenge of robust speaker verification methodology.
The speech is a complex signal; it is very sensitive to changing channel conditions in acquisition and tiansmission steps. These conditions introduce distortions in the speech signal.
Several methods have been used in speaker verification to remove channel variability. These
methods apply different operations at each step of speaker venfication. In feature space,
Cepstral Mean Substraction (Furui, 1981), Feature Warping (Pelecanos et Sridharan, 2001)
and Feature Mapping (Reynolds, 2003) are the best known methods. Joint Factor Analysis
(Kenny et Dumouchel, 2004) and Nuisance Attribute Projection (Campbell et al., 2006a) are
used m GMM parameter space. There also exist many score normalization methods which
are used in score space in order to track variability.
1.7.1 Featur e Space
Cepstral Mean Substraction
Cepstral Mean Subtraction (CMS) (Furui, 1981) is a method for nomializmg cepstral features. The idea behind CMS is to obtain a centered feature: the mean feature vector computed
over complete segment is subtracted from each individual feature vector. The principal objective of this operation is to reduce the noise caused by stationary convolution transmission
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channel effects. CMS can also be applied using a sliding window to reflect the time variation
of transmission channel effects in a single recording. In essence, the CMS is a techmque for
feature noraialization which compensates for convolution stationary noise. Other types of
noise are not compensated for.
Feature Warping
Gaussianization or Feature Warping (Pelecanos et Sridharan, 2001) is a method that involves
a mapping of feature component amplitudes so that each component exhibits a nonnal distribution over a sliding window (in practice 3 seconds in duration). This transfonnation is
perfomied using a table that establishes the conrespondence between the acoustic feature
distribution and the normal distribution. Feature warping is motivated by the fact that distortions caused by additive and convolution noise affect the distribution of cepstral features.
This method leads to slightly better performance than the CMS method.
Feature Mapping
Feature Mapping is one of the first methods introduced for addressing the problem of variability between data acquisition conditions during the training and testing steps. This technique
was first introduced by Reynolds m (Reynolds, 2003). It is used to nomialize the cepstral features using a channel-independent UBM model and several channel-dependent UBM models.
The channel-independent UBM is buiU using a large corpus of speech recordings under different acquisition conditions. Thereafter, for each channel type, the channel-dependent UBM
is denved from the independent-channel UBM via adaptation to the channel-specific training
data (see MAP training Section 1.5.2). For the purpose of normalizing the feature vectors
of a test file, the recording's channel type must first be assessed. This is done by computing
the likelihoods of the test utterance against the channel-dependent UBMs. The channel is infen-ed from the channel-dependent UBM with the highest likelihood. Nomializing a feature
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vector x is achieved by the following formula:
Xt = -{Xt

- f^Gi) + l^G\

(1.18)

where G* is the Gaussian component of the channel-independent UBM with highest likelihood; PQI and aQi represent, respectively, the mean and standard deviation of this Gaussian
component. The corresponding Gaussian component in the channel-dependent UBM is denoted by Gf; iiQd and Ggd are, respectively, the mean and standard deviation of this Gaussian
component.
1.7.2 GM M Parameter Space
The related methods operate on the GMM parameter space. Since only mean vectors are
adapted, the other parameters stay unchanged and are equal to the UBM ones. Accordingly,
these methods operate on the GMM mean supervector space. Each GMM supervector is the
concatenation of mean vectors from each Gaussian component.
Joint Factor Analysis
Joint Factor Analysis (JFA) (Kenny et Dumouchel, 2004) (Kenny et al., 2005b) is a method
used for modeling channel and speaker variabilities in GMM parameter space. With JFA, we
assume that each GMM supervector M for a given utterance is the result of two independent
components. The first supervector s is speaker-dependent and the second one, c is channeldependent:

M= s +c

(1.19)
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Unlike feature mapping, which addresses channel effect problems through a discrete solution,
JFA uses a continuous situation. The channel supervector is defined in continuous space.
Details will be presented in Chapter 2.
Vair et al (Vair et al., 2006) propose a new method based on estimating the effect of the
channel in the GMM parameter space then using that to normalize the feature vectors in the
acoustic parameters space.
Nuisance Attribute Projectio n
In (Solomonoff et al., 2004), the authors propose a technique named Nuisance Attribute Projection (NAP) for channel compensation in the context of SVM for speaker verification. Recently this technique is applied m the GMM supervector space (Campbell et al., 2006a) to
design a new SV system based on combination of SVM and GMM approaches. The principal
idea of the NAP algorithm is to use a projection matrix P in the SVM feature space in order
to cancel the channel effect. The underiying assumption of this method is that the GMM
supervector space is a combination of two orthogonal subspaces: the first one represents the
channel information and the second is immunized against the impact of the channel. The
projection matrix P is defined as follows:
P = I -vv'

with ||t;|| = 1

(1.20)

where i; is a vector from the channel subspace basis. The purpose of this matrix is to project
all vectors onto a space immunized against the impact of the channel. This projection matrix
is defined in the feature space rather than in the input space. So in the case where 0(x) is the
mapping function of the input vector x, the new mapping function that uses the projection
matrix P will be:

0(x) = P(P{x)

(1.21)
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The kemel function between two input vectors x^,Xj is defined as the scalar product of the
two mappings (t){x^), 0(xj):

K,, = 0(xOV(x,)

(1.22)

Introducing A = [(j) (xi), 0 (X2),..., 0 (x^^)], the original Gram matrix defined by K = A^A
will be:

K

= {PAf
=K

(PA)

(1.23)

- A^vv^A

(1.24)

If we have many channel types {ci, C2,..., c^}, NAP consists in finding the projection matrix
that minimizes the distance between the projection of two feature vectors of the same speaker
but with different channel effects:
P = argmin
p ^"^^

V

6,, ||P(0 (x,) - 0(x,))||'

(1.25)

i,je{ci,C2,...,Cd}

where 6^ is a weight value equal to one if x^ and Xj represent the same speaker; zero otherwise.
in (Solomonoff et al., 2004), the authors show that this problem is equivalent to an eigenvalue
problem:
KZKv =

XKv

(1.26)

where Z = diag(51) — B; B is the matrix of weights bij. 1 is a column vector of unit value,
V corresponds to the eigenvector with highest eigenvalue of this problem. Additional details
about this method are given in Chapter 4.
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1.7.3 Scor e Space
Score normalization methods are applied to reduce the variability of the decision scores.
These techniques are based on the assumption that the distribution of target speaker and
impostor scores follow two distinct normal distributions. The normalization processing is
performed as follows:
9 ( X A ) _S{X,X,)-^

a

(1.27)

where X is the test segment and L is the proclaimed identity. The definition of p and a
depends on the score normalization method.
Z-Norm
The z-norm score normalization addresses the problem of speaker score variability. It allows
finding a decision threshold that is independent of the target speaker. For z-norm, we consider
a set of impostor segments Xi, X2, •..,Xj.

For each proclaimed identity L, we compute a

speaker-dependent PL and OL as follows:

/^L

= 7E^(^^'^^ )^^-^^
^ = 1

^L
=

X

7E(5(^.>AL)-/^AJ'

^
(1.29)

T-Norm
The t-norm addresses the problem of session variability. It compensates for differences between the training and testing conditions. For t-norm, we consider a set of impostor models
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Al, A2,..., Ayv- For each test segment X, we compute a test-dependent /z^ and ax as follows:
1

^

(1.30)

n=l

0"X

=
\n

l

(1.31)

Remark:
It is possible to combine the z-norm and t-norm score normalizations. There is two combinations, the first one named zt-normalization. It consists in first applying a z-norm, followed
by a t-norm. This normalization is the most widely used because it offers better performance
than application of one normalization only. The second one is the tz-normalization which
consists to apply t-norm first followed by z-norm.
1.8 Performanc e Measuremen t
To measure the performance of a speaker verification system, we analyze two types of errors:

• False Acceptance (FA): this occurs when the system grants access to an impostor.
• False Rejection (FR): this occurs when the system denies access to an enrolled speaker.
We generally analyze the rate of FA, RpA, and that of FR, RpR. These rates are computed as
follows:
RpA =

Number of FA
Number of impostors accesses

(1.32)

R FR

Number of FR
Number of target accesses

(1.33)

These two rates depend on the decision threshold. For higher decision thresholds, we will
accept fewer accesses; false acceptances will be fewer but false rejections will be more com-
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mon. For lower decision thresholds, we will accept more access requests; false acceptances
will be higher but false rejections will be fewer. An operational system needs to ajust the
decision threshold in order to find a compromise between both operating rates.
1.8.1 Detectio n Cos t Function
In order to measure the performance of a speaker verification system given a fixed decision
threshold, we define a Detection Cost Function (DCF), which is a weighted sum of the FA
and FR rates. These weights correspond to the costs CFR and CFA associated with the RFR,
RFA respectively and the a priori probability of impostor Pnon and the target speaker Ptar
trials. The detection cost function is defined as follows:

DCF — CFR Ptar RFR + CFA Pncm RFA

(1.34)

The cost values and a priori probabilities used to evaluate the DCF are fixed depending on
the application context. In the NIST speaker recognition evaluation, these parameters are
specified by the NIST evaluation plan' : CFR = 10, CFA =

L Ptar = 0.001 and Pnan =

1 - Ptar- The value of DCF depends on the value of the decision threshold. The MinDCF is
the minimum value of the DCF obtained when the decision threshold is changed. This last
value is used as the principal metric on the NIST speaker recognition evaluation campaign.
1.8.2 Equa l Error Rate
The Equal Error Rate (EER) is another critenon used to compare the performance of speaker
verification systems. It represents the operating point where the false acceptance rate is equal
to the false rejection rate.
'http://www.nist.gov/speech/tests/spk/index.htm
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1.8.3 DE T Curve
The criteria presented so far give the performance of speaker verification systems at an operating point (corresponding to a fixed decision threshold). Another method for viewing the
performance at different points on the same curve is the Detection Error Tradeoff (DET)
curve (Figure 1.5), introduced by Martin et al. (Martin et al., 1997). It is a variant of the
Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) curve that plots the variation of the FR rate to FA
rate according to different decision thresholds. The EER represents the point on the curve
where both rates are equal.

Speaker Detection Performanc e
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Figure 1. 5 DE T Curve showing the results of a speaker
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CHAPTER 2
JOINT FACTOR ANALYSIS

This chapter describes the joint factor analysis (JFA). We detail how the JFA approach allows
to model the speaker and intersession variabilities. We also present the underlying steps
involved in the JFA of a speaker verification system.
2.1 Join t Factor Analysi s
In a generative approach based on Gaussian mixture models, each speaker is represented by
a GMM composed of C Gaussians. These Gaussians are learned in a continuous parameter
space of dimension F. Each Gaussian is characterized by a mean vector, a diagonal covariance matrix and a weight. A target speaker GMM is built by adapting the GMM components
of the Universal Background Model (UBM) to the considered speaker's frames. The UBM
is trained on a large set of speaker training data. Joint factor analysis (Kenny et al., 2007a,b,
2008b) is a model that takes into account speaker and intersession variabilities in the context
of the GMM framework. Traditionally used in conjunction with cepstral features, its application can be extended to other continuous features where GMM modehng is appropriate.
The JFA model is based on a combination of classical MAP adaptation and eigenvoice for
modeling speaker variability, and eigenchannel MAP for modeling intersession variability.
The intersession variability in the spectral speech features is generally caused by channel
transmission effects. This is the reason for using the term channel variability rather than
intersession variability in the context of spectral features. The key assumption in joint factor analysis is that the GMM supervector of speaker- and channel-dependent M for a given
utterance can be broken down into a sum of two supervectors:

M ^ s+c
where supervector s depends on the speaker and supervector c depends on the channel.

(2.1)
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The GMM supervector is a CF-dimensional vector obtained via concatenation of all Gaussian component means. In the following sections, we will outline how the speaker and channel supervectors are determined.
2.2 Speake r Variability Modelin g
In traditional MAP adaptation as used in speaker verification (Reynolds et al., 2000), the
prior distribution of a GMM speaker supervector s is normally distributed with mean vector
E[S] = m and covanance diagonal matrix Gov (s, s) = ;^E, where m is the mean supervector
of the universal background model, E is a block-diagonal matrix where the blocks correspond
to the diagonal covariance matrices of the UBM and r is the relevance factor. In (Reynolds
et al., 2000), the authors empirically fit the value of r to find a compromise between the prior
distribution speaker variance and UBM variance. Instead of using empirical estimation of the
relevance factor, Kenny et al. proposed in (Kenny et al., 2007a,b) a ML-based estimation of
the a priori variance of the speaker population within a training corpus. In this new modeling,
the supervector s of a randomly chosen speaker can be written in the form of hidden variables
as foflows:
s = m + Dz
where m is the the speaker- and channel-independent supervector of dimension CF.

(2.2)
The

vector z is a hidden vector of dimension CF, a priori associated with a standard normal
distribution P (z) ^ A/" {z\0,1), and Di&a diagonal matrix of dimension CF x CF. In order
to calculate the posterior distribution of speaker supervector s, we need to know the a priori
probability of supervector s. The prior distribution of this supervector is normally distributed
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with the following parameters:
E[s] = E[m
=m
Cov(s,5)

=

+ Dz]

(2.3)

+ DE[z]

(2.4)

E[(5-E[s])(s-E[s])*]

(2.5)

= E[{Dz-DE[z]){z'D'-E[zfD')]

(2.6)

=

E Dzz'D' -DzE [zf

D'-DE [z]

+D E [z] E [zf D*^

z'D'
(2.7)

= DE[{z-E[z]){z-E[z]f]D'

(2.8)

= DCov{z,z)D'

(2.9)

We already know that the prior distribution of hidden variable z is a standard normal distribution, so the mean vector and covariance matrix of the a priori distribution of supervector s
are simplified to
Prior expectation of s = m
Prior covariance matrix of s = DD^

(2.10)
(2.11)

The matrix D is derived from the a priori distribution of speaker supervectors; it is estimated in an iterative fashion from the training corpus comprised of speaker-specific sets of
audio recordings. In (Kenny et al., 2008b), the authors also proposed parameter updates of
supervector m using the same data used to train the diagonal matrix D.
Given a sequence of speaker training observations and model parameters m and D, the posterior distribution of speaker supervector s is based on the calculation of the posterior probability of the hidden vanable associated with that same speaker. The calculation of the posterior
distribution of the hidden variable is descnbed in Appendix A. The posterior distnbution of
the latent vanable z is modeled by the mean vector E [z] and covariance matnx Gov (z, 2), so
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the postenor distribution of supervector s is modeled by a mean vector and covariance matrix
derived, respectively, in the same manner as for equations (2.4) and (2.9):
E[s] = m
Gov (s,s) = D

+ DE[z]

(2.12)

COY {z,z)D'

(2.13)

The expectation vector E [s] of the target speaker posterior probability is the corresponding
speaker GMM supervector estimated via MAP adaptation. Unlike classical MAP adaptation
(Reynolds et al., 2000), this new MAP modeling (Kenny et al., 2007a,b) allows taking into
account the uncertainty associated with the estimation of the speaker's GMM. Statistically
speaking, the covariance matrix Gov (5, s) models the uncertainty associated with MAP estimation of the speaker's GMM. When the number of target speaker training frames increases,
the influence of Gov (s, s) decreases. Provided the matrix D is well-conditioned, MAP adaptation using the a priori distribution is equivalent to Maximum Likelihood training of the
speakers, when sufficient speaker data are available for adaptation. The use of MAP adaptation with prior diagonal covariance matrix D does not model correlations between Gaussian
components of a single GMM. As a result, only observed Gaussians are adapted; other Gaussians remain unchanged. Had we imposed D^ = ^E, then the MAP adaptation proposed in
(Kenny et al., 2007a,b) would reduce to the classical MAP adaptation (Reynolds et al., 2000).
We now describe another adaptation technique for speaker GMM estimation. The technique,
called eigenvoice adaptation, is rooted in a definition of speaker population space. Given the
availability of speaker recordings, the aim of this adaptation is to locate the speaker within the
speaker space. Eigenvoice adaptation operates on the assumption of a low rank rectangular
matrix V of dimension CF x R, with R < CF, that defines a representation of the speaker
space. The supervector s of a randomly chosen speaker is obtained by:
s = m + Vy

(2.14)
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where m corresponds to the UBM mean supervector and y is a hidden vector of dimension
R having a standard normal prior distribution P (y) - A/" {y\0,1). Refemng once again to
equations (2.4) and (2.9), it is readily shown that the expectation and covanance matrices of
the prior distribution of supervector s are obtained by:
prior expectation of s =

m

prior covariance matrix of s = VV^

(2.15)
(2.16)

The prior distribution of supervector s is used to estimate its posterior distribution. The
posterior distribution of a speaker supervector in the case of eigenvoice adaptation is modeled
by a mean vector E [s] and covariance matrix Gov {s,s) derived, respectively, in the same
manner as for equations (2.4) and (2.9):
E[s] = m + VE[y]
Cov(s,s)

-V

Coy {y,y)V'

(2.17)
(2.18)

When few observations are available, eigenvoice adaptation is more powerful than MAP
adaptation for estimating speaker GMMs. This stems from the much lower dimension of
latent vector y used in eigenvoice adaptation, compared to that of latent vector z used in
MAP adaptation; as a result very little data is required to adequately estimate the posterior
probability of the eigenvoice-based vector y. Unlike MAP adaptation, eigenvoices model
correlations between GMM components, which allows us to adapt non-observed Gaussians.
Eigenvoice adaptation is based on the assumption that the rank R of estimated matrix V is
less than or equal to the number of speakers in the training corpus (Kenny et al., 2007a). It
is necessary to have a significant number of speakers to estimate this matrix well enough.
One final, important point concerning eigenvoice adaptation: when large amounts of data are
used to enroll the speaker model, it cannot be proven that model will behave properly (Kenny
et al., 2007a).
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It is clear that both adaptation methods (classical MAP and eigenvoices) are complementary.
Classical MAP adaptation is appropriate in cases where we have sufficient data to enroll the
target model, whereas eigenvoice adaptation is the method of choice when data are scarce. It
would be interesting to consider combination of both adaptation techniques. In this case, the
supervector s of a randomly chosen speaker is distributed according to:
s = m + Vy + Dz

(2.19)

The two hidden vectors y and z are mutually independent and each vector has a standard normal prior distribution. The supervector s follows a prior normal distribution characterized by
mean m and covariance matrix VV^ + D'^. This last modeling corresponds to the factor analysis as proposed for speaker verification (Kenny et al., 2007b). We refer to the components
of y as speaker factors and to the components of z as common factors.
2.3 Channe l Variabihty Modeling
The factor analysis proposed by in (Kenny et al., 2008b) is based on modeling channel effect. As is the case with speaker space, joint factor analysis also models the channel space.
The supervector c represents the channel supervector. It models channel effects in the given
recording. This supervector is written as follows:
c= Ux

(2.20)

where U is a low-rank rectangular matrix R^ < CF whose columns represent the eigenvectors of the channel covariance matnx. The matrix U defines the channel space. The hidden
vanable x has a standard normal prior distribution P (x) ~ A/" (x|0, / ) . This is equivalent to
stating that supervector c follows a normal prior distribution with mean vector equal to zero
and covariance matrix UU\ This technique is refenred to as eigenchannel adaptation (Kenny
et al., 2007a), which has the same form as the eigenvoice adaptation procedure outhned in
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the preceding section. The components of the vector x are called the channel factors. When
the speaker and channel factors are both taken into consideration for modeling the system,
we refer to the resulting model as Joint Factor Analysis (JFA).
2.4 Join t Factor Analysis-based Speake r Verification Syste m
In this section, we outline the sequence of steps required to produce a speaker verification
system based on the joint factor analysis approach.
2.4.1 Universa l Background Model
In this step, the universal background model Q, is determined by estimating its underlying
parameters according to an iterative EM algorithm. The UBM is a GMM composed of C
Gaussian components trained on F-dimensional feature frames. This GMM is characterized
by Gaussian mixture weights, its supervector m of dimension CF and covariance matrix E
of dimension CF x CF. The diagonal blocks of this covariance matrix correspond to the
diagonal covariance matrices of each Gaussian Ec (c = 1,..., C).
The UBM is used to extract first- and second-order Baum-Welch statistics, for subsequent use
by thejoint factor analysis modeling. Suppose we have a sequence of T frames {xi,X2, •••,XT}
and a UBM composed of C Gaussians. To extract the Baum-Welch statistics, we define the
variable X^ which is given by:
Xf =

P(c|xt,r2.)xt

(2.21)

where c is the Gaussian index. The sufficient statistics are obtained by an alignment of the
frames using the UBM Gaussians.

• The statistics of order zero :
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(2.22)

• The first order statistics :
(2.23)

• The second order statistics

(2.24)

2.4.2 Trainin g of Joint Factor Analysis Hyperparameter s
Thejoint factor analysis hyperparameters are given by A = (m, V, D, U, E). The diagonal covanance matrix E, of dimension CF x CF, models the unresolved vanability of the speaker
and channel matrix representations (Kenny, 2005). The diagonal blocks of this matrix are denoted by Ec (c = 1,..., C). A block element E,, is a diagonal covariance matrix associated
with Gaussian mixture component c used to estimate the GMM log likelihood function. In
the classical GMM-UBM based system, the covariance matnces E^ (c = 1,..., C) are taken
from the universal background model components m order to represent speaker uncertainties
generated by MAP adaptation. However, in the joint factor analysis approach, the E matrix
is tiained on data that takes into account the variability of models associated with the speaker
and channel supervector distnbutions. All the JFA hyperparameters are estimated iteratively
using an EM algorithm in order to maximize the likelihood of the training corpus. The training database is composed of many speakers, and each speaker has several recordings under
different channel conditions. The EM algorithm is performed in two steps. In the first step,
we evaluate the posterior distribution of the hidden vanables, given the speaker-sufficient
statistics and current hyperparameter estimation. The second step consists in updating the
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joint factor analysis hyperparameters, based on the expectations and covariance matrices of
the hidden variables obtained in the previous step. EM training is initiated by first initializing
the JFA hyperparmeters. A random initial guess of the eigenvoice matrix V, eigenchannel
matrix U and diagonal matrix D works well in practice. The supervector and covariance
matnces of the universal background model can be used as initial estimates of supervector m
and residual covariance matnces E^ (c = 1,..., C) (Kenny et al., 2008b). The following two
paragraphs outhne in greater details, the EM steps involved in JFA training.
Posterior Distribution of Hidden Variables
Based on the current estimate of JFA hyperparameters AQ = (m, V, F>, U, E), prior speaker
distribution and channel supervectors, the posterior distnbution of the background speaker
utterances ' is computed using their Baum-Welch statistics. The evaluation of all joint factor
analysis latent variables {y,z,x),

given the Baum-Welch statistics of an utterance, is de-

scribed in Appendix A.
Re-estimation of the Hyperparameter s
Updated hyperparameters are conditioned by the current joint factor analysis hyperparameter
estimate AQ and speaker posterior distributions obtained in the previous step. The speaker
posterior distribution is characterized by the expectation and covariance matrix of the hidden
variables. Two criteria are applied to re-estimate thejoint factor analysis hyperparameters A.
The first estimate is based on maximum likelihood, while a second estimate is required to
satisfy the minimum divergence criterion (Kenny, 2005).
In (Kenny, 2005), the authors start by training the hyperparameters related to the speaker supervectors which are m, V, D and E. In order to carry out this estimation, the Baum-Welch
statistics of each speaker's utterances are pooled together. Pooling the statistics is motivated
by the fact that averaging the statistics over all utterances of each speaker removes the chan' Background speakers are taken from all other available databases wiiich do not contain the target speaker.
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nel effects. These statistics are used in order to estimate the speaker and common space.
The first version of the joint factor analysis is based on the joint estimation of the eigenvoice
matrix V and of the diagonal matnx D (Kenny, 2005). Recently Kenny et al (Kenny et al.,
2008b) proposed a decoupled estimation of these two matrices. In the first step, we estimate
the eigenvoice matnx, the supervector m and the residual variance E using a subset of the
background data. In the second step, the diagonal matrix D is trained on another subset
of data after removing the speaker effects, already modeled through eigenvoices, from the
sufficient statistics. In this way, the diagonal matrix models the residual speaker variability
not captured by the eigenvoices. We also re-estimate the residual covariance matrix E after
removing the variability modeled by the diagonal matrix D. After training the hyperparameters which model the speaker supervector distribution, we estimate the eigenchannel matrix
U and re-estimate the diagonal covariance matrix E in order to take into account the channel variability captured by the eigenchannels. The eigenchannel matrix is computed after
centralizing the sufficient statistics for each utterance of each speaker with respect to their
corresponding speaker supervectors.
2.4.3 Speake r Enrollment
When the full joint factor analysis model AQ = (m, V, D, U, E) is used, the target speaker
enrollment is based on the Baum-Welch statistics and the prior distribution of the speaker supervector s P (s) '^ A/" (s|m, W * -h 1)2) and channel supervector c P (c) ~ TV (c|, 0, UU^).
The joint posterior distribution of all hidden variables y, z and x can be computed in the
manner described in Appendix A. As explained in previous sections, the posterior distribution of a specific speaker is a normal distribution with expectation supervector E [s] =
m-\-VE[y] + DE[z] and covariance matrix Gov {s, s) = V Gov (y, y)V^-\-D Gov (z, z) D^
(Kenny, 2005). The target speaker supervector can be directly computed from the posterior
distribution of the hidden vanables. The computation of the expectation vectors and covariance matrices of all hidden variable posterior distributions are given in Appendix A. Figure
2.1 summarizes the estimation of the posterior speaker supervector distribution.
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Figure 2.1 Posterio r distribution of target speaker supervector.
2.4.4 Tes t and Final Decisio n
This step consists in evaluating the log-likehhood ratio based on the target speaker and universal background models described in Chapter 1. The resulting score is then compared to
a threshold in order to take the final decision. Given a target speaker supervector s and test
utterance x, and assuming that the test recording is produced by the target speaker, the GMM
supervector (Kenny et al., 2007a) of this test utterance is given by:

M = s + Ux

(2.25)

where U is the eigenchannel matnx and x is the vector of channel factors. If we suppose
X to be known, then it is straightforward to compute the conditional likelihood of the test
utterance given the target speaker supervector and channel factor components. In practice,
however, x is a hidden variable which we only know to be represented by a standard normal
prior distribution. In this case, the likelihood of the test recording, given the claimed speaker,
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is given by integrating over all channel factors:

P(x|s) = y P ( x | s , x ) A/'(x|0,/)(ix

(2.26)

where A/'(.|0,/) is the standard Gaussian kemel. Proposition 2 in (Kenny et al., 2005a)
explains how to obtain a closed form for this expression based on Baum-Welch statistics.
The final expression used to estimate this likehhood is derived as follows.
Let us first introduce the terms that will be used to evaluate the likelihood in the case of
joint factor analysis. TV is a diagonal matrix of dimension CF x CF, with diagonal blocks
NJ

(c = 1,..., C) and / is the identity matrix of dimension F x F. The vector F is of

dimension GF; it is formed by the concatenation of the Fc statistics. The diagonal matrix
5 is a matrix of size CF x CF; its diagonal blocks are the Sc statistics. We define the
expectation of the first-order and second-order Baum-Welch statistics as follows:
E[F,] = F - A r E [ s ]

(2.27)

E[Ss] =

(2.28)

5 - 2diag ( F E H ) + d i a g ( A ^ ( E [ s ] E [ s * ] + G o v ( s , s ) ) )

Let us define the matrix 1 = 1 + U^T.~'^NU and its Cholesky decomposition Z^/^. The log
likelihood of test utterance x given the target supervector s is given by the following equation
(Kenny et al., 2007a,b):
c

logP(x|s) = ^ 7 V , l o g
c=\

(27r)|E,r^^

^tr(E-^E[5,])

2

\^og\l\ + \\\l-'/^U'T.-'E[F,

(2.29)

where E [s] and Gov (s, s) are the expectation and covanance matrix of the posterior distribution of speaker supervector s. In joint factor analysis, score normalization plays an important
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part towards improving system performance (Kenny et al., 2007a,b, 2008a). In this dissertation all our JFA systems used zt-norm score normalization as described in Chapter 1.

CHAPTER 3
SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE S

This chapter presents the theory of support vector machines and gives the most popular kernels used for speaker verification.
3.1 Suppor t Vector Machines
Support Vector Machines (SVMs) are supervised binary classifiers (Vapnick, 1995). They are
based on the idea of finding, from a set of leaming examples X = {(xi, yi), {x2,y2) , •.•, (XMI^/M)}.
the best Hnear separator H to distinguish between the positive examples (y^ = +1) and negative examples (y^ = —1). The hnear separator is defined by the following function / :
/ : R^

-^

R

X ^ f{x)

=

w^x + b (3.1

)

where x is an input vector and {w, b) are the SVM parameters chosen during the training.
The classification of a new example x is based on the sign of the function f{x):
h{x) = sign (/ (x) = w^x + b)

(3.2)

In support vector machines, the hyperplane separator H has the characteristic of maximizing
the minimum distance between the hyperplane and all example points of the training set. We
use the term margin to refer to this distance. The classification margin p of an example x is
determined by:
Pf{x,y) = yf{x)

(3.3)
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The classifier margin is determined by the minimum value of p/ (x, y) for all training points:
(3.4)

P / = min P/(x„ y,)

The hyperplane that maximizes equation (3.4) is the optimal separator. The training of the
function / depends only on the example points which are located in the decision border. All
these points are called support vectors. Figure 3.1 shows an example of optimal linear separation between two classes which maximizes the margin between the support vector points
which are closer to the boundary. When we use the primal form of the SVM optimization
problem, training is equivalent to solving the following problem:

min|||t<;|p
\ under the constraints
yi{w^Xi + wo) > 1 1

(3.5)
= 1,...,M

where (x^, y,) are the leaming examples and their respective label classes; M is the number
of examples and yj e {+1, —1}.
In optimization theory, a problem that involves an objective function and strictly convex constraints can be reformulated in terms of a dual problem. The resolution of this dual problem
is then equivalent to solving the primal one. The expression of a dual optimization problem
for SVM is defined by:

max | X ^ 2 i a^ - I Ej^=i arOijyiyjix^.Xj)^
under the constraints:
i= 1,...,M

a, > 0
M
E ,^1
Q^y^ =

p,

0

(3.6)
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{x\W^x + 6 > 0}

Support Vectors

{x\W^x + 6 < 0}

Figure 3.1 Optima l linear separation between two classes.
The optimal hyperplane separator for the SVM in the case of the dual representation is as
follows:
m
i = l ^iy^^^' ^i)+'^0 (3.7
fi^) = Yl

where a* and WQ are the SVM parameters set during the training step. The parameters a*
correspond to the Lagrangian multipliers which are used to solve the SVM dual problem. In
the dual representation of support vector machines, two points are worthy of mention. Firstly,
the estimation of the optimal hyperplane involves only the evaluation of inner products of
vectors in the input space. The second point is that the dual problem of an SVM does not
depend on the dimension of the examples, but only on the number of samples M.

)
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3.2

Nonlinear Separatio n

For nonlinear sample separation problems, two solutions were proposed in order to find the
hyperplane separator between two classes. The first approach involves assignments of slack
variables to the primal problem constraints in order to limit accepted ertors during the training
step. The second approach uses a mapping function to project the training and test vectors
from input space to a higher-dimension space where the samples can be linearly separable.
3.2.1 Sof t Margin Hyperplane and Slack Variables
This technique involves changes to the constraints of the primal problem defined above in
order to find the hyperplane that tolerates the fewest errors. The optimal separator is required
to minimize the number of committed mistakes. The modification consists in introducing
the slack variables Q > 0 into the previous primal problem constraints (equation 3.5). The
modified criterion of the primal problem is given by:

min i\\wr+cj:z,Q
under the constraints

(3.8)

y^ [w^Xi + Wo) > 1 - Q i

1,...,M

Q>0 %

1,...,M

where C > 0 is a constant. The dual formulation of the new primal problem using the slack
variables can be rewritten as follows:
max \T!ti ^i-\

Y!t,i
= \

aiajVxVj^Xi, Xj)|

under the constraints:

0 < a^ < a

E ,M= 1 « » ? / » = 0r\

(3.9)
2 = l,...,Af
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In this new optimization, the constant C controls the compromise between the optimal margin
and the number of allowed errors.
3.2.2 Mappin g and Kernel Function s
The rationale of projecting data from a low-dimension input space to a higher dimension
feature space, is to transform a nonlinear separation problem in the initial space into a linearly
separable problem in the feature space. The SVMs exploit a nonlinear transformation (/? :
R^ -^

R^ that converts all examples X =

{(xi,yi), (x2,y2),.-., {xM,yM)} of the input

space R^ to a feature space R^ of higher, and potentially infinite dimension D :^ N in
which it is in principle possible to find a linear separator.
f
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Figure 3.2 Mappin g function projection .

It is easy to imagine the application of SVMs in high-dimension feature space. The dual form
of the support vector machines optimization problem based on the mapping function tp which
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allowed us to go from the initial space to the feature space is given by:

max
under the constraints:
(3.10)
Qj > 0

EM

z = l,...,M
n

^=l O^iVi = 0

where {p {Xi) ,p (xj)) is the inner product in the feature space between two projected samples. The formula of the optimal separator in this new space has the following form:
m

h{x)^Yl

t=l

^^*^» ('^ (^)' '^ (^^)) + "^0

(3.11)

where a* and WQ are the optimal solutions of the SVM dual problem in the feature space.
From a practical point of view, the formulation of SVMs presented until now presents a very
challenging problem, viz. the evaluation of the inner product {ip (xi) ,ip (xj)) in some feature space. We must note that this space may be of quite high dimensionality, indeed infinite
in principle, which makes the evaluation of the inner product in this new space unfeasible.
These difficulties can be circumvented through the use of kemel functions k (x^, Xj) in order
to evaluate this inner product. The kemel functions are bilinear symmetric and positive functions which satisfy the Mercer conditions (Shawe-Taylor et Cristianini, 2004). They are easy
to compute in the input space and it can be shown that, for a large-dimension feature space a Hilbert space (Shawe-Taylor et Cristianini, 2004) in general - they correspond to an inner
product k (xi, Xj) = {(p{xi) ,p{xj)).

The new optimization problem of SVMs based on the
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kemel function is as follows:
n^ax | X ) i l i Oil- I I],^=i arajyiyjk (xi, Xj)\
under the constraints:
(3.12)
i= 1,...,M

The new separator is given by the following formula:

/i (x) = ^ a*y^k

(x, x^) + ^

(3.13)

i=l

The kemel function allows us to calculate the inner product in the high-dimension feature
space via operations performed in the low-dimension input space R^. Furthermore, the kernel evaluation does not need to know the exact expression of the mapping function. These
two kemel advantages greatly simplify the application of support vector machines for nonlinearly separable problems. The choice of an adequate kemel function for a given problem
is however critical. The user can test several classical kemel functions which are already
guaranteed to correspond to inner products in a feature space, and choose the kemel function
that yields the best performance. It is also possible for the user to construct an appropriate ad
hoc kemel function, but he needs to prove that this function corresponds to an inner product
in a given space. In order to prove that a given symmetric and positive function corresponds
to a kemel function or inner product in the feature space, we test it against Mercer's theorem
(Scholkopf et Smola, 2001) (Shawe-Taylor et Cristianini, 2004). The slack variables can also
be applied in the kemel function SVM optimization problem (equation 3.12) in order to relax
the constraints and tolerate some errors during hyperplane separator training. The final SVM
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formalism problem can be written as:

niax [T^iii Oil- I 5^1^=1 OLiajyiyjk {x„ Xj)\
<

under the constraints:
0 < a^ < C 1

= 1,...,M

(3.14)

^ J2ti o^iVi = 0
The last optimization problem given in (Eq. 3.14) is the most popular criterion used to build
pattern recognition systems based on support vector machines. Without exception, all the
SVM experiments carried out in this thesis are based on this last optimization problem.
3.3 Speake r Verification Kernel s
In this section, we present the most popular kemel functions applied to speaker verification
systems based on support vector machine models.
3.3.1 Fishe r Kernel
The Fisher mapping kemel is considered as the state-of-the-art approach to combine generative models and support vector machines. The SVM input vectors are derived from the
generative model itself In the case of speaker verification, the Gaussian mixture model plays
the role of the generative model which is used to extract the SVM input vectors (Wan et Renals, 2003). The size of these vectors depends on the number of GMM parameters. Given a
GMM speaker s parameterized by 0 and an utterance sequence X, the Fisher mapping kemel
function based on the first denvative of the GMM parameters is obtained by:

<PfisherW: X^VelogP{X\s,9)

(3.15)
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The Fisher mapping was first successfully introduced and applied to biological sequence
processing by Jaakkola and Haussler (Jaakkola et Haussler, 1999). The Fisher kemel function
between two utterances is computed as follows:

^ ( ^ ^ ^'') = ^fisher (^'^) ^"Vfisher ( ^ ' )

(3.16)

where, in the general case, R is the covariance matrix of the data in the Fisher mapping space
^ = ^ b f i s h e r ( ^ " ) ^fisher (^'')]3.3.2 Generalize d Linear Discriminant Sequence Kernel
The Generalized Linear Discriminant Sequence (GLDS) is a linear kemel, proposed by
William Campbell (Campbell, 2002). This kemel is evaluated directly using the sequence of
speech cepstral frames. Specifically, given a cepstral vector sequence X = {xi, X2, .., X/},
the mapping function of the GLDS kemel V^GLDS ^^ expressed as follows:
1 '
^GLDS: X^jY,b{x,)

(3.17)

j=i

where 6(xt) is the polynomial expansion of each speech frame x, (Campbell et Assaleh,
1999). The GLDS kemel function kciDS for two frame sequences X°- and X'^ is defined by:
^GLDS ( ^ ^ ^')

= 'PGLDS i^"") ^~ V Q L D S ( ^ ' )

(3.18)
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where i? is a normalization matrix obtained by R = M^M and M is given by:

'PGLDS(^^0
<^GLDS(^'')

M =

'/'GLDS(^'"^)

(3.19)

V'GLDS(^'0
^GLDS(^'')

<^GLDS(^^"0
where V^GLDS (^*') ^'^'^ '^GLDS ("^^') ^ ^ ^^^ polynomial expansion of the speaker's and
impostor's data sequences respectively. The terms Ng and Ni represent the number of
speaker and impostor sequences. A noteworthy characteristic of this kemel is that an average
of all projected vectors removes the context variability caused by the phonemic context. This
operation results in a significant loss of information. Nevertheless, the results obtained using
this kemel are promising (Campbell, 2002).
3.3.3 SVM-GM M Kernel s
In this subsection we outline an approach that combines support vector machines and GMMUBM systems. In this new combination, the SVMs are applied in GMM space. The GMMs
for the relevant speakers are obtained using MAP adaptation of the component means of the
UBM to the target data. The proposed kemel functions are based on an approximation of the
Kullback-Leibler (KL) distance between two GMMs. Two kemel functions were tested. In
(Campbell et al., 2006a,b), the authors propose a linear kemel that exploits the inner product
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of the KL distance between two GMMs s°- and s^
,r^-l/2 b

(3.20)

1=1

where Wi, E^ are respectively the weight and covanance matrix of the i

Gaussian of the

UBM. 11°; and ix\ are the mean components of the z*-" Gaussian for each speaker and C is
number of mixture components. During the same period of time that this work took place,
we proposed a nonlinear kemel between two GMMs (Dehak et Chollet, 2006) based on the
same KL distance as the previous kemel.
Nonlinear [s\s^) =

e-^-i^^(^'"-''^)'^'"'(^?-^= ' )

We will present the details underlying this combination in the next chapter.

(3.21)

CHAPTER 4
SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINES AND GAUSSIAN MIXTURE MODELS

Methods based on support vector machines (SVM) have been widely applied in the field of
pattern recognition (Scholkopf et Smola, 2001). In recent NIST speaker recognition evaluation campaigns, one of the most effective systems combined SVM with the classical GMMUBM system to enhance overall performance (Campbell et al., 2006a).
We proposed a new nonlinear kemel defined in the GMM parameter space. This kemel was
built from an approximated Kullback-Leiber divergence between two GMM models. These
results were published in (Dehak et Chollet, 2006). Further work on the comparison between
this nonlinear kemel and linear kemel (Campbell et al., 2006a) was also presented in (Dehak
et al., 2007c). We also applied a channel compensation technique called nuisance attribute
projection to both kemels. A comparison of results between the combination SVM-GMM
approach and joint factor analysis was presented in (Dehak et al., 2008a).
4.1 Distanc e Between two GMMs
In this section, we define a weighted scaled Euclidean distance between two GMMs for
speaker verification. The Kullback-Leibler Divergence between two probabilistic distribution
models P'' (x) and p'' (x), corresponding respectively to speakers a and b, is formulated as
follows:
,

,. r

/p"fxU
(4.1)

This KL divergence doesn't possess the symmetric property. In order to define a symmetric distance based on the divergence between two probabilistic models, we rewrite the KL
distance in its symmetric form:
KL 2 (P'^ II P^) = KL (P'^ II p'') + KL (p'' || P'^)

(4.2)
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In the case of Bayesian maximum a posteriori adaptation and according to the general property of KL divergence (Do, 2003), the Kullback-Leiber divergence between two GMMs with
{{{'^i] . {/^"} , {Sf}), ({^f} . {lA] > {^i}) > ^ = l-C*) as respective parameters, is bounded
by the following formula:
c
KL (P-^ II P") < KL (w'^Ww') + ^

< KL (A/"(.; nl E ^ \\M (.;/.?, E?))

(4.3)

i=l

The first term KL ('u;"||tt;'') is the KL divergence between the weights w"- and w^. The second
term KL (A/" (.; /^°, Ef) IJA/" (.; i4, E ^ ) is the divergence between the i^^ Gaussian of model
P° and r

Gaussian of model p''. The formula is correct when the z^" Gaussians of both

speaker GMMs correspond. This condition is implicit in the case of MAP adaptation since
in that case each z^" Gaussian of each speaker GMM is adapted from the same Gaussian i of
the UBM. In the case of GMM-UBM speaker-verification based models where only Gaussian
means are adapted (i.e. w°; = w\ and E" = E^^ z = 1,..., C), and using the symmetrical KL
divergence, the last equation can be rewritten as follows:
KL2(p'^||p'')

<

KL (P-^ II p") + KL (P^ II P'^)
c

< J2w,{^^-p!iyj:-^„^-p^ (4.5
i=l

< DJis^s")
where

(4.4)

)
(4.6)

c

^e(5^5^) = X ; ^ ^ K -- M?)* s-'(*'?•-»<?)

(4.7)

1=1

The right-hand term D^ {s°-, s^) of the last inequality gives a similarity measure between two
GMM supervectors s°- and s'' for which only the Gaussian means are adapted. This term is
homogeneous with the square of a Euclidean distance between two points in GMM supervector space. This distance is an upper bound of the KL distance. So if the distance between
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the two GMMs is small, the corresponding KL distance is also small and the opposite is also
true.
4.2 Kerne l Between two GMMs
4.2.1 Linea r Kernel
The linear kemel between two GMMs was proposed by Campbell et al. (2006a). This kemel
was derived from the Kullback-Leibler divergence between two GMMs (Campbell et al.,
2006a,b). In the case of MAP adaptation with diagonal covariance matrices and when only
the GMM mean components are adapted from the UBM, the weighted Euclidean distance
between two scaled GMM supervectors s°- and s^ is given by equation (4.7). The KL linear
kemel is defined as the corresponding inner product of the Euclidean distance between two
GMMs:

c

h^,,(s\s')=Y.'^,{^1)'Y.-'p\
(4.8
z=l

)
(4.9)

In kemel machines, the distance in feature space between two corresponding mapped vectors
p (XQ) and ip (xb) can be computed using the kemel function:
D {p {Xa)

,p

(Xb)) = y/k

( X a , X a ) - 2k

(XQ,

Xft) + k

(Xfe, Xfe)

(4.10)

If we apply the previous KL linear kemel between two GMMs /cjjj^ in Equation 4.10, we
obtain the same Euclidean distance defined in equation 4.7. The Kullback-Leibler linear
kemel is a linear product in the GMM supervector space and its feature-mapping functional
effect is just to scale the original Gaussian mean components by ( y ^ E " ^ / ^ ) , where w^.
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Ej are respectively the weight and covariance matrix of the z^" Gaussian. This new kemel
satisfies the Mercer condition (Shawe-Taylor et Cristianini, 2004).
4.2.2 Nonlinea r Kernel
Another way to obtain a kemel based on distance D'^ defined in Equation 4.7 is to use the
exponential function of the distance (Shawe-Taylor et Cristianini, 2004):

^nonlinear (^". 5") =e-^^^^^""')

(4.11)

(4.12)

'^nonlinear I* , * j — e

We proposed this nonlinear kemel for speaker verification in (Dehak et Chollet, 2006). This
kemel is equivalent to a Gaussian kemel applied in GMM space. This kind of kemel was
already applied for speaker identification (Moreno et Ho, 2003) and multimedia classification
(Moreno et al., 2003). In all of these applications, the authors used a KL divergence between
two probabilistic distributions in order to define the kemel function. The difference between
both kemels is that the nonlinear kemel is a normalized form of the exponential of the linear
one. As mentioned above, the distance in feature space with respect to the linear kemel is just
the scaled Euclidean distance between two GMMs. The distance in feature space between
two vectors points p (XQ) and p (xf,) based on the nonlinear kemel is however different and
can be derived using equation 4.10 such as:
D {if (xa), p (xb)) = ^ 2 - 2e-^e^(^-^'>)

(4.13)

The expanded feature space of the Gaussian kemel has infinite dimension (Shawe-Taylor et
Cristianini, 2004) and its mapping function p (.) (Shawe-Taylor et Cristianini, 2004) can be
computed as follows:
s ^ p[s) =

k{s,.)=

e ~^^

(4.14)
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4.3 SVM-GM M Architectur e
In the new system that we proposed, the MAP adaptation plays the role of features extraction
as well as the MFCCs extraction. Given a target-speaker speech utterance and a set of impostor utterances, we first extract the MFCC frames; then we adapt the UBM Gaussian means to
the target speaker and each impostor's recording frames in order to obtain the overall GMM
supervectors. The linear or Gaussian Kullback-Leibler kemel can be used in order to find
the hyperplane separator between target and impostor supervectors. When the test recording
is available, we extract the MFCC vectors; then we use MAP adaptation to adapt the UBM
means to the test frames in order to produce the test GMM supervector. The decision score
is calculated by comparing this test supervector with the SVM separator established in the
SVM training step. The final decision is obtained by comparing the decision score with a
threshold. If the score is greater or equal to the threshold, the test utterance is assigned to the
target speaker; otherwise, we assume the test utterance not to have originated from the latter.
We can also apply score normalization in order to compensate for session variability between
enrollment and test recordings. Figure 4.1 displays a diagram depicting the architecture of
SVM-GMM systems.
4.4 Decisio n Score in the GMM Space
Decision scores in the classical GMM-UBM system are based on the log likelihood ratio,
defined as follows:
S c o . , W = l | : i o g ( | g | | ) (4.15

)

where s and Q represent respectively the target speaker and the universal background models.
The sequence X — {xi, X2,...., XAT} corresponds to the test utterance frames. In (Ben, 2004),
Ben proved that this score can be rewritten using the KL distance between the GMM test
model and the UBM and between the same test model and target speaker model such as:
Score^ {X) = D^ {X^j, fi) - D^ {XM, S]

(4.16)
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Figure 4.1 Architectur e of the SVM-GMM system.
where XM is the GMM supervector corresponding to the test model which is obtained by
adapting the UBM mean components to the test utterance using MAP. This adaptation has
the same form as to the target speaker model adaptation. The decision is taken by comparing
this new score to a threshold.
4.5 Mode l Normalization: M-nor m
It has already been proven that, in the context of kemel machines, seating (Sarle, 1997) the
values of data or normalizing the input vectors transform them into a spherical area (Wan et
Renals, 2005), helps, and improve SVM performance. In speaker verification, we demonstrated the effectiveness of model normalization (M-norm) applied to GMMs, especially for
nonlinear kemels (Ben, 2004; Dehak et Chollet, 2006). M-norm was first introduced by
Ben (2004). The objective of this approach is to modify the GMM mean vectors or GMM
supervectors so that the distance between all final normalized supervectors and the UBM su-
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pervector il is a constant distance D^^f, called reference distance, which is equal to one. Let
{yLif } be the set of UBM mean components and let {//f} be the set of GMM mean vectors
of a given speaker a. Let D^ (s°, Q) denote the distance between the speaker GMM and the
UBM supervector. Applied to a particular GMM mean vector for speaker a, the normalization
procedure is given by:

(4.17)

Figure 4.2 shows the way in which all GMMs were moved in order that they live in a spherical
area in GMM space, centered around the UBM mean supervector.
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4.6 Nuisanc e Attribute Projection
As introduced in Chapter 1, the Nuisance Attnbute Projection (NAP) approach was proposed
to deal with the session variability problem in the framework of support vector machines
applied to speaker verification. The NAP was first introduced in (Solomonoff et al, 2005,
2004) and successfully applied by Campbell et al. (2006a) to the Kullback-Leibler linear
kemel given in Equation (4.9). This method uses an appropriate projection matrix P

=

/ - vv^ in linear kemel feature space in order to remove unwanted variability (such as channel
effects). Given two GMM supervectors s° and s \ the new kemel can be expressed as follows:
k(s\s')

= {Pp{s^),Pp{s'))
= p{s'')Pp{s'')

(4.19

=
k{s\s'') p{s°)(l-vv')p{s'')

(4.18)
)
(4.20)

where t; is a rectangular matrix of low rank whose columns are orthonormal. These columns
correspond to eigenvectors that represent the nuisance or channel effects that need to be
removed from the feature space. The idea behind NAP is to project out the intersession
variability in order to minimize the distortion between GMM supervectors belonging to the
same speaker. The optimal projection matrix P and cortesponding eigenvector matrix v can
be determined by applying the following criterion:
P - a r g m i n ^ 5,,^ \\P {p [s') - p (s^)) f

(4.21)

where p (s') is the kernel-mapping function. In order to train the projection matrix P, we
require a multi-speaker database comprised of many recordings over several sessions using
different channel settings for each speaker. The {s'} are the speaker background dataset.
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The matrix B^^j contains the information weights; its underiying structure can be chosen
according to the information that we aim to remove:
channel compensation:

Pi,j = {

1

if channel (s') 7^ channels.')

0

otherwise

(4.22)

• maximizing the variance between speakers:
-1

Bid = {

if speaker (s') 7^ speaker (s-')
(4.23)

0

otherwise

• minimize the intersession variability:

5^J = {

1

if speaker (5') = speaker (s.^)
(4.24)

0

otherwise

The combination of these three matrices has already been tested in Solomonoff ef al (Solomonoff
et al., 2004). Our work is restricted to the third case only.
In (Campbell et al., 2006a), the authors pointed out that when the KL linear kemel is applied
to GMM supervector space and the nuisance variable for the session variability, the NAP
subspace defined by matrix v is equivalent to the channel subspace modeled in joint factor
analysis (Kenny et al., 2008b). The optimal matrix v is composed of the k eigenvectors
having the k largest eigenvalues of the within-class covariance matrix which corresponds to
the channel covariance:

= S^"•—'
E ^n , E (^ ' - ^1) W - ^,)'
j=i^

i=\

(4.25)
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where $1 represents the GMM supervector corresponding to the z^" session of the j

speaker.

S is the number of speakers in our background database; Uj represents the number of recordings of speaker j and s'j is the mean of the set of GMM supervectors from speaker j :
Tlj

Sj =

-y si (4.26

)

In order to estimate the within-class covariance matrix, we need many speakers, each one
having recording over several sessions. This covariance matrix W is equivalent to the matrix
UU^, which IS the channel covariance matrix of the channel supervector c in joint factor
analysis (Kenny et al., 2008b). There is a difference between applying NAP in linear and in
Gaussian kemels. In linear kemel, NAP is applied in feature space because feature space is
equivalent to input space. However, in Gaussian kemel, we carry out the NAP in input space
rather than in feature space.
4.7 Experimen t with SVM-GMM
4.7.1 Experimenta l Set-u p
In our experiments, we used cepstral features, extracted using a 25 ms Hamming window.
Nineteen Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients together with log energy are calculated every
10 ms. This 20-dimensional feature vector was subjected to feature warping (Pelecanos et
Sridharan, 2001) using a 3-seconds sliding window. Delta and double delta coefficients were
then computed using a 5-frame window, giving a 60-dimensional feature vector. The resulting
feature vectors were modeled using the GMM approach.
In all the experiments, two gender-dependent universal background models are used. Each
UBM contains 2048 Gaussian components. They are trained using LDC releases of Switchboard II, Phases 2 and 3; Switchboard Cellular, Parts 1 and 2; and NIST 2004 speaker recognition evaluation data.
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The SVM was trained using 1000 impostors for female and 1000 impostors for male, extracted from the same data used in the UBM training. The decision scores obtained with
the SVM-GMM were normalized using t-norm based on 227 males and 283 females. The
nuisance attribute projection matrix was trained with the same data used to train the UBM.
We carried out our experiments on the core condition of the NIST 2006 speaker recognition
evaluation (SRE)'. This evaluation set contains 350 male and 461 female speakers; the number of tests is 51448 (Usually we use the term trials to refer to the these tests). For each target
speaker model, a five-minute telephone conversation recording is available which contains
roughly two minutes of speech from that specific speaker.
4.7.2 Result s
Performance o f the SVM-GMM Syste m
In order to study the effects of combining support vector machines with Gaussian mixture
models, we built four systems trained on the same data set.

• The first system is based on the classical GMM-UBM approach. Specifically, each
target speaker had a specific GMM adapted from the UBM to the target speech frames
using MAP adaptation. The decision scores were obtained using the log likelihood ratio
as shown in Equation 4.15. We carried score normalization based on zt-normalization
technique.
• The second system is also based on the GMM-UBM approach; however, the decision
scores were obtained by using the distance between two GMMs. The final decision
score was obtained using Equation 4.16.
• The third system is a SVM-GMM system based on a linear kemel.
• The final system is a SVM-GMM system based on a Gaussian kemel.
http://www.nist.gov/speech/tests/spk/index.htm
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All these systems were tested on the core condition of NIST 2006 SRE. The results of these
experiments are given in Table 4.1. These results show that we achieve around 4% absolute
Table 4.1
Comparison between classical GMM-UBM and SVM-GMM approaches. Results given for
both genders, English tnals of the core condition of NIST2006 SRE

EER

MinDCF

GMM-UBM system

11.03%

0.03920

Distance between models

35.42%

0.09999

Linear kernel

7.09%

0.03625

Gaussian kernel

8.83%

0.04046

improvement in EER when we compare the results obtained with the support vector machines
based on the KL linear kemel and GMM-UBM log likelihood ratio scoring. This performance
demonstrates the efficiency of applying SVM in GMM space. However, we found that the
linear kemel gave the best results, around 2% in EER absolute improvement, compared to
the Gaussian kemel. The worst results were obtained when the scoring using the distance
between GMMs was applied.
The Influence o f Model Normalizatio n
For this section, we conducted a series of experiments in order to measure the influence
of model normalization on the performance of our systems based on GMM distance scoring,
Gaussian and linear kemels. We tested the last three systems designed in the previous section,
with and without applying M-norm. This normafization is applied to the distance between
the UBM and all the speaker, test and impostor models.
System performance on English and all trials of the NIST206 SRE are presented respectively in Tables 4.2 and 4.3. These results reveal the effectiveness of model normalization for
both kemels; however, the improvement is more marked in the Gaussian kemel and distance
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Table 4.2
Influence of Model normalization. Results given for both genders, English trials of the core
condition of NIST2006 SRE
EER

MinDCF

GMM-UBM system

11.03%

0.03920

Distance between models

35.42%

0.09999

Linear kernel

7.09%

0.03625

Gaussian kernel

8.83%

0.04046

Distance between models with MNorm

11.64%

0.05424

Linear kernel with MNorm

6.59%

0.03119

Gaussian kernel with MNorm

7.34%

0.03539

Table 4.3
Influence of the Model normalization. Results given for both genders, all trials of the core
condition of NIST2006 SRE
EER

MinDCF

GMM-UBM system

11.64%

0.04555

Distance between models

36.97%

0.09999

Linear kemel

8.70%

0.04128

Gaussian kernel

10.52%

0.04779

Distance between models with MNorm

13.07%

0.06122

Linear kernel with MNorm

8.14%

0.03745

Gaussian kernel with MNorm

9.05%

0.04152

between GMMs scoring. We obtain respectively 1.5% and more than 20% absolute improvement in EER in both trial conditions using the Gaussian kemel and GMM distance scoring.
The SVM-GMM system based on the KL linear kemel achieved the best results, 8.14% m
EER and 0.03745 in MinDCF for all tnals of the NIST 2006 SRE.
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Importance of Nuisance Attribute Projectio n
This section presents the results when the nuisance attribute projection algorithm is applied.
We replicated the same experiment as described in the previous section. We first tested the
performance of the all systems when the NAP was applied without M-norm. In the last
approach, model normalization was applied after removing the nuisance by projecting the
initial GMM supervectors using the NAP matrix. We began by choosing the optimal number
of channel eigenvectors for the matrix V which compose the nuisance attribute projection
matrix P. We referred to this number as the NAP corank. We carried out several experiments
by varying the NAP corank using both kemels until we found the optimal corank. Figure 4.3
depicts the influence of the NAP corank on EER in all trials of the core condition of the NIST
2006 SRE.

• Linear Kerne l
• Linear Kernel with MNorm
Gaussian Kemel
——— Gaussian Kemel with MNorm

Figure 4.3 Influenc e o f the NAP corank on the SVM-GMM
supervector systems tested on NIST 2006 SRE (all trials).
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Table 4.4
NAP influence on SVM performance. Results given for both genders, Enghsh trials of the
core condition of NIST2006 SRE
EER

MinDCF

Distance between models + NAP

45.29%

0.09981

Linear kernel -i- NAP

4.99%

0.02581

Gaussian kernel -i- NAP

6.54%

0.03064

Distance between models with MNorm + NAP

45.61%

0.09986

Linear kernel with MNorm -i- NAP

4.72%

0.02508

Gaussian kernel with MNorm -i- NAP

4.70%

0.02426

Table 4.5
NAP influence on SVM performance. Results given for both genders, all trials of the core
condition of NIST2006 SRE
EER

MinDCF

Distance between models + NAP

46.84%

0.09999

Linear kernel -i- NAP

6.66%

0.03441

Gaussian kernel -i- NAP

8.87%

0.04118

Distance between models with MNorm -i- NAP

46.90%

0.09999

Linear kernel with MNorm + NAP

6.60%

0.03437

Gaussian kernel with MNorm + NAP

6.58%

0.03384

The results given in Tables 4.4 and 4.5 were obtained with NAP corank= 30. We can conclude from these tables that application of the NAP in the SVM system lead to improve results
as compared to the last ones obtained in the previous section. We went from an EER of 7.09%
(without M-norm and NAP) given m table 4.2 to 4.99% (with NAP only) for English trials
of the 2006 SRE. The same conclusion can be drawn for the all-trial task. The best results
were obtained when M-norm was applied after NAP. In this experiment, the Gaussian and
linear kemels produce equivalent results. However, the linear kemel is less computationally
complex than the Gaussian kemel.
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4.8 Compariso n Between SVM-GMM and Joint Factor Analysis
In this section, we compare the best results obtained on the core condition of the NIST 2006
SRE using both linear and nonlinear kemels (as descnbed in section 4.7.2) with those obtained via three joint factor analysis systems using different configurations (with and without
speaker factors).
4.8.1 Experiment s
Joint Factor Analysis Training
We used gender-dependent UBMs with 2048 Gaussians. The UBMs were trained using the
LDC releases of Switchboard II, Phases 2 and 3; Switchboard Cellular, Parts 1 and 2; and
NIST 2004 speaker recognition evaluation data. The gender-dependent factor analysis models were trained on the same data as the UBM. The diagonal matnx D and eigenvoice matnx
V were estimed m a decoupled manner. The eigenvoice matnx V was trained on the same
data used for UBM training, minus the NIST 2004 SRE dataset; the D matnx was trained on
the 2004 SRE dataset. We used the same t-nomi impostors as for SVM-GMM systems. The
impostors used to train SVMs were also used to canry out the z-nonn JFA score nonnalization. The JFA was trained on exactiy the same data as the SVM-GMM.
Results
The resuhs, summanzed in Tables 4.6 and 4.7, reveal the following points. When speaker
factors are used, the joint factor analysis configurations yield substantially better results than
the SVM-GMM system for the NIST evaluation dataset. However, both SVM-GMM kemels
lead to better EER (but not MinDCF) in both conditions of the NIST evaluation as compared
to the factor analysis without speaker factors. The JFA that incorporates no speaker factors
coincides closely with the SVM-GMM system: In the absence of speaker factors, the target
speaker enrollment procedure through factor analysis modeling is similar to traditional MAP
adaptation, which is the first step m enrolling a target speaker m a GMM-SVM system. The
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nuisance attribute projection applied to the SVM can be seen as a dual representation of the
eigenchannel for JFA. Clearly, the best performing system incorporates 300 speaker factors,
in comparison to the speaker factors absent JFA and all other SVM-GMM systems. We can
conclude from these results that speaker factors play an important role in the target speaker
enrollment. Additional results highlighting the effectiveness of speaker factor inclusion can
be found in (Kenny et al., 2008a).
Table 4.6
Results on English trials of the core condition of the NIST 2006 SRE

EER

MinDCF

Linear kernel with MNorm -i- NAP

4,72%

0.0250

Gaussian kernel with MNorm -i- NAP

4.70%

0.0242

0 speaker factors, 100 channel factors, D j^ 0

4.98%

0.0199

300 speaker factors, 100 channel factors, D = 0

2.04%

0.0132

300 speaker factors, 100 channel factors, D 7^ 0

1.46%

0.0092

Table 4.7
Results on all tnals of the core condition of the NIST 2006 SRE
EER

MinDCF

Linear kernel with MNorm + NAP

6.60%

0.0250

Gaussian kernel with MNorm -1- NAP

6.58%

0.0242

0 speaker factors, 100 channel factors, D j^ 0

7.63%

0.0320

300 speaker factors, 100 channel factors, D = 0

3.73%

0.0208

300 speaker factors, 100 channel factors, D ^ 0

2.98%

0.0170

4.9 Discussio n
In this chapter, we introduced a new nonlinear kemel application for support vector machines in Gaussian mixture model supervector space. The proposed kemel is based on the
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Kullback-Leibler approximation distance between two GMMs. The results obtained with
this combination outperform the GMM-UBM results. The new kernel's performance was
compared to that offered by the linear kemel of Campbell et al. (2006a) which, by design,
also implements the same GMM distances. We demonstrated the effectiveness of combining
model normalization with nuisance attribute projection in both kemels. Comparing results
of this new modeling with those obtained by joint factor analysis reveals the effectiveness of
speaker factors in speaker model enrollment. These results motivated us to combine support
vector machines with joint factor analysis in order to create a speaker verification system.

CHAPTER 5
SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINES AND JOINT FACTOR ANALYSIS

In this chapter, we will present several ways to carry out the combination between Support
Vector Machines and Joint Factor Analysis. The first approach is similar to the classical
SVM-GMM presented in the preceding chapter (Campbell et al., 2006a), which consists in
using the speaker GMM supervectors as input to an SVM. The second set of methods that we
tested is based on new kemels that are functions of configuration-dependent JFA factors. We
also proposed a new factor analysis scoring based on the cosine kemel as decision score.
5.1 SVM-JF A in GMM Supervector Spac e
The first approach that we propose for combining SVM with JFA uses the GMM speaker
supervector produced by JFA modeling (Kenny et al., 2008b) as input for an SVM based
on the classical linear Kullback-Leibler kemel defined in the preceding chapter. This kemel
applied in GMM supervector space is based on the Kullback-Leibler divergence between
two GMMs (Campbell et al., 2006a). This distance corresponds to the Euclidean distance
between scaled GMM supervectors s°- and s'':
c
Dl (5°, s') = ^ t.;. {f^t - l^y^T'

(^r - l4)

(5.1)

2=1

where Wi and S^ are the weight and diagonal covariance matrix of the r

UBM mixture

component respectively, pf corresponds to the mean of Gaussian i of GMM speaker a. C
is the number of Gaussian mixture components. The derived linear kemel is defined as the
corresponding inner product of the preceding distance equation 5.1:
cJ

f^hn (5"' 5') = E (xM^r'^V-) {V^^-'^'p^
i=l

(5.2)
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The preceding chapter describes this kemel m greater detail. Figure 5.1 describes the architecture of the SVM-JFA system when the GMM supervectors are used.
Target
_

MFCC
extraction

JFA Supervector
extraction

SVM
training

Target
model

Impostors
UBM

Test

-41^

MFCC
extraction

JFA Supervector
extraction

SVM
scoring

-*- Decision

Figure 5.1 Architectur e o f the SVM-JFA system when the supervectors are used.

5.1.1 Experiment s
Experimental Set-u p
Our experiments operate on cepstral features, extracted using a 25 ms Hamming window.
Nineteen Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients together with log energy were calculated every
10 ms. This 20-dimensional feature vector was subjected to feature warping (Pelecanos et
Sridharan, 2001) using a 3 5 sliding window. Delta and double delta coefficients were then
calculated using a 5-frame window to produce 60-dimensional feature vectors. These feature
vectors were modeled using GMM and factor analysis was used to address the problem of
speaker and session variability.
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We used two gender-dependent universal background models containing 2048 Gaussians.
These UBMs were trained using LDC releases of Switchboard II, Phases 2 and 3; Switchboard Cellular, Parts 1 and 2; and NIST 2004-2005 speaker recognition evaluation data. The
gender-dependent joint factor analysis models were trained on the same data as the UBM
training.
The decision scores obtained with joint factor analysis were normalized using zt-norm normalization. We used 300 t-norm models for female trials. We used around 1000 z-norm
utterances for females. All these impostors were taken from the same dataset as the UBM
training list.
In our SVM system, we used 307 t-norm female models taken from the NIST 2005 SRE and
1292 female SVM impostor models trained on Switchboard II, Phases 2 and 3; Switchboard
Cellular, Parts 1 and 2; and NIST 2004 SRE data.
We used two joint factor analysis configurations. The first JFA is made up of 300 speaker
factors and 100 channel factors only. The second configuration is full: we added the diagonal
matrix D in order to have speaker and common factors. When the diagonal matrix was
estimated, we used decoupled estimation of the eigenvoice matrix V and diagonal matrix
D (Kenny et al., 2008b). The eigenvoice matrix V was trained on all the UBM training
data, except the NIST 2004 SRE data. The D matrix was trained on the 2004 SRE data.
The experiments was carried out in the core condition of the NIST 2006 SRE dataset. This
evaluation set contains 350 male and 461 female speakers; the number of test utterances is
51448. For each target speaker model, a five-minute telephone conversation recording is
available which contains roughly two minutes of speech from that specific speaker.
Results
The results of our experiments are reported only on female trials of the NIST 2006 SRE.
In the SVM-JFA system, we used the speaker GMM supervectors obtained using both JFA
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configurations (with or without common factors) as input for the SVM approach. The results
are given in Table 5.1. These results are compared to JFA scoring based on integration over
all channel factors (equation 2.29).
Table 5.1
Sconng result comparison between SVM-JFA in speaker supervector space and JFA
sconng. The results are given on EER and MinDCF of the female part of the core condition
of NIST 2006 SRE
All trials

English

System

EER

MinDCF

EER

MinDCF

JFA: s — m + Vy

1.74%

0.0121

3.84%

0.0223

JFA: s^m +

1.64%

0.0120

3.15%

0.0189

5.14%

0.0420

6.28%

0.0466

5.58%

0.0427

6.36%

0.0472

Vy + Dz

SVM-JFA: s^m +

Vy

SVM-JFA: s = Tn + Vy + Dz

The results show that application of the SVM in GMM supervector space yields significantly
worse performance than that obtained by JFA scoring computed via integration over all channel factors. These resuhs can be explained by recognizing that the linear KL kemel is not
appropnate for GMM supervectors obtained from the JFA approach. This is because the
assumption of GMM Gaussian independence in the case of MAP adaptation (see Chapter
1), does not apply for eigenvoice-based adaptation. Specifically, correlations between the
Gaussians are unavoidable in the case of eigenvoice adaptation. The results also reveal that
the addition of common factors does not improve performance in the case of SVM -JFA as
compared to JFA scoring.
5.2 SVM-JF A i n Speaker Factor Space
In this section, we discuss the use of speaker factors as feature vector input to SVM. The
speaker factor coefficients correspond to speaker coordinates in the speaker space defined by
the eigenvoice matrix. The advantage of using speaker factors stems from the low dimension
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of these vectors (typically 300), thus making the decision process faster. We tested these
vectors with three classical kemel types: linear, Gaussian and cosine. The corresponding
kemels between two speaker factor vectors yi and y2 are given respectively by the following
equations:
= ' {yi,y2)
^k{yuy2)
~^
^
(5.3

)
(5.4)

(5.5)

Note that the cosine kemel consists in normalizing the linear kemel by the norm of both
speaker factor vectors. The motivation behind the use of the hnear kemel is that the speaker
factor vectors are normally distributed with zero mean and identity covariance matrix. In
order to establish the speaker factors for this new modeling, we used the JFA configuration
associated with speaker and channel factors only. There are no common factors z (see Equation 2.19).
5.2.1 Kerne l Normalizatio n
In this novel approach, we proposed applying kemel normalization in speaker space based
on the Within Class Covariance Normalization algorithm (WCCN) (Hatch et al., 2006). This
algorithm can be interpreted as another intersession compensation step in speaker space. The
first step is carried out by estimating the channel factors in GMM supervector space.
Within Clas s Covariance Normalizatio n
This approach is applied in SVM modeling based on linear separation between target speaker
and impostors using a one-versus-all decision. Linear separation in the context of SVMs is
equivalent to using a linear kemel as defined in the previous section. The idea behind WCCN
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is to minimize the expectation of the error rate of false alarms and false rejections during
the SVM training step. In order to minimize the error rate, the author in (Hatch et al., 2006)
defines a set of upper bounds in the classification error metric.
The optimized solution to this problem is found by minimizing these upper bounds which,
by the same token, minimizes the classification error. This optimization procedure allows us
to alter the hard-margin separation formalism of the SVM. The resulting solution is given by
a generalized linear kemel of the form:
k{yi,y2) =

y\Ry2

(5.6)

where Risa synunetric, positive semidefinite matrix. The optimal normalized kemel matrix
is given by /? = W~^, where W is the within class covariance matrix computed using all
impostor utterances in our background. We assume that all utterances of a given speaker
represents a class.
W

(5.7)
S=l^

1=

1

where yj = ^ Yl'ili yt is the mean of speaker factor vectors of speaker s, S is the number
of speakers, and Ug is the number of utterances of speaker s. In order to keep the inner
product context of the hnear and cosine kemels, a feature mapping function p can be defined
as follows:
p{y) =

A'y

where A is obtained using Cholesky decomposition of the matrix W~'^ = AAK

(5.8)
In our

approach, the WCCN algorithm is applied to the linear and cosine kemels. The new versions
of these kemels are given by the following equations:

k{yuy2)^{A%y {A%)

(5.9)
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k{yi,y2)

(5.10)

yJiA'yif {A'yi) y/{A^{A'y2)

Our application of the WCCN algonthm m speaker space is motivated by the premise that
speaker factors are, at the outset, low-dimension vectors. Consequently, removing additional
directions could be detnmental. The WCCN algorithm uses the withm class covanance matrix to nomialize the linear kemel functions in order to compensate for intersession variability, while guaranteeing conservation of directions in space, m contrast with other approaches
such as Nuisance Attribute Projection and Linear Discriminant Analysis.
5.2.2 Experiment s
Experimental Set-u p
We used exactiy the same expenmental set-up as in the previous expenments based on
gender-dependent UBM and JFA trained on the same data. However, m this section, we
implement a restricted JFA configuration based on 300 speaker factors and 100 channel factors. We do not make use of common factors ( P = 0). The within class covariance matnx
was trained on NIST 2004 and 2005 SRE datasets. The experiments were canied out on the
core condition female tnals of the NIST 2006 and 2008 SRE telephone data. The NIST 2008
SRE dataset contains 648 male and 1140 female speakers; the number of trials or tests is
37050. For each speaker, we have around two minutes of speech to tram and test the model.
Results
In this section, we present the results obtained with the linear, Gaussian and cosine kemels
apphed to the speaker factor space. These new results are compared to the previous ones
obtained by application of SVM-JFA m GMM supervector space and JFA sconng via integration over channel factors as proposed m (Kenny et al, 2008b). The results for the female
data of the the NIST 2006 SRE core condition are shown in Table 5.2 and 5.3.
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Table 5.2
Scoring result comparison between SVM-JFA in speaker factor space and GMM
supervector space. The results are given on EER for the female English trials of the NIST
2006 SRE core condition
English
No-norm

T-norm

ZT-norm

JFA: s = m-irVy

4.04%

-

1.74%

KL-kernel: supervectors

5.51%

5.14%

-

Linear kernel

2.89%

2.55%

-

Gaussian kernel

2.75%

2.56%

-

Cosine kernel

2.56%

2.38%

-

Table 5.3
Scoring result comparison between SVM-JFA in speaker factor space and GMM supervector
space. The results are given on EER for all trials of the NIST 2006 SRE core condition

All trials
No-norm

T-norm

ZT-norm

JFA: s=Tn + Vy

7.17%

-

3.84%

KL-kernel: supervectors

6.58%

6.28%

-

Linear kernel

4.57%

4.37%

-

Gaussian kemel

4.89%

4.91%

-

Cosine kemel

4.40%

4.44%

-

Three remarks are in order for Tables 5.2 and 5.3. To begin with, application of the SVM
in speaker factor space gives better results than its application in GMM supervector space.
Secondly, there is a marked linear separation between the speakers in the speaker space as
seen when comparing the resuhs for the cosine and Gaussian kemels. And finally, score
normalization does not lead to a large improvement m the case of cosine and Gaussian kemels
as compared to joint factor analysis scoring.
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Within Class Covariance Normalizatio n
We will now discuss the performance achieved using the WCCN technique in the case of
linear and cosine kemels applied to speaker factor space. Tables 5.4 and 5.5 compare the
results obtained with WCCN with the results of JFA scoring based on integration over channel
factors.
Table 5.4
Scoring result comparison between JFA and SVM-JFA in speaker factor space when WCCN
is applied. The JFA and SVM-JFA scores are respectively zt-norm and t-norm normalized.
The results are given on EER and MinDCF for the female part of the NIST 2006 SRE core
condition, for English and all trials

English trials

All trials

EER

MinDCF

EER

MinDCF

Linear kernel

2.55%

0.0148

4.37%

0.0223

Linear kernel + WCCN

1.94%

0.0132

3.06%

0.0175

Cosine kernel

2.38%

0.0134

4.44%

0.0230

Cosine kernel -t- WCCN

1.67%

0.0123

3.02%

0.0174

JFA: s = 771 -1- Vy

1.74%

0.0121

3.84%

0.0223

Table 5.5
Scoring result comparison between JFA and SVM-JFA in speaker factor space when WCCN
is applied. The JFA and SVM-JFA scores are respectively zt-norm and t-norm normalized.
The results are given on EER and MinDCF for the female part of the NIST 2008 SRE core
condition, for English and all trials

English trials

All trials

EER

MinDCF

EER

MinDCF

Linear kernel -(- WCCN

4.26%

0.0206

7.24%

0.0361

Cosine kernel + WCCN

4.20%

0.0176

7.27%

0.0367

JFA: s ^ m + Vy

3.68%;

0.0159

6.3%

0.0327
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The results shown in Table 5.4 show that with WCCN, we achieve around 30% relative improvements for both kemels for the English trials of the NIST 2006 SRE. The results obtained
with WCCN applied to the cosine kemel are superior to the JFA scoring results, especially
in the all trials case of the NIST 2006 SRE. If we compare the performance of the same
systems on the NIST 2008 SRE, we find that JFA outperforms our systems. An explaination
of this behaviour is that the NIST 2006 SRE dataset resembles more closely the NIST 2004
and 2005 SRE datasets, which are used for JFA training; there are however some differences
between the NIST 2008 setting and other NIST-SRE datasets. These results indicate that,
insofar as the speaker space is well defined for the test data, we achieve better results than
JFA scoring.
5.3 SVM-JF A in Speaker and Common Factor Space
When speaker and common factors were available, we proposed and compared two techniques that combine these two sources of information. The first approach applies SVM in
each space (speaker factor space and common factor space). Thereafter we linearly combine
these two SVM scores. The fusion weights are obtained from a logistic regression (Brummer
et al., 2007). The second approach is to define a new kemel which is a linear combination
of two initial kemels: the first kemel is applied in the speaker factor space, while the second
kemel is applied in the common factor space. The kemel combination weights are chosen
to maximize the margin between target speaker and impostor models. This technique has
already been applied in speaker verification (Dehak et al., 2008b). The main difference between these two fusion approaches is that, in score fusion, we require extra development data
to estimate the score fusion weights; however, we don't need any development data when
combining the two kemels.
5.3.1 Scor e Fusion
The main idea behind score fusion is to fuse the multiple scores produced by different subsystems into a single score for the decision. Score fusion techniques have proved to be
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beneficial to speaker verification performance (Brummer et al., 2007), especially when the
subsystems were applied on several speaker information sources (Bmmmer et al., 2007).
Many approaches have been used for combining the scores of several systems. In (Campbell
et al., 2007), Campbell et al. applied a neural network model to combine system scores. The
model was trained to minimize the DCF. Equal fusion weights are already used by Kajarekar
(2005) fo r the fusion of four different SVM systems. The most commonly used fusion approach during the NIST 2008 speaker recognition evaluation campaign was based on linear
score fusion carried out through logistic regression training. The resulting score weights
were optimal with respect to DCF minimization. The linear score fusion is computed using
the following equation:
M

(5.11)

S / = lOo + ^ WiSi
1=1

where s/ is the final fused score, 5/ is the score for the l^^ subsystem, M is the number of
fused subsystems and w = (WQ, Wi,...., ty^) is a vector comprised of the individual score
fusion weights. We will describe in greater detail score fusion based on logistic regression
in Chapter 7. In our modeling, we built two separate SVM systems for speaker and common
factors. The first system employs a cosine kemel in terms of speaker factor vectors. Based
on the results obtained in section 5.2, we applied within class covariance normalization technique in order to normalize the resulting kemel. The second SVM system is also based on a
cosine kemel, applied to common factor vectors. Figure 5.2 illustrates the architecture of our
score fusion system.

-f^-

Speaker factor
space(y)
Feature

SVM
Cosine kernel
WCCN

Score
Score
fusion

JFA
Common factor
space(z)

SVM
Cosine kernel

Score

Figure 5.2 Architectur e of the score fusion system .

Score
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5.3.2 Kerne l Combinatio n
SVM system performance is very sensitive to the choice of kemel function; its design thus
represents a critical step. Several kemel functions were already applied in speaker verification
(see Chapter 3). As in the score fusion approach, it will prove favorable to combine all kemel
functions in order to produce a new kemel that encompasses the information conveyed by
each kemel. The most straightforward solution is to carry out a simple linear combination of
all kemels. It has already been proved that the sum of many kemels produces a kemel that
satisfies Mercer's condition (Shawe-Taylor et Cristianini, 2004). The new kemel kf is based
on the combination of M kemel functions using a weighted linear combination.

kf {Xi, Xj)

M
= ^
A; fc; (Xi, Xj)

(5.12)

1=1

where A; are the kemel weights. The problem of defining the best kemel weights has been
addressed in (Lanckriet et al., 2004) and consists in choosing the parameters A^ that maximize the margin between the support vectors of two classes. This technique was successfully
introduced and applied in speaker verification (Dehak et al., 2008b). We begin by reiterating
the classical support vector machine optimization problem, based on the error penalty parameter C. Then we will show how to reformulate this problem in order to take into account
the kemel combination weights. As outlined in chapter 3, the dual support vector machine
optimization problem can be expressed as:
WciK)=

max(2a*l-a*G'(K)a--a*aj

(5.13)

under the constraints a > 0, a^y = 0
Here, 1 is the n-dimensional vector of ones, K is the n x n kemel Gram matrix which, is
symmetric positive semidefinite. The elements of this matrix correspond to kemel function
coupling values between n training input vectors. G (K) is defined by gij [K) = K^jy^yj,
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a e K^. Furthermore, a^ > 0, y^ = ± 1 , i = 1, ...,n, correspond to the training weight and
class label associated with a given input vector i respectively. When the kemel Gram matnx
Kf of the new kemel function based on weighted linear kemel fusion is used, the previous
optimization problem is extended in order to seek the optimal parameters A; that maximize the
margin. Maximizing the margin with respect to the parameters A; is equivalent to minimizing
the problem w^ (K) given in Equation 5.13 over the convex cone /C of symmetric, positive
definite matrices IC = {K e R"^"|ii: = K\ K y 0}. The con-esponding equations are:

mm max

ha'l - a'G (Kf) a - ^a'a)

(5.14)

under the constraints tv {Kf) = c
M

Kf = Y,^iKi
1=1

where {J^i,..., K^}

are the initial kemel Gram matrices and c > 0 is a parameter that

conditions the trace of the resulting new Gram matrix. The interesting property of this new
problem is that it involves the same optimization criterion for both the boundary weights a^,
i = l..n and kemel weights A;, I = 1..M. Both sets of weights combine the information
provided by all initial kemel functions in order to maximize the margin. If we pick A; >
0, / = 1..M, the optimization problem can be reduced to:

mm max

f2a'l-a'GiKf) a-~a'a]

(5.15)

M

under the constraints ^ t r (Ki) Xi = c
1=1

This problem can be transposed into the constrained quadratic program (Dehak et al., 2008b;
Lanckriet et al., 2004) whose primal-dual solution indicates the optimal weights A; and the
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boundary parameters a^:
max

a,P \

2Q

1
1 - —a a - cp

(5.16)

C,

under the constraints p >
a^y = 0

a'G{Ki)a, 1

ti(K

= 1..M

a>0
The optimal kemel combination weight A; corresponds to the dual variable given by the l^^
constraint in the optimization problem. This problem can be solved efficiently with algorithms given in (Sturm, 1999) or (Andersen et Andersen, 2000). Prior to solving the last
optimization problem, all initial kemel Gram matrices need to be centered and normalized.
Given the kemel Gram matrix K of dimension n x n, the centering and normalization steps
are obtained by:
Centering: K,ij
Normalization: K,I]

, n

K

X]

1

^

+ ^2T.^rno--J2 (^^rn
IV
it
Tn=l
m,o=l

+ K^m)

K I]

(5.17)

(5.18)
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In our approach, we proposed to combine two kemels. The first was a cosine kemel applied
in the speaker factor space. Within class covariance normalization was used to normalize this
kemel. The second kemel was also a cosine kemel, applied in common factor space. Figure
5.3 illustrates the structure of the kemel combination applied to speaker and common factor
space.
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5.3.3 Experiment s
Experimental Set-u p
We used the exact same feature frames as in the previous experiments. These experiments
are based on gender-dependent UBM and JFA. The UBM was trained on LDC releases of
Switchboard II, Phases 2 and 3; Switchboard Cellular, Parts 1 and 2; and NIST 2004 and
2005 SRE data. The full JFA configuration was used. This configuration was made up of 300
speaker factors, 100 channel factors and common factors. We applied decoupled estimation
of the eigenvoice matrix V and diagonal matrix D. The eigenvoice matrix V was trained
on the same data used in UBM training except NIST 2004 SRE; the matrix D was trained
on 2004 SRE data. The eigenchannel matrix was trained on the same data as the UBM.
The same SVM and score normalization impostors of previous experiments were used. The
within class covariance matrix was trained on NIST 2004 and 2005 SRE datasets. We carried
out experiments on female trials of the core condition (telephone data) of the NIST 2006 and
2008 SRE. We carried out two cross-validations when score fusion was applied. We trained
the fusion weights on NIST 2006 SRE and we tested on the 2008 dataset. We did the reverse
when we tested on the 2006 evaluation data. The kemel combination does not need extra data
for choosing the kemel weights, as compared to score fusion.
Results
We present a comparison of results obtained with score fusion and kemel combination applied
in the speaker and common factor spaces. In both fusion techniques, we applied the cosine
kemel in both spaces. We also used WCCN to normalize the speaker factor cosine kemel.
The results are given in Table 5.6.
By examining these results, we first conclude that in both fusion approaches, the common
factor vectors give information complementary to that on speaker factors. We decrease the
DCF on NIST 2006 SRE from 0.0127, obtained using the cosine kemel applied to speaker
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Table 5.6
Scoring result comparison between score fusion and kemel combination for SVM-JFA
system. The results are given on EER and MinDCF for the English trials of the female part
of the NIST 2006 core condition and 2008 SRE
NIST 2006 SRE

NIST 2008 SRE

EER

MinDCF

EER

MinDCF

Cosine kernel on y -i- WCCN

1.92%

0.0127

3.68%

0.0190

Cosine kernel on z

3.75%

0.0189

8.68%

0.0282

Linear score fusion

1.74%

0.0101

3.68%

0.0164

Kernel combination

1.64%

0.0096

3.37%

0.0154

JFA: s = m + Vy + Dz

1.64%

0.0120

3.17%

0.0150

factors, to 0.0096 in the case of the kemel combination. We also note that the kemel combination technique achieves better results than score fusion for both datasets. An advantage
of using kemel combination is that development data is not required to train the kemel combination weights, as compared to score fusion. If we compare the results between kemel
combination and JFA scoring, we can conclude that kemel combination gives the best DCF
0.0096 for English trials of the NIST2006 SRE and EER equivalent to JFA scoring. However,
on 2008 SRE data, both techniques produce equivalent DCF and little improvement in EER
(3.37% to 3.17%) for JFA scoring.
5.4 SVM-JF A i n Channel Factor Space
Up to this point, we have applied support vector machines in the speaker and common factor
spaces. In this section, we conduct an experiment in order to apply the SVM in the channel
factor space. Our motivation is to identify any loss of speaker information when channel
factors are estimated. We used the same cepstral feature as for previous experiments. The
JFA configuration consists of 300 speaker factors and 100 channel factors. The cosine kemel
was evaluated on the channel factors in order to achieve the combination between JFA and
SVM. The same SVM and t-norm impostor models as in previous experiments were used. We
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earned out the experiments for female English trials of the core condition (telephone data) of
the NIST 2006 SRE.
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Figure 5.4 DE T curves showing the results of the SVM
applied in channel space for the female English trials of the
core condition of the NIST 2006 SRE.

The channel factors are assumed to contain only channel infonnation and no speaker information. If this assumption is correct, the expected EER of our SVM applied m the channel
space is 50%. The DET-curve given in Figure 5.4 shows the perfomiance of our experiment.
We achieved an EER of 20% in female English trials of the NIST 2006 SRE, which reveals
that channel factors also contain speaker information. In the next section, we will propose
several techniques designed to restore the speaker information hidden in the channel factors.
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5.5 Restorin g Lost Speaker Informatio n from Channe l Factor s
The expenment of the previous section showed that the channel factors contain information
about the speaker. In order to restore these speaker information, two techniques are proposed. The first one involves application of support vector machines in each JFA factor space
(speaker, common and channel factors). The scores obtained by all these systems are then
fused before making the final decision. The second approach consists m modifying JFA
leaming in order to combine the eigenvoice and eigenchannel matrices into a single matrix
that models both speaker and channel variabihties. In this new approach, we tested several
techniques to compensate for the channel effect applied in the new space designated as "the
total variability space".
5.5.1 Score Fusio n
In our experiments, we employed the restricted joint factor analysis configuration, comprised
of speaker and channel factors; common factors were not applied. We implemented two
separate support vector machines in both JFA factors space. The first applied SVM used a
cosine kemel in the speaker space. We also applied within class covariance normalization
technique to normalize the kemel in this space. The second SVM is also based on a cosine
kemel, evaluated in the channel factors space. The linear scores fusion is carried out using
logistic regression function in the same manner as in section 5.3.1 and as descnbed in Chapter
7.
Experiment
Experimental Set-u p
We used the exact same MFCC feature extraction and gender-dependent UBM and JFA as in
previous experiments. The UBM and JFA were trained in LDC releases of Switchboard II,
Phases 2 and 3; switchboard Cellular, Parts I and 2 and NIST 2004 and 2005 SRE. The JFA
was made up of 300 speaker factors and 100 channel factors. The within class covanance
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matrix was trained on NIST 2004 and 2005 SRE. The score fusion weights were trained on
NIST 2006 SRE.
Results
These fusion weights were tested in the female English trials of telephone data of the core
condition of the NIST 2008 SRE.
Table 5.7
Score fusion results are given as EER and MinDCF on the female part of the core condition
of the NIST 2006 and 2008 SRE, English trials

NIST 2006 SRE

NIST 2008 SRE

EER

MinDCF

EER

MinDCF

1.74%

0.0123

4.21%

0.0176

Cosine kernel on x

20.66%

0.0723

25.7%

0.0880

Linear score fusion

1.74%

0.0120

3.95%

0.0183

JFA scoring

1.74%

0.0121

3.68%

0.0159

Cosine kernel ony + WCCN

Score fusion performance is given in Table 5.7. These results show that the fusion between
two SVMs, applied respectively to the speaker and channel factors, yields a relative improvement in the EER and a slight increase in the DCF. We also note that fusion performance does
not exceed that obtained by joint factor analysis sconng. JFA gives the best results, especially
for DCE
5.5.2 Tota l Variability
Classical joint factor analysis modeling based on speaker and channel factors consists in
defining two distinct spaces: the speaker space defined by the eigenvoice matrix V and the
channel space defined by the eigenchannel matnx U. The approach that we propose is based
on defining only a single space, instead of two separate spaces. This new space, which we
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refer to as the total variability space, simultaneously contains the speaker and channel variabilities. It is defined by the total variability matrix that contains the eigenvectors of the total
variability covariance matrix with the largest eigenvalues. In the new model, we make no
distinction between the effect of the speaker and the effect of the channel in GMM supervector space. Given an utterance, the new speaker -and channel-dependent GMM supervector
defined by the Equation 2.1 in the JFA framework, is rewritten as follows:
M ^m + Tw

(5.19)

where m is the speaker- and channel-independent supervector (which can be taken to be
the UBM supervector), T is a rectangular matrix of low rank, and w is a random vector
of dimension D having a standard normal distribution J\f [0,1).

The components of the

vector w are the total factors. In other words, M is assumed to be normally distributed
with mean vector m and covariance matrix TTK The process of training the total variability
matrix T is equivalent to leaming the eigenvoice V matrix (see section 2.4.2), except for
one important difference: in eigenvoice training, all the recordings of a given speaker are
considered to belong to the same person. In the case of the total variability matrix, however,
a given speaker's entire set of utterances are regarded as having been produced by different
speakers. The new model that we propose can be seen as a Principal Component Analysis
(PGA) that allows us to project the speech frames onto the total variability space. The total
factors are than used as input for the SVM based on the cosine kemel. Figure 5.5 describes
all steps of this new SVM-JFA system.
Intersession Compensatio n
In this new modeling based on total variability space, we propose carrying out channel compensation in the total factor space rather than in the GMM supervector space, as is the case for
classical JFA modeling. The advantage of applying channel compensation in the total factor
space is the low dimension of these vectors, as compared to GMM supervectors which results
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Figure 5.5 Architectur e of the SVM-JFA system when the total factors are used.
in a less expensive computation. We tested three channel compensation techniques in the total
vanability space in order to remove nuisance effects. The first approach is within class covariance normalization which we already applied in the speaker factor space (Section 5.2.1).
This technique used the inverse of the within class covariance to normalize the cosine kemel.
The second approach is Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA). The motivation for using this
technique is that, in the case where all utterances of a given speaker are assumed to represent
one class, LDA attempts to define new special axes that minimize the intra-class variance
caused by channel effects, and to maximize the variance between speakers. The advantage
of the LDA approach is based on discriminative criteria designed to remove unwanted directions and to minimize the removed information about variance between speakers. Similar
work was carried out for speaker verification based on a discriminative version of the Nuisance Attnbute Projection (NAP) algorithm without any success (Vogt et al., 2008). The last
approach is the NAP presented in the preceding chapter (Section 4.6). This technique proposed a channel space definition based on the best eigenvector of the within class covariance
computed in the total factor speakers background. The total factor vectors are projected onto
the orthogonal complementary channel space, which is the speaker space.
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Within Class Covariance Normalizatio n
Within class covariance normalization is presented in detail in Section 5.2.1. It consists in
computing the within class covariance matrix in the total factor space using a set of background impostors. The computation of this matrix is given by:
..

S

..

ns

(5.20)

W
s=
=l 1

1

where Wg = — Yll=i '^t i^ the mean of the total factor vectors of each speaker s, S is the
number of speakers and Ug is the number of utterances of each speaker s. We use the inverse
of this matrix to normalize the direction of the total factor components, without removing
any nuisance direction. The new cosine kemel is given by the following equation:

k{Wi,W2)

w\W ^W2
- y / ^ W ' ^ l y/wlW~'^W2

(5.21)

where Wi and W2 are two total variability factor vectors.
Linear Discriminant Analysi s
Linear discriminant analysis is a technique for dimensionality reduction that is widely used in
the field of pattern recognition. The idea behind this approach is to seek new orthogonal axes
to better discriminate between different classes. The axes found must satisfy the requirement
of simultaneously maximizing between class variance and minimizing intra-class variance.
In our modeling, each class is made up of all the recordings of a single speaker. The LDA
optimization problem can be defined according to the following ratio:

(5.22)
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This ratio is often referred to as the Rayleigh coefficient for space direction v. It represents
the amount of information ratio of the between class variance and within class variance, given
space direction v. The matrices Sb and S^ correspond respectively to the between class and
within class covariance matrix. These are calculated as follows:
(5.23)
i=l
•^ 1

s=l ®

_"°

_

z=

l

(5.24)

where wTJ = ;^ Yl^=i '^t ^^ ^^^ mean of total factor vectors for each speaker, 5 is the number
of speakers and Us is the number of utterances for each speaker s. In the case of total factor
vectors, the mean vector of the total speaker population w is equal to the zero vector since,
in factor analysis, the total factors have a standard normal distribution w ~ A/^ (0, /) with
zero mean and identity covariance matrix. The purpose of LDA is to maximize the Rayleigh
coefficient. This maximization serves to define a projection matrix A of size Dxk composed
of the best eigenvectors (those with highest eigenvalues) of the general eigenvalue equation:
SbV — XSyj V

(5.25)

where A is the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues. When the within class covariance is a nonsingular matrix, this problem can be reduced to finding the best k eigenvectors of the matrix
S~^ Sb. The total factor vectors are submitted to the projection matrix A obtained by LDA.
The new cosine kemel between two total factor vectors wi and UJ2 can be rewritten as:

k{Wi,W2) =

[A'w.y {A'w2)
[A'wiy [A'w^) X {A'wiY {A'W2

(5.26)
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The motivation in using LDA is that it allows us to define a new projection matrix aimed
at minimizing the intra-class variance and maximizing the between class variance, i.e. the
variance between speakers, which is the key requirement in speaker verification.
Nuisance Attribute Projection
The nuisance attribute projection algorithm was presented in section 4.6. It is based on finding
a projection matrix appropriate for removing the nuisance direction. The projection matrix
carries out an orthogonal projection in the channel's complementary space, which depends
only on the speaker. The projection matrix is formulated as:

P = I ~vv^

(5.27)

where t) is a rectangular matrix of low rank whose columns are the k best eigenvectors of the
same within class covariance matrix (or channel covariance) given in Equation 5.20.
These eigenvectors define the channel space. The cosine kemel based on the NAP matrix is
given as follows:

k{Wi,W2) =

[Pwif {PW2)
y/iPwiY [Pw^)

yJ{Pw2f {Pw2)

(5.28)

where wi and W2 are two total variability factor vectors.
Experiment
Experimental Set-u p
We used exactly the same MFCC feature extraction and gender-dependent UBMs as for the
previous experiments. The total variability matrix was trained on LDC releases of Switchboard II, Phases 2 and 3; Switchboard Cellular, Parts 1 and 2; and NIST 2004 and 2005 SRE
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data. We used 400 total factors. The within class covariance and LDA projection matrices
were trained on NIST 2004 and 2005 SRE data. The NAP matnx was trained on the same
data as the total variability matrix. The same SVM and t-norm impostors as in previous experiments were also used. In all our experiments, we used the cosine kemel in order to build
the SVM systems. All the results are reported on the female part of the core condition of the
NIST 2006 and 2008 SRE for telephone data.
Results
Within Class Covariance Normalization

The experiments carried out in this section com-

pare the results obtained with and without apphcation of within class covariance normalization in total variability factor space. We also present results given by thejoint factor analysis
scoring based on integration over channel factors. The results are given in tables 5.8 and 5.9.
Table 5.8
WCCN performance in the total factor space. The results are given on EER and MinDCF on
the female part of the NIST 2006 SRE core condition

All trials

English trials
EER

MinDCF

EER

MinDCF

JFA : s = m + Vy

1.74%

0.0121

3.84%

0.0223

Cosine kemel without WCCN

3.29%

0.0211

5.39%

0.0313

Cosine kernel with WCCN

1.87%

0.0116

2.76%

0.0171

If we compare the results with and without WCCN, we find that its application helps to
compensate for channel vanability in the total factor space. This improvement was very
marked for the NIST 2006 SRE data, especially for the all trials condition. We obtained
an EER of 2.76%, which represents a 1% absolute improvement compared to JFA sconng.
However, when we compare the same performance on NIST 2008 SRE data, we can conclude
that the classical JFA scoring based on integration over channel factors yields the best results.
This is the same conclusion drawn in section 5.2.2. It can be explained by the fact that when
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Table 5.9
WCCN performance in the total factor space. The results are given on EER and MinDCF on
the female part of the NIST 2008 SRE core condition

All trials

English trials
EER

MinDCF

EER

MinDCF

JFA : s = m + Vy

3.68%

0.0159

6.3%

0.0327

Cosine kernel without WCCN

5.33%

0.0208

8.40%

0.0406

Cosine kernel with WCCN

4.73%

0.0180

7.32%

0.0351

the total variability space is adequate for the test data, we can achieve very interesting results
using an SVM with WCCN applied in the total variability factor space.
Linear Discriminan t Analysi s

This section presents the results obtained with linear dis-

criminant analysis applied in the total variability factor space in order to compensate for
channel effects. We carried out several experiments using different LDA dimension reductions, in order to show the effectiveness of this technique in removing the unwanted nuisance
directions. The results given in table 5.10 were obtained on the NIST 2006 speaker recognition evaluation data.
These results show the efficiency of LDA to compensate for channel effects. A first important remark is that application of LDA to rotate space in order to minimize the within speaker
variance, without any dimensionality reduction (dim = 400), improves performance in the
case of the cosine kemel. If we try to minimize the DCF as requested in the NIST competition, the best results are obtained by reducing dimensionality to (dim = 250). When no
channel compensation is applied, we obtain a DCF value of 0.0313. Applying a dimensional
reduction from size 400 to 250 significantly improves performance, as shown by the resulting
DCF value of 0.0115. However, if we compare the EER obtained by LDA with that obtained
by WCCN, we find that the latter approach gives better results than the first one. This observation motivated us to combine both techniques simultaneously. We performed several
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Table 5.10
The LDA dimensionality reduction results are given on EER and MinDCF on the female
part of the core condition of the NIST 2006 SRE
All trials

English trials
EER

MinDCF

EER

MinDCF

JFA •.s = m + Vy

1.74%

0.0121

3.84%

0.0223

No channel compensation

3.29%

0.0211

5.39%

0.0313

WCCN

1.87%

0.0116

2.76%

0.0171

LDA dim = 400

2.38%

0.0133

3.61%

0.0205

LDA dim = 350

2.25%

0.0134

3.56%

0.0207

LDA dim = 300

2.31%

0.0134

3.46%

0.0198

LDA dim = 250

2.38%

0.0115

3.31%

0.0189

LDA dim = 200

2.56%

0.0132

3.48%

0.0190

LDA dim = 150

2.65%

0.0130

3.36%

0.0186

LDA dim = 100

2.84%

0.0130

3.61%

0.0189

expenments where, in a preliminary step, we applied LDA to remove nmsance directions;
thereafter we used WCCN in the reduced space m order to normalize the new cosine kemel.
Dunng the traimng step, we began by training the LDA projection matnx on the NIST 2004
and 2005 SRE datasets, then we projected the same data in the reduced space in order to
compute the within class covanance matrix. Figure 5.6 shows the value of MinDCF versus
the number of spatial dimensions defined by the LDA, in order to find the optimal dimension
of the new space. These results were computed on the NIST 2006 SRE dataset.
The best MinDCF achieved by the combination of LDA and WCCN is 0.0107 for English
trials and 0.0164 for all tnals. These results were obtained with a new space dimension of
dim = 200. Table 5.11 and 5.12 compare these results with those obtained with JFA sconng,
WCCN alone and LDA alone on the NIST 2006 and 2008 SRE datasets. We first note that
applying WCCN in the LDA projected space helps to improve perforaiance as compared
to LDA alone. If we compare the perforaiance of LDA and WCCN combination with that
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Figure 5.6 MinDC F for the NIST 2006 SRE of the SVM-JFA
system based on the LDA technique.

obtained with JFA scoring and WCCN alone, we find that this combination achieves the
best MinDCF for the English and all trial conditions for both the NIST 2006 and 2008 SRE
datasets. We can see that this combination also yields the best EER on the all trials condition
for both datasets.
Nuisance Attribut e Projectio n

The same experiment as LDA before was carried out in

order to show the performance of the nuisance attribute projection technique to compensate
for channel effects. We begin by presenting the results obtained for NAP based on several
corank numbers which represent the number of removed dimensions. Table 5.13 gives the
results of these experiments for the female tnals of the core condition of the NIST 2006 SRE.
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Table 5.11
Companson of results between JFA scoring and several SVM-JFA channel compensation
techniques based on LDA and WCCN. The results are given on EER and MinDCF on the
female part of the core condition of the NIST 2006 SRE

All trials

English trials
EER

MinDCF

EER

MinDCF

JFA : s = m + Vy

1.74%

0.0121

3.84%

0.0223

WCCN

1.87%

0.0116

2.76%

0.0171

LDA dim = 250

2.38%

0.0115

3.31%

0.0189

LDA dim = 200 + WCCN

2.05%

0.0107

2.72%

0.0164

Table 5.12
Comparison of results between JFA scoring and several SVM-JFA channel compensation
techniques based on LDA and WCCN. The results are given on EER and MinDCF on the
female part of the core condition of the NIST 2008 SRE

English trials

All trials

EER

MinDCF

EER

MinDCF

JFA : s = m + Vy

3.68%

0.0159

6.3%

0.0327

WCCN

4.73%

0.0180

7.32%

0.0351

LDA dim = 200 + WCCN

3.95%

0.0147

6.09%

0.0326

These results prove that application of NAP to compensate for channel effects helps to improve the performance of the SVM applied on the total factor space. We decreased the
MinDCF for the English trials from 0.0211 when no channel compensation was applied,
to 0.0115 when NAP corank was equal to 200. As in the case of LDA, we also found that
WCCN gave better results than NAP, which again persuaded us to combine NAP and WCCN.
To apply this new approach, we first start by training the NAP matrix in the same manner as
before, using all the data used in training the total factor matrix (see previous experimental
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Table 5.13
The results obtained with several NAP coranks. These results are given on EER and
MinDCF on the female part of the core condition of the NIST 2006 SRE

All trials

English trials
EER

MinDCF

EER

MinDCF

JFA : s = m. + Vy

1.74%

0.0121

3.84%

0.0223

No channel compensation

3.29%

0.0211

5.39%

0.0313

WCCN

1.87%

0.0116

2.76%

0.0171

NAP corank = 1 0

2.92%

0.0175

4.45%

0.0249

NAP corank = 60

2.63%

0.0141

4.05%

0.0210

NAP corank = 100

2.50%

0.0133

3.81%

0.0196

NAP corank = 150

2.29%

0.0118

3.38%

0.0174

NAP corank = 200

2.29%

0.0115

3.27%

0.0178

NAP corank = 250

2.19%

0.0130

3.51%

0.0187

NAP corank = 300

2.83%

0.0144

4.13%

0.0199

set-up section), then we compute the WCCN matrix in the new projected space. The MinDCF
of this combination versus the number of the NAP corank is given in figure 5.7.
The best MinDCF achieved by this combination, based on the nuisance attribute projection
and within class covariance normafization, is 0.0107 for Enghsh trials and 0.0164 for all
trials. These results were obtained with a NAP corank of 150. Tables 5.14 and 5.15 compare
these results with those obtained with JFA scoring and the WCCN technique on both the
NIST 2006 and 2008 SRE datasets. The same remark as for LDA is applicable in the NAP
case, which is the combination of WCCN and NAP to improve the performance compared
to NAP applied alone. If we compare the performance of NAP and WCCN combination
with that obtained with JFA scoring and WCCN alone in 2008 SRE dataset, we find that this
combination achieved better MinDCF than the JFA scoring; however, the JFA achives the
best EER.
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Figure 5.7 MinDC F for the NIST 2006 SRE of the SVM-JFA
system based on the NAP technique.

Table 5.16 summarizes the results obtained for JFA scoring and SVM-JFA based on WCCN,
the LDA and WCCN combination, and NAP combined with WCCN. These results show that
the LDA and WCCN combination gives the best MinDCF (0.0147) for English trials and also
the best EER in all trials; however the NAP and WCCN combination gave the best MinDCF
on all trials.
Results for Both Gender s
In this section, we present the results for both genders (male and female speakers) obtained
through the application of support vector machines in total factor space. We used exactiy
the same universal background model and factor analysis configuration (400 total factors) as
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Table 5.14
Comparison results between JFA scoring and several SVM-JFA channel compensation
techniques based the NAP and WCCN. The resuhs are given on EER and MinDCF on the
female part of the core condition of the NIST 2006 SRE

English trials

All trials

EER

MinDCF

EER

MinDCF

JFA : s = m + Vy

1.74%

0.0121

3.84%

0.0223

WCCN

1.87%

0.0116

2.76%

0.0171

NAP corank = 150

2.29%

0.0118

3.38%

0.0174

NAP corank = 150 + WCCN

1.83%

0.0103

2.66%

0.0150

Table 5.15
Comparison results between JFA scoring and several SVM-JFA channel compensation
techniques based on the NAP and WCCN. The results are given on EER and MinDCF on
the female part of the core condition of the NIST 2008 SRE

English trials

All trials

EER

MinDCF

EER

MinDCF

JFA : s — m + Vy

3.68%

0.0159

6.3%

0.0327

WCCN

4.73%

0.0180

7.32%

0.0351

NAP corank = 150 + WCCN

4.73%

0.0157

6.70%

0.0309

in the last two previous experiments. The only difference lies in the amount of data used to
train the total variability matrix T for both genders. We added the Fisher English database
Parts 1 and 2 to the previous used data, namely LDC releases of Switchboard 11, Phases 2
and 3; Switchboard Cellular, Parts 1 and 2; and NIST 2004-2005 SRE datasets, in order to
capture a greater extent of variability. We applied linear discriminant analysis and nuisance
attribute projection, in combination with within class covariance normalization to compensate
for channel effects. We used the same female impostors to estimate the SVM model and to
carry out the score normalization as described in previous experiments. The UBM for male
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Table 5.16
Summary of results obtained with JFA scoring and several SVM-JFA channel compensation
techniques. The results are given on EER and MinDCF on the female part of the core
condition of the NIST 2008 SRE
English trials

All trials

EER

MinDCF

EER

MinDCF

JFA : s = m + Vy

3.68%

0.0159

6.3%

0.0327

WCCN

4.73%

0.0180

7.32%

0.0351

LDA dim = 200 + WCCN

3.95%

0.0147

6.09%

0.0326

NAP corank = 150 + WCCN

4.73%

0.0157

6.70%

0.0309

speakers was trained on the same corpus as female speakers. We used 1007 impostors to train
the support vector machines. These impostors are taken from the same data used for UBM
training except for the NIST 2005 SRE dataset. We applied t-norm score normalization based
on 204 impostors taken from the NIST 2005 SRE. The experiments were carried out on the
telephone data of the core condition of the NIST 2008 SRE. Tables 5.17 and 5.18 compare
results between SVM-JFA and JFA scoring based on both configurations (with and without
common factors).
Table 5.17
Comparison results between JFA scoring and several SVM-JFA channel compensation
techniques. The results are given on EER and MinDCF on the female part of the core
condition of the NIST 2008 SRE
English trials

All trials

EER

MinDCF

EER

MinDCF

3.17%

0.0150

6.15%

0.0319

JFA: s = m + Vy

3.68%

0.0159

6.38%

0.0327

LDA dim = 200 + WCCN

3.68%

0.0150

6.02%

0.0319

NAP corank = 150 + WCCN

3.95%

0.0157

6.36%

0.0321

JFA: s = m+Vy +

Dz
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Table 5.18
Comparison results between JFA scoring and several SVM-JPA channel compensation
techniques. The results are given on EER and MinDCF on the male part of the core
condition of the NIST 2008 SRE
All trials

English trials
EER

MinDCF

EER

MinDCF

JFA; s = m + Vy + Dz

2.64%

0.0111

5.15%

0.0273

LDA dim = 200 + WCCN

1.28%

0.0095

4.57%

0.0241

NAP corank = 150 + WCCN

1.51%

0.0108

4.58%

0.0241

Inspection of the tabulated results reveals that, m the case of the SVM-JFA system, the LDA
and WCCN combination achieves better performance than the NAP and WCCN combination.
Adding more training data to estimate total variability matrix T (Adding Fisher database)
improves the performance of the SVM-JFA system. The EER values for the NIST 2008
SRE English trials decreases from 3.95% (Table 5.12) to 3.68% (Table 5.17) when LDA and
WCCN are applied. Finally, the SVM-JFA achieves better results than the full configuration
of joint factor analysis (with speaker and common factors), especially for male trials. We
obtain 1.23% absolute improvement in EER for the English trials of the NIST 2008 SRE. For
female trials, the JFA achieves a better EER for English trials (a value of 3.17% in EER for
JFA scoring compared to 3.68% for the SVM-JFA); however, the SVM-JFA produced a better
MinDCF on both trial conditions and a better EER on all trials (6.02% in EER for SVM-JFA
compared to 6.15% in EER for JFA scoring). In conclusion, the application of SVM in the
total factor space leads to commendable results compared to those obtained with the full JFA
configuration, despite the absence of common factors in our new SVM-JFA modeling. This
having been said, it would be interesting in future work to combine the total and common
factors in the same SVM-JFA system.
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5.6 Cosin e Distance Scoring
In this section and based on the results obtained with SVM applied in the total variability
space using the cosine kemel, we propose a new scoring technique which directly use the
value of the cosine kemel between the target speaker total factor vector ^target ^"d the test
total factor vector lutest ^s decision score:
w^target>f^test/
score I w;target.f^test

""^target

^^test

^

1^

(5.29)

The value of this kemel is then compared to the threshold 9 in order to take the final decision.
The advantage of this scoring is that no speaker enrollement is required. The use of the cosine
kemel as a decision score for speaker verification makes the process faster and less complex
than other JFA scoring (Glembek et al., 2009). Figure 5.8 present the cosine distance scoring
system.
Target
MFCC
extraction

Baum Welch
statistics extraction

Factor
Analysis

UBM

Test

H|I^

MFCC
extraction

Baum Welch
statistics extraction

Factor
Analysis

Cosine distance
scoring

Figure 5.8 Architectur e of the cosine distance scoring system.

Decision
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5.6.1 Experiment s
The cosine distance scoring is based on the same total variability matrix and total factor
vectors as the previous SVM-JFA system (when the Fisher data are used to train the total
variability matrix T). In this modeling, the scores are normalized using the zt-norm technique based on the same t-norm model impostors as in the SVM-JFA system. Data from the
preceding training SVM impostors are used as z-norm utterances, we used the same LDA
and WCCN combination matnx as the SVM-JFA system.
The experiments are carried out on short2-short3 (core condition), short2-10sec and lOseclOsec conditions of the NIST 2008 SRE dataset. We used exactely the same cosine distance
scoring and channel compensation for all these condtions.
Short2-short3 Conditio n
Table 5.19 and 5.20 present the results obtained with cosine distance scoring and JFA scoring
for both genders on the core condition of telephone Telephone data of the NIST 2008 SRE
dataset. We used the same channel compensation techniques as in the SVM-JFA experiments.
The results given in both tables show that cosine distance scoring based on total factor
Table 5.19
Comparison of results from JFA scoring and cosine distance scoring with several channel
compensation techniques. The results are given as EER and DCF on the female trials of the
core condition of the NIST 2008 SRE dataset

English trials

All trials

EER

MinDCF

EER

MinDCF

JFA scoring

3.17%

0.0150

6.15%

0.0319

LDA (200) + WCCN

2.90%

0.0124

5.76%

0.0322

vectors definitively gave the best results in all conditions of the NIST evaluation compared to
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Table 5.20
Companson of results from JFA scoring and cosine distance scoring with several channel
compensation techniques. The results are given as EER and DCF on the male tnals of the
core condition of the NIST 2008 SRE dataset

All trials

English trials
EER

MinDCF

EER

MinDCF

JFA scoring

2.64%

0.0111

5.15%

0.0273

LDA (200) + WCCN

1.12%

0.0094

4.48%

0.0247

JFA scoring. If we compare these results with those obtained with SVM-JFA system m tables
5.17 and 5.18, we find that cosine distance scoring achieves the best results, especially for
female tnals. Using cosine distance scoring, we obtained an EER of 2.90% and MinDCF of
0.0124 for Enghsh trials versus an EER of 3.68% and MinDCF of 0.0150 for the SVM-JFA
system. The main contribution of both new modelings is the use of the cosine kemel on new
features, which are the total vanability factors extracted using a simple factor analysis.
Short2-10sec Conditio n
Table 5.21 and 5.22 present the results obtained with cosine distance scoring and JFA scoring
for both genders. The experiments are carried out on telephone data of the short2-10sec
condition. In this condition we have around 2 m of speech to enroll the speaker and 10 s for
testing. We used the same channel compensation techniques as in the SVM-JFA experiments.
Both tables reveal that cosine distance scoring achieves better results than the full joint factor
analysis configuration (with speaker and common factors) especially in female trials. We obtain around 2% absolute improvement in EER of the English tnals. However, the improvment
IS not very significant for males trials compared to the female ones.
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Table 5.21
Comparison of results from JFA scoring and cosine distance scoring with several channel
compensation techniques. The results are given as EER and DCF on the female trials of
short2-10sec condition of the NIST 2008 SRE dataset

English trials

All trials

EER

MinDCF

EER

MinDCF

JFA scoring

7.89%

0.0354

11.19%

0.0643

LDA (200) + WCCN

5.91%

0.0347

9.59%

0.0506

Table 5.22
Comparison of results from JFA scoring and cosine distance scoring with several channel
compensation techniques. The results are given as EER and DCF on the male trials of
short2-10sec condition of the NIST 2008 SRE dataset

English trials

All trials

EER

MinDCF

EER

MinDCF

JFA scoring

5.36%

0.0275

8.09%

0.0382

LDA (200) + WCCN

5.18%

0.0263

7.38%

0.0365

lOsec-lOsec Condition
Table 5.23 and 5.24 present the results obtained with cosine distance scoring and full JFA
scoring for both genders on the lOsec-lOsec conditon of the NIST 2008 SRE data. In this
condition, we have only 10 seconds of speech to enroll the target speaker model and also 10
seconds for testing which make the recognition process . We used the same LDA and WCCN
combination to compensate for the channel effects as in the SVM-JFA experiments.
The results given in both tables show an absolute improvement around 4% in the EER for
Both genders. The EER on the Enghsh trials goes from 16.01% to 12.19% for females and
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Table 5.23
Comparison of results from JFA scoring and cosine distance scoring with several channel
compensation techniques. The results are given as EER and DCF on the female trials of
lOsec-IOsec condition of the NIST 2008 SRE dataset

English trials

All trials

EER

MinDCF

EER

MinDCF

JFA scoring

16.01%

0.0647

17.99%

0.0758

LDA (200) + WCCN

12.19%

0.0573

16.59%

0.0725

Table 5.24
Comparison of results from JFA scoring and cosine distance scoring with several channel
compensation techniques. The resuhs are given as EER and DCF on the male trials of
lOsec-lOsec condition of the NIST 2008 SRE dataset

English trials

All trials

EER

MinDCF

EER

MinDCF

JFA scoring

15.20%

0.0575

15.45%

0.0686

LDA (200) + WCCN

11.09%

0.0473

14.44%

0.0632

15.20% to 11.09% for males. We also note a quite significant improvement in DCF. In our
knowledge's, these results are the best results ever obtained in the lOsec-lOsec condition.
The reason for obtaining these extraordinary results can be explained by the fact that in our
modeling we have few parameters to estimate only 400 total factors compared to JFA when
the common factors are also used.
5.7 Discussio n
In this chapter, we discussed the combination between SVMs and JFA based on the cosine
kemel for use in speaker verification. We proposed also a new fast sconng based on the last
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kemel values as decision scores. We have shown that using speaker factors, which represent the spatial coordinates of the target speaker m the speaker space, as input to the SVM
produces better resuhs compared to using the Gaussian mixture model supervector. This
process leads to a quite good linear separation in speaker space. We also proved that it is
not necessary to compensate for the channel effect in the GMM supervector space via the
eigenchannel modeling proposition of classical JFA. Instead, we refonnulate the problem by
assigning both the channel and speaker vanabilities to a low dimension space called the total
vanability space. This space is defined using a low rank matrix that we refer to as the total
vanability matnx, that simultaneously includes the two eigenvoice and eigenchannel matnces of the JFA approach. In this new space, we tested three techniques to compensate for the
intersession problem. These techniques are linear discnminant analysis, nuisance attnbute
projection and within class covanance noraialization. The best results were obtained with
the combmation between LDA and WCCN. The advantage of using the LDA is to remove
the nuisance direction and maximize the vanance between the speakers, which is the key
point in speaker venfication. The results obtained with cosine distance sconng outperfomtis
those obtained with both SVM-FA and classical JFA sconngs on several NIST evaluation
condition. However, the best improvement is obtained on lOsec-lOsec condition of the NIST
2008 SRE dataset (we achieved an absolute improvement of 4% for both gender).

CHAPTER 6
LONG-TERM SPEAKER CHARACTERISTIC S
In this chapter a novel approach for modeling prosodic and cepstral long-term speaker features is presented. The modeling is based on a syllable segmentation carried out in an unsupervised manner. Segments are delimited by energy-based contour regions. Acoustic feature
(energy, pitch, formant) contours of each segmented unit, or pseudo-syllable, are parameterized using Legendre polynomials. The corresponding sets of expansion coefficients, including unit duration, are modeled using Gaussian mixture models. Speaker and intersession
variabilities are modeled through joint factor analysis. A part of this work was published in
(Dehak et al., 2007a,b).
6.1 Long-ter m Speaker Characteristic s
This section presents an overview of methods aimed at modeling long-term speaker information, also called high-level information. The relevant acoustic characteristics can be extracted
from the spectral or prosodic speaker information domains.
6.1.1 Spectra l Domai n
Modeling Speaker Phoneme Informatio n
The methods proposed here are based on speaker characteristics extracted at the phoneme
level. These methods offer the advantage of allowing modeling of the phoneme pronunciations of each speaker for a given language. These approaches require phoneme segmentation
of speech. The desired result is usually achieved by using an acoustico-phonetic decoder
or speech recognizer system. The disadvantage of applying a speech recognition system
is that the system produced is language-dependent. An approach that allows carrying out
multi-language phonetic decoding was originally proposed by Zissman (1996) for use in language identification. This method, named Parallel Phone Recognition Language Modeling
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(PPRLM), uses several phonetic decoders or multiple speech recognizers in parallel to produce a phonetic segmentation. Among the speaker verification methods based on phoneme
units, we cite the works of Andrew etal. (2001). These authors modeled the target speaker using multiple GMMs. Each GMM describes a specific phoneme. In (Campbell et al., 2004a),
Campbell et al. proposed an approach based on support vector machines to model phonetic unit dynamics. The kemel function used in that work is based on phoneme N-grams
frequencies. This approach is inspired by the work in the field of language identification
(Zissman, 1996). In (Vair et al., 2007), Vair et al. propose a GMM-based speaker verification
system. Each GMM is trained on a different phoneme. Phonetic segmentation was accomplished through a hybrid phonetic decoder composed of two models: a Hidden Markov Model
(HMM) and Neural Networks. Intersession compensation was applied using eigenchannels.
This system achieved the best results at the phonetic feature level.
Modeling Speaker Syllabic Informatio n
The work presented in (Baker et al., 2005) is based on the use of pseudo-syllables as basic
units. These pseudo-syllables are produced by a technique proposed in (Martin et al., 2006)
and correspond to a sequence of language-independent phonetic units which are grouped
among the following four phonetic classes: nasal/semi-vowel, vowel/diphthong, fricatives
and plosives/silence. In (Baker et al., 2005), the authors modeled the spectral features of these
pseudo-syllables using a Gaussian mixture model. The results obtained with this approach
are satisfactory; they were, however, able to improve on system performance by replacing
the GMMs with HMM (Baker et Sridharan, 2006) for describing the temporal evolution of
spectral parameters at the syllabic level.
Modeling Speaker Information i n Frequency Stabilit y Area
Recently, various studies have shown that high-level speaker features can be combined with
low-level information (short-term spectral features) to increase the robustness of speaker
verification systems. These parameters are usually extracted by analyzing the phoneme se-
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quences produced by automatic speech recognition. Two of the main problems that arise
when phonetic systems are developed relate to potential differences between the development
and evaluation data and lack of transcribed databases. To solve these two problems El Hannani et al. proposed in (Hannani et Petrovska-Delacretaz, 2005, 2007; Hannani et al., 2006)
an approach based on automatic language-independent segmentation (Automatic LanguageIndependent Speech Processing - ALISP -) to extract high-level information. The authors
have shown that ALISPs units can be subjected to the same type of analysis as phonemes
for the purpose of extracting high level information (Hannani et Petrovska-Delacretaz, 2005;
Hannani et al., 2006). In (Hannani et Petrovska-Delacretaz, 2007), the authors propose three
high-level systems that operate on ALISP segmentation of speech and demonstrate that fusion
of these high-level systems with a classical short-term GMM-UBM system improves performance significantly. The results presented in this work were validated on natural speech
databases in the context of the NIST speaker recognition evaluation.
6.1.2 Prosodi c Domain
Frequently used, prosodic features are based on pitch and energy contour statistics. For
example in (Sonmez et al., 1997), the authors show that pitch has a log-normal distribution
and they propose a speaker verification system based on distances between pitch histogram
values. The same authors propose a pitch contour stylization technique (Sonmez et al., 1998)
based on segmentation of the pitch contour. In each segment they extract a set of parameters,
such as the median, the slope of the pitch contour, and the segment feature duration. Each
feature is modeled with a Gaussian distribution. In (Adami et al., 2003), Adami et al used
an n-gram approach for modeling segments obtained by pitch and energy contour stylization.
The objective of the n-gram approach is to model the speaker's speaking style. The authors
also proposed the application of dynamic time warping between pitch contours extracted
from two different recordings with the same context (same word or sentence). This approach
improves results, but it requires both word alignment and detection.
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The work presented in Kajarekar et al. (2004) introduces a novel approach based on Nonuniform Extraction Region Features (NERFs). A NER is a region of a speech utterance between
two consecutive pauses larger than a threshold. The pause duration threshold generally used
is 500 m,s. The use of long-term pauses as segmentation boundaries is motivated by the fact
that this kind of pause affects the characteristic of speech prosody. For example, the speakers
tend to lengthen the last syllable of a phrase located near the long pause. In (Kajarekar et al.,
2004), the authors extract a set of 32 features from each NER (although not all features can
be extracted in all cases). This feature set cortesponds to statistics of pitch contour evolution,
and information concerning phone durations (or higher-level units). The advantage of using
NERFs stems from the long-term speaker characteristics of the extracted features. The suggested model for these features is a Gaussian mixture model. A drawback of this approach
is that feature extraction requires phone duration values in each NER, and this information
must be acquired through a phonetic alignment (Kajarekar et al., 2004).
Another variant of NERFs uses syllables as the basic units. This variant, named Syllablebased Nonuniform Extraction Region Features (SNERFs), was introduced by Shriberg et
al. and applied in (Shriberg et al., 2005, 2004). The syllabic segmentation is performed
using a speech recognition system which makes this technique language-dependent. The
approach proposed by Shriberg et al. consists in extracting a set of 140 features for each
syllable. Discretization of the prosodic syllable features is performed using several bins. The
resulting features are then modeled with a SVM based on an n-gram kemel. The results obtained with SNERFs (Shriberg et al., 2005) are given only on the English trials of the NIST
speaker recognition evaluation dataset, because the authors used an English speech recognition system. The approach could be extended to other languages by using, in parallel, several
speech recognition systems with various languages; an approach similar to parallel phone
recognition language modehng for language identification (Zissman, 1996). This approach
represents the state of the art in prosodic feature modeling and fusing this system with a
cepstral-based system improves the performance of the latter (Shriberg et al., 2005).
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In recent works (Ferrer et al., 2007a,b), the authors introduced a technique based on GMM
background models that transforms the prosodic feature sequence of syllable-based nonuniform extraction regions into vectors of fixed length, which are subsequently used as input for
the support vector machines. In this new approach, the Gaussian mixture model components
are equivalent to the bins used in the classical SNERF modeling approach (Shriberg et al.,
2005, 2004). The SVM is based on a linear kemel which is evaluated using the Gaussian
components weights. For each target and test utterance, the Gaussian weights are obtained
by adapting the background model weights via MAP adaptation to these utterances. Two
estimation techniques to the GMM background models were tested. The first uses the standard approach based on the EM algorithm and the second is based on vector quantization.
The motivation behind the use of vector quantization is that application of the EM algorithm maximizes the likelihood in a way which generates a GMM model with overlapping
Gaussians to better approximate the prosodic feature distribution. This overlap produces
correlated Gaussian weights that are ill-suited for performing discrimination. On other hand,
vector quantization produces better-separated Gaussians. In (Ferrer et al., 2007b), the authors
also proposed applying kemel smoothing in order to improve the results.
6.2 Modelin g Long-term Prosodic Features with Joint Factor Analysis
The majority of the methods outiined in the preceding section are based on discrete modeling
of pitch and energy contours. In this chapter, we propose to implement continuous modeling
of these contours instead. This approach offers several advantages: the continuous prosodic
contour model can, at the outset, be represented by existing continuous models developed
in the speaker recognition literature. In addition, joint factor analysis (Kenny et al., 2005b)
can be used to address the effects of speaker and intersession variability in prosodic features.
Continuous prosodic contour modeling based on Legendre polynomial expansions has been
successfully applied in the field of language identification (Lin et Wang, 2005) and in quantitative phonetics (Grabe et al., 2003). We extract pitch and energy at 10 ms intervals and
we break the contours into pseudo-syllabic units (or segments for short). We approximate
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the pitch and energy contours in each segment by Legendre polynomial expansions. The
Legendre polynomial coefficients for pitch and energy, together with segment duration, form
the prosodic feature set. We calculate one feature vector for each pseudo-syllable. We then
model these features using GMMs and compensate for speaker and session variability effects
using joint factor analysis. The speaker factors play a crucial role here, since the number
of feature vectors corresponding to the given enrollment utterances (400 on average) may be
too small for classical MAP estimation to perform reliably. In our initial investigations, our
segmentation into pseudo-syllable units does not rely on the output of a speech recognition
system as is the case with the SNERF approach; nevertheless, the results obtained with our
modeling are comparable to those obtained with SNERF systems.
6.2.1 Featur e Extraction
We extracted the log pitch and log energy values calculated at 10 ms intervals with the praat
package (Boersma, 2001). Pitch is calculated with the autocorrelation method proposed in
(Boersma, 2001). We used only the voiced part of the speech signal in our modeling. The logenergy is normalized on an utterance by utterance basis by subtracting the maximum value
for the whole utterance from each utterance frame. In the following section, we will describe
how the pitch and energy contours (containing more than one syllable) are segmented into
pseudo-syllables based on unsupervised segmentation according to the energy contour only.
Segmentation
In order to model the prosodic contours based on the pseudo-syllable as a unit, we segment
the long prosodic contours into syllable-like regions in the same way as in (Lin et Wang,
2005). This method is based on detecting the valley points of the energy of the voiced speech
contour. In general, these valley points serve as segment boundaries; however, we impose
a minimum duration constraint of 60 ms. This enables us to calculate six-term Legendre
polynomial expansions. An example of log pitch and normalized log energy segmentation is
given in Figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1 Exampl e of segmentation of the log pitch and
normalized log energy contours extracted from voiced speech.

We will show in the next paragraph how the pitch and energy contours (based on pseudosyllable units) are approximated by Legendre polynomials.
Approximation and Time Normalization
For each generated segment, we carry out an approximation of the pitch and energy contour
by taking the M leading terms in a Legendre polynomial expansion. That is, each contour
/ (t) (where t represents time) is approximated as:
M

f{t) = Y,axPxit)
i=l

(6.1)
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where Pj (t) is the i^" Legendre polynomial, and we set M = 5 in our implementation. Figure
6.2 shows how Legendre polynomials (Pj) model a log pitch contour. Each coefficient models
a particular aspect of the contour. For example, OQ is interpreted as the mean of the segment,
ai is the slope, 02 gives information about the curvature of the segment, and as, 04, 05 model
the fine details.
However, in order for these coefficients to be comparable across segments, it is important to
carry out time normalization. All the segment coefficients must be scaled and mapped onto
the same interval [-1, -hi]. This technique of prosodic contour approximation has been successfully applied in quantitative phonetics (Grabe et al., 2003) and in language identification
applications (Lin et Wang, 2005).
For each segment, we used six coefficients to represent the pitch contour and six coefficients
to represent the energy contour. These pitch and energy features, with the addition of the
segment duration, produce a 13-dimensional feature vector for each segment. These are the
prosodic feature vectors that we use for GMM and factor analysis modeling. Note that since
we used only the voiced part of the speech signal and we imposed a pseudo-syllable minimum
duration of 60 ms, the total number of feature vectors within an utterance (an utterance is a
five-minute telephone conversation) was much less than the number of corresponding MFCC
frames. There is an average of 400 prosodic vectors per utterance.
6.2.2 Join t Factor Analysis as a Model for Prosody
Joint factor analysis is a model of speaker and session vanability in GMMs. Although it
is traditionally used with cepstral-type features, it can be applied to any type of continuous
features for which Gaussian mixture modeling is appropnate. In our modeling, we used
exactiy the same JFA as used for the cepstral features. In cepstral JFA modeling, the term
"channel variabihty" is used to describe the variability between several recording sessions of
a given speaker because, in the majority of cases this variability is caused by channel effects.
However, for high-level features as used in our modeling, the term "intersession variability"
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Figure 6.2 Approximatio n of the log pitch contour using Legendre polynomials with
different orders .
is probably more appropriate than "channel variability". For this work, joint factor analysis
with prosodic features is implemented essentially in the same way as standard joint factor
analysis with cepstral features (only the features are different).
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6.3 Experiment s wit h Long-term Prosodic Features
6.3.1 Databas e
We carried out our expenments on the core condition of the NIST 2006 speaker recognition
evaluation (SRE) K This evaluation set contains 350 male and 461 female speakers; the number of test utterances is 51448. For each target speaker model, a five-minute recording is
available which contains roughly two minutes of speech from that speaker. We used a universal background model made up of 512 Gaussians, trained on the (13-dimensional) prosodic
features extracted from LDC releases of Switchboard II, Phases 2 and 3; Switchboard Cellular, Parts 1 and 2 ;and NIST 2004-2005 speaker recognition evaluation datasets. The same
data was used to train the factor analysis model. In the joint factor analysis framework, it
is necessary to use this kind of dataset to model intersession variability since each training
speaker has to be recorded several times (ideally under a wide variety of recording conditions). Where speaker and common factors were used, we carried out decoupled estimation
(Kenny et al., 2008b) of the eigenvoice matrix and diagonal matrix D. The zt-norm technique
has proved to be useful in thejoint factor analysis framework (Kenny et al., 2007a; Vogt et al.,
2005). Accordingly, verification scores were normalized using zt-norm normafization with
280 t-norm models and 1000 z-norm utterances from the same dataset for each gender.
6.3.2 Join t Factor Analysis with Prosodic Features
The experiments carried out in this section aim to find the best configuration for the joint
factor analysis model (i.e, the optimal number of speaker and intersession factors) for the 13dimensional prosodic features presented in section 6.2.1. The results for the female subset
of the English and all tnals core condition of the NIST 2006 SRE dataset are summarized in
Table 6.1 and Table 6.2.
'http://www.nist.gov/speech/tests/spk/index.htm
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Table 6.1
Results (on EER and MinDCF) obtained on English trials of the core condition of the
female subset of the NIST 2006 Evaluation dataset using prosodic joint factor analysis with
several configurations

Speaker factors

Channel factors

Common factors

EER

MinDCF

1

50

20

Yes

12.00%

0.0622

2

50

20

No

11.54%

0.0608

3

70

30

No

10.98%

0.0589

4

90

40

No

10.69%

0.0592

5

100

40

No

10.69%

0.0590

6

100

50

No

10.60%

0.0589

7

0

0

No

28.06%

0.0994

8

100

0

No

25.33%

0.0960

9

0

50

No

25.24%

0.0979

Table 6.2
Results (on EER and MinDCF) obtained on all trials of the core condition of the female
subset of the NIST 2006 Evaluation dataset using prosodic joint factor analysis with several
configurations
Speaker factor

Channel factors

Common factors

EER

MinDCF

1

50

20

Yes

14.88%

0.0701

2

50

20

No

15.10%

0.0706

3

70

30

No

14.39%

0.0713

4

90

40

No

14.14%

0.0698

5

100

40

No

13.97%

0.0698

6

100

50

No

13.90%

0.0698

7

0

0

No

28.54%

0.0992

8

100

0

No

26.71%

0.0982

9

0

50

No

27.09%

0.0987
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If we first compare the results obtained in lines 1 and 2 of both Tables 6.1 and 6.2, we see
that inclusion of common factors does not contribute to improving performance on English
trials; a marginal improvement is however achieved in the all trials case. On the basis of those
results, we chose not to include common factors and diagonal matrix D in future prosodic JFA
configurations. The best configuration in both trials conditions was found to have 100 speaker
factors and 50 intersession factors (see lines 2 to 6 of both tables 6.1 and 6.2). For prosodic
features, we used fewer speaker factor components than for cepstral features (300 speaker
factors) (Kenny et al., 2007a,b). This is based on the observation that both the speaker and
intersession eigenvalues show a steep initial decrease followed by an exponential decrease
towards zero, as shown in Figure 6.3. This figure also underscores the preponderance of
speaker variability (as measured by the sum of the eigenvalues) over intersession variability.
This confirms that our prosodic features are less sensitive to intersession effects, but vary
considerably from one speaker to another.
In order to show the effectiveness of the speaker and intersession factors, we carried out
three experiments with and without speaker and intersession factors. The results of these
experiments for English trials are given in lines 7, 8 and 9 of Table 6.1 (the same behavior is
also observed in all trial experiments, as shown in Table 6.2).

• Line 7 of Table 6.1 corresponds to an experiment where speaker and intersession factors are ignored ([/ = 0, K = 0, D = 0). This is basically equivalent to the standard
GMM-UBM approach for speaker verification (Reynolds et al., 2000). The results in
lines 6 and 7 of Table 6.1 show that disregarding speaker and intersession factors results
in a significant degradation in performance (10.60% EER with speaker and intersession
factors versus 28.06% EER with no speaker and with no intersession factors).
•

Line 8 of Table 6.1 corresponds to an experiment using only 100 speaker factors and
no intersession factors (t/ = 0, K 7^ 0, D = 0). This modeling is based on eigenvoice
MAP adaptation. The purpose of this expenment is to highlight the importance of
the intersession factors. The results given in lines 6 and 8 of Table 6.1 show that
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inclusion of intersession factors improves the EER performance from 26.71% without
intersession factors to 10.60% with intersession factors.
• Line 9 of Table 6.1 corresponds to an experiment that uses classical MAP adaptation for
enrollment, intersession factors, but no speaker factors {U y^ 0, K = 0, D = 0). The
purpose of this experiment is to ascertain the contribution stemming from the speaker
factor component. The results given in lines 6 and 9 of Table 6.1 show that the use
of speaker factors improves the performance from an EER of 27.09% without speaker
factors to 10.60% with speaker factors.

This last experiment leads us to conclude that speaker factors play an important part in enrolling target speakers. From the point of view of our approach, this result can be explained
by noting that we have few feature vectors to estimate the target speaker model (an average of
400 vectors per enrollment). It is important to note that in classical MAP adaptation, only the
Gaussians observed in the enrollment data are adapted. This is because in traditional MAP
adaptation, the GMM supervector covariance matrix is assumed to be diagonal; there is thus
no con-elation between the Gaussians in this type of GMM. However, in joint factor analysis
modeling, the GMM supervector covariance matrix is given by VV^ -\- D^ with diagonal matiix D and a low rank rectangular matrix V. The matrix V takes into account the correlations
between Gaussians in a speaker model. Gaussians that are not observed in the enrollment
data are also adapted by using statistics from the other Gaussians. The number of speaker
factors whose values need to be estimated in enrollment is much smaller than the number of
parameters estimated in classical MAP adaptation. Thus, the method is effective even with
very limited amounts of enrollment data. The use of intersession factors also proves to be
important in our approach because they model session variability (see lines 6 and 8 of both
Tables 6.1 and 6.2). Our prosodic factor analysis system gives the best results when both
speaker and intersession factors are taken into account.
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Figure 6.3 Th e eigenvalues of VV^ (th e speaker eigenvalues, upper curve)
and the eigenvalues of UU^ (th e intersession eigenvalues, lower curve)
obtained by the prosodic joint factor analysis.

6.3.3 Importanc e of Energy, Duration, and Pitch
This subsection shows the effectiveness of Legendre polynomials for modeling the prosodic
contours and the importance of the information given by the energy for speaker modeling. For
the purpose of companng with other approaches to prosodic feature extraction and modeling,
we performed three experiments on the female subset of the NIST 2006 evaluation data (core
condition, English and all trials), varying the feature set as follows:
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1

In the first expenment we computed, for each segment, the slope and curvature of the
pitch and energy contours, as well as the segment duration, as features in a manner
similar to (Adami et al., 2003). Note that the slope and curvature correspond to the
coefficients ai and 02 of Equation (6.1). The resuh is given in line I of Table 6.3.

2

In the second experiment, we used as segment features the Legendre polynomial coefficients of the pitch contour (all 6 coefficients) and the duration of the segment. The
energy contour was not used. This modeling was similar to (Sonmez et al., 1997). Line
2 of Table 6.3 gives the results for this experiment.

3

In the last experiment, we used all 13 prosodic features, as described in Section 6.2.1.
The result for this experiment is given in line 3 of Table 6.3.

Table 6.3
Results obtained on English and all trials of the core condition of the female subset of the
NIST 2006 Evaluation dataset using joint factor analysis with several types of prosodic
features

Features

English trial

All trials

EER

MinDCF

EER

MinDCF

1

slope + curvature + duration

19.56%

0.0812

22.55%

0.0864

2

pitch + duration

13.67%

0.0704

17,63%

0.0849

3

pitch + energy + duration

10.60%

0.0589

13.90%

0.0698

Our best performance over the various prosodic feature sets considered was obtained with
the full 13 dimensional feature set (see line 3 of Table 6.3). The energy contour clearly adds
a substantial amount of information to the pitch contour (a 3% absolute reduction in EER
for the English condition, comparing the results of lines 2 and 3 of Table 6.3). The same
conclusion is found in SNERF modeling (Shriberg et al., 2005). Shriberg et al. found that
using information about the pitch, energy, and duration of different units gives the best performance. Table 6.3 shows that the slope and curvature representation of the pitch and energy
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contour is less effective than using all the Legendre polynomial coefficients (comparing the
results for lines 1 and 3 of Table 6.3).
6.3.4 Result s for Both Gender s
We tested thejoint factor analysis model with the 13-prosodic coefficients for both genders on
the core condition of the NIST 2006 speaker recognition evaluation dataset. We used the same
joint factor analysis configuration for each gender (100 speaker factors and 50 intersession
factors). The UBM size is 512 Gaussians for each gender. The decision scores are normalized
with zt-norm. The results obtained (under the two conditions: English only, and all trials) are
given in Table 6.4.
Table 6.4
Results obtained with gender-dependent prosodic factor analysis on the core condition of the
NIST 2006 Evaluation dataset
English trials

All trials

EER

MinDCF

EER

MinDCF

Females

10.60%

0.0589

13.90%

0.0698

Males

11.02%

0.0557

13.14%

0.0638

Both genders

10.91%

0.0587

13.63%

0.0672

The results show that for English trials these prosodic features are better for female speakers than for male speakers. The opposite is true of our cepstral-based joint factor analysis
system. Ferter et al have recentiy published EERs in the range 12.09% - 13.65% on the
English subset (both genders) of the NIST 2006 evaluation data, results obtained with three
systems based on three different sequence transforms of the SNERF features modeled by
a smoothed SVM classifier (Ferrer et al., 2007a,b). If we restrict ourselves to the English
subset of the NIST 2006 speaker recognition evaluation dataset, then our EER is 10.91%.
The results obtained with our prosodic system are much better than those obtained with other
systems based on the SNERF approach. The advantage of our approach is that segmentation
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into pseudo-syllabic units is carried out in an unsupervised manner, taking solely into consideration the energy contour of voiced speech. Furthermore, a speech recognition system
is required for the SNERF approach. Although the results obtained with these systems are
reported on the English trials only, our system is limited by no language restrictions whatsoever. As part of her thesis (Ferrer, 2009), Lucianna Ferrer compared her approach, based
on the GMM prosodic feature transform, with Stanford Research Institute (SRI) joint factor
analysis implementation. Both techniques achieved equivalent performance (an ERR around
14.70% on 2006 NIST SRE data); these results are however inferior to those obtained with
our prosodic JFA. To explain this discrepancy, we first note that our JFA uses more data
in order to better estimate the speaker and intersession factors. Another factor that plays a
major role in our system performance relates to the nature of our JFA implementation: the
likelihood of sequence of speech frames for a given speaker model is obtained by integrating over intersession factors (equation 2.29), which allows modeling some uncertainty in the
speaker model estimation. In contrast, the SRI implementation uses a linear approximation
of the likelihood. In the case when few speaker frames are available, it is more appropriate
to model some model estimation uncertainty, because the fewer vectors we have to estimate
the speaker model the greater uncertainty there is in the model estimation.
For comparison purposes, the Queensland University of Technology (QUT) provided us with
the results of their prosodic system ^, which is based on an approach similar to (Adami et al.,
2003). On the core condition of the NIST 2006 speaker recognition evaluation dataset, EERs
of 21.1% (English trials) and 22.5% (all trials) were obtained. It is clear that our approach
produces better results.
6.4 Modelin g Long-term Vocal Tract Features with Joint Factor Analysis
In this section we discuss application of joint factor analysis model long-term speaker vocal
tract varation. We used the same Legendre polynomial approximation as given in the preced^http://www.Stat.cmu.edu/~minka/papers/logreg/
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ing section to approximate two sets of vocal tract feature contours: the first features are the
formants and the second are the Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficient Components.
6.4.1 Formant s
We begin by modeling the F l and F2 formant contours in the same way as the pitch and
energy contours by using Legendre polynomials. The motivation of using the formants is
to introduce phonetic context information to the pseudo-syllables which will lead to a better
modeling of these entities. The formants are usually used to detect and classify the vowels. Formants have already been used in speaker verification (Mezghani et O'Shaughnessy,
2005; Tanabian et al., 2005). In (Mezghani et O'Shaughnessy, 2005), Mezghani et al. combine the formants with the cepstral coefficients (MFCC). Tanabian et al. propose to model
the formants' trajectory using decision tree modeling and a neural network approach for
speaker recognition (Tanabian et al., 2005). The formants are extracted using praar package
(Boersma, 2001). This software is based on Burg approach as described in (Ghilders, 1978).
Experiment
Experimental Set-u p
The experiments are carried out for the core condition of the NIST 2006 Speaker Recognition Evaluation. The universal background model and joint factor were trained on the same
dataset as in the previous experiment. The decision scores are normalized using zt-norm normalization based on 1000 impostors for z-norm and 280 impostors for t-norm, taken from the
same data used for UBM training. Similar to the previous experiments with prosodic features, we extract log pitch, log energy and log formant (Fl, F2) at 10 ms intervals with the
praat package (Boersma, 2001). Pitch is acquired using the autocorrelation method proposed
in (Boersma, 2001) and is defined only in voiced regions. For each utterance, the energy
is normalized by subtracting the maximum value of the same utterance. The use of actual
formant values results in very large Legendre polynomial coefficient values, producing very
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large variances. To circumvent this problem, we used the log of formants in order to ensure
numerical stability of the Legendre polynomial coefficient values.
Results
We carried out three experiments with the aim of showing the advantage of combining the
formants with other prosodic features in order to model long-term speaker characteristics.

1

The first experiment consists in interpreting the following information: contour of pitch
and energy, along with duration of pseudo-syllables, in the same way as in previous
experiments. The resulting 13-dimensional feature vector consists of six coefficients
from a Legendre polynomial for the pitch contour, six coefficients for the energy, plus
the pseudo-syllable duration. GMMs are used to model these feature vectors. Joint
factor analysis is also used to deal with speaker and intersession effects. We used a
two gender-dependant UBMs with 512 Gaussians and joint factor analysis composed
of 100 speaker and 50 intersession factors.

2

In the second experiment, we modeled long-term formant characteristics. We used six
Legendre polynomial coefficients for the log of the formant F l and six coefficients for
the log of the formant F2, using the same pseudo-syllable units as the first experiment.
To these twelve coefficients, we added the pseudo-syllable duration. The final feature
vectors are of dimension 13. The relevant UBM contains 1024 Gaussians (formants
introduce context-related information from the pseudo-syllables, which requires more
Gaussians to be properly taken into account). The joint factor analysis configuration is
the same as that of the first experiment.

3

The third experiment employs the 13 features of the first experiment, extended by the
six Legendre polynomial coefficients for log formant F l and six coefficients for log
formant F2. The final feature vectors are of dimension 25. The UBM used contains
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1024 Gaussians. We used the same joint factor analysis configuration as in the first two
experiments.

The results obtained in these three experiments are given in Tables 6.5 and 6.6. The first
noteworthy point is that prosodic features achieved better results for females than for males.
However, when formant features are used, we discriminate better among male than among
female speakers. We can conclude that prosodic information can be used to improve performance for female trials, while minimizing performance differences between males and
females. These results also show that contours of the F l and F2 formants contribute significantly as supplemental information to the pitch and energy contours: the addition of the
formants F l and F2 results in significant performance improvement, especially in the male
case (an absolute improvement of approximately 4% in EER for the English trials). The formants introduce information that helps to better discriminate between the pseudo-syllables
and thus to better model them.
Table 6.5
Joint factor analysis results applied to long-term prosodic and formant features in English
trials of the core condition of the NIST 2006 Evaluation dataset
Males

Females

Both genders

EER

MinDCI

EER

MinDCI

EER

MinDCI

1

Prosodic features

11.02%

0.0557

10.60%

0.0589

10.91%

0.0587

2

Formant features

12.37%

0.0572

18.01%

0.0683

15.81%

0.0668

3

Formant and prosodic features

6.93%

0.0324

8.23%

0.0613

7.69%

0.0394

6.4.2 Me l Frequency Cepstra l Coefficient s
In this section, we model the evolution of vocal tract characteristics by using MFCC coefficients. This approach is quite similar in spirit to (Adami et al., 2003; Sonmez et al., 1997). In
this modeling, we begin by extracting a set of MFCC components using a sliding window of
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Table 6.6
Joint factor analysis results applied to long-term prosodic and formant features in all trials of
the core condition of the NIST 2006 Evaluation dataset
Males

Both genders

Females

EER

MinDCI

EER

MinDCI

EER

MinDCF

1

Prosodic features

13.14%

0.0638

13.90%

0.0698

13.63%

0.0672

2

Formant features

15.37%

0.0670

19.83%

0.0704

17.86%

0.0729

3

Formant and prosodic features

9.09%

0.0451

11.83% 0.0613

10.64% 0.0549

duration 25 m,s and an overlap of 10 m,s. We then apply the feature warping transform without removing silence, using a sliding window of 3 seconds. Thereafter, we process the time
evolution of the various cepstral coefficients independently. For each pseudo-syllable, we
approximate each MFCC component using six Legendre polynomial coefficients. We used
the same pseudo-syllable segmentation as in the prosodic system. In this modeling, the Legendre polynomial coefficients better model the MFCC component evolution than the classic
calculation of the first and second time derivatives of the MFCC. We also approximate the
energy contour using a Legendre polynomial in the same manner as for the prosodic features.
The resulting feature vectors were modeled using Gaussian mixture models and joint factor
analysis was applied in order to model the speaker and intersession variability.
Experiments
Experimental Set-u p
We used the same data as in the formant experiments to train the UBM and JFA. We used the
same impostors to carry out the zt-norm score normalization. The experiments are tested on
the core condition of the NIST 2006 SRE.
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Results
We carried out three experiments to show the importance of combining prosodic features with
long-term MFCC features and also the influence of adding formants to these latter features.

1

The first experiment is based on 12-MFCC frames. We used the same pseudo-syllable
segmentation as in Secttion 6.3 in order to approximate each MFCC component contour using Legendre Polynomials of order five. For each pseudo-syllable, we obtained feature vectors of dimension 79 (12 x 6 for MFCC + 6 for log-energy + 1
for pseudo-syllable duration). For joint factor analysis modeling, we used genderdependent UBMs with 1024 Gaussians and 200 speaker factors and 50 intersession
factors.

2

The second experiment differs from the first one only in that we augmented the 79dimensional feature vectors by adding the 6 Legendre polynomial pitch coefficients.
This experiment was carried out to ascertain wether MFCCs contain pitch-related information.

3

The third and last experiment used feature vectors of dimension 97, comprised of 12 x 6
for MFCC, 6 for pitch, 6 for formant F l , 6 for formant F2, 6 for log-energy and 1 for
pseudo-syllable duration. We used the same UBM and JFA configuration as in the
two previous experiments. We carried out this experiment to ascertain wether formants
contribute extra information to the MFCCs.

The results for these three experiments are given in Tables 6.7 and 6.8. In (Vair et al., 2007),
the authors propose a speaker verification system based on several GMMs trained on different
phonemes. Their phonetic segmentation was obtained using a hybrid phonetic decoder composed of two model types: Hidden Markov Model and Neural Networks. To our knowledge,
this system produces the best results in cases where high-level phonetic information is used.
If we compare our EER obtained on the all trials condition (both genders) of the NIST 2006
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Table 6.7
Joint factor analysis results applied to long-term MFCC, prosodic and formant features in
English trials of the core condition of the NIST 2006 Evaluation dataset

Female

Male
EER

MinDCF

EER

MinDCF

1

MFCC+E+D

5.11%

0.0241

5.39%

0.0270

2

MFCC+P+E+D

4.53%

0.0213

4.47%

0.0239

3

MFCC+P+F1+F2+D

4.64%

0.0246

4.54%

0.0242

Table 6.8
Joint factor analysis results applied to long-term MFCC, prosodic and formant features in all
trials of the core condition of the NIST 2006 Evaluation dataset
Male

Female

EER

MinDCF

EER

MinDCF

1

MFCC+E+D

7.65%

0.0375

8.50%

0.0436

2

MFCC+P+E+D

6.91%

0.0332

7.91%

0.0434

3

MFCC+P+F1+F2+D

7.11%

0.0364

8.14%

0.0447

SRE (7.9%) with that obtained with the phonetic GMMs system (6.0%), we can conclude
that our preliminary long-term MFCC modeling achieved respectable results compared to the
phonetic GMMs modeling. An important point to note is that, in our modeling, we carried
out an unsupervised segmentation, without recourse to any phonetic or syllabic decoder. The
two other experiments reveal that adding the pitch contour to the MFCCs improves performance (especially for female trials), which demonstrates that MFCCs may not contain, at the
outset, information about the pitch. However, combining the MFCCs with formant contours
leads to no significant improvement, revealing that MFCCs implicitiy model formant-related
information. We arrived at the same conclusion in (Dehak et al., 2007b) when the formant
and MFCC scores were fused.
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6.5 Discussio n
Although the most successful approaches to speaker recognition rely on short-term spectral
features such as MFCCs, it has long been recognized that prosodic contours contain complementary information to the short-term cepstral data. In order to exploit prosodic information, many systems have been developed which use sophisticated modeling techniques such
as n-gram modehng of stylized pitch contours (Adami et al., 2003), or complex languagedependent features, which can only be extracted with the aid of a speech recognizer (Kajarekar et al., 2004; Shriberg et al., 2005). However, recent work in language identification
(Lin et Wang, 2005) and quantitative phonetics (Grabe et al., 2003) has shown that a simple approach to prosodic feature extraction, namely fitiing pitch and energy contours with
Legendre polynomial expansions, can be very effective. In this chapter, we have explored
the application of this type of prosodic feature extraction to speaker verification. The experiments showed that our modeling achieved the best results compared to other prosodic
systems. An interesting characteristic of our modeling is that the prosodic features performed better for females than for males for the English trials of the NIST evaluation (the
opposite is true of our cepstral-based system). A key aspect of the coefficients in the Legendre polynomial expansion is that they define a continuous rather than a discrete feature set.
Thus, they are amenable to modeling with the methods that have already been developed for
modeling cepstral features in state-of-the-art speaker recognition systems, such as Gaussian
mixture modeling (Reynolds et al., 2000) and joint factor analysis (Kenny et al., 2007b). Our
experiments showed that both speaker and intersession factors play a useful role. Speaker
factors are helpful because the number of prosodic feature vectors available for enrolling a
target speaker is relatively small. There is only one feature vector per pseudo-syllable, rather
than one vector per 10 ms for cepstral features. Intersession factors are useful because the
Legendre coefficients are not entirely robust to session variability.
We proposed to the use of long-term formant and MFCC features with prosodic contours
for speaker recognition. These combinations yield to significant performance improvement
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compared with the performances obtained with the prosodic features only. However when
we combined the long-term cepstral features with formant contours, we observed no improvement, which means that the MFCCs already contain information about formants. In the
next chapter, we will present linear scores fusion of the long-term cepstral and prosodic features with state-of-the-art short-term cepstral features. This score fusion is based on logistic
regression training.

CHAPTER 7
SCORE FUSION

This chapter presents score fusion performance for three speaker verification systems which
combine long-term and short-term features developed in this dissertation. The first system
is based on the classical joint factor analysis model. The second is the combination of the
support vector machines and the joint factors analysis presented in Chapter 5. Finally, the
third system is the combination of support vector machines and traditional Gaussian mixture
models based on an universal background model.
7.1 Scor e Fusion
As already introduced in section 5.3.1, the linear score fusion technique consists in combining the scores of several subsystems into a single, definitive score. This score is compared
to a threshold in order to take the final decision. In the recent NIST speaker recognition
evaluation competitions, the best performance was achieved by systems that combine several
subsystems. These subsystems are based on different modelings and operate on different features of speaker information (Bmmmer et al., 2007). Several approaches have been applied in
order to combine the scores of different systems. In (Campbell et al., 2007), Campbell et al
used a neural network model to estimate the score fusion weights. These fusion weights are
trained to minimize the DCF. Naive Bayes score fusion, based on equal fusion weights, has
already been tested by Kajarekar (Kajarekar, 2005) for fusing four different support vector
machine systems. Support vector machines (Ferrer et al., 2006) have already been apphed to
estimation of fusion weights based on polynomial kemels of orders 1, 2, and 3. The final decision score is obtained by averaging the three SVM scores obtained from the three kemels.
The most popular fusion approach used during the NIST 2008 speaker recognition evaluation campaign was based on training the linear score fusion weights using logistic regression
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training. The linear score fusion is evaluated as follows:
M

Sf [w) =^ Wo + ^WiSl

(7.1)

1=1

where s/ is the final fused score, si is the score for the r^ subsystem, M is the number of
fused subsystems and ly = {wo,wi,

...,'WM)

isavectorcomprisedof the score fusion weights.

7.2 Logisti c Regressio n
The logistic regression used to estimate the score fusion weights (Brummer et al., 2007;
Leeuwen et Brummer, 2007) is based on supervised training. In this approach, we require a
set of labeled scores for each sub-system in the same corpus. The score labels correspond
to the target and non-target trials. During a given NIST speaker recognition evaluation campaign, it is usually possible to exploit previous NIST evaluations datasets to estimate the
fusion weights, since at the end of each competition, NIST distributes the test labels. Using
logistic regression to estimate the fusion weights was motivated by the fact that it improves
the discriminative power of the fused system and it serves also as a basis for defining final
calibrated scores (Brummer et du Preez, 2006).
Logistic regression can be used to fuse the scores from several systems (as described in
equation 7.1) and also to calibrate the decision scores for a single system (we set M = 1
in equation 7.1). By calibration, we mean finding a hnear transformation for the scores
from a single system which projects the scores in the same range and onto setting speakerindependent universal decision threshold. Given a new speaker, it is not necessary to find
a corresponding new decision threshold: it is sufficient to transform the underlying scores
using the weights obtained by logistic regression to allow for proper companson with the
universal threshold.
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In speaker verification, we are seeking to calibrate or to fuse scores that can be interpreted
as a log-likelihood ratio. Given a test utterance X, the new calibrated score s/ {w) can be
represented according to the following log-likelihood ratio:

•"-'=-(SS)

(7.2)

where i^t^r and Hnon represent, respectively, the target speaker and impostor access hypotheses. This modeling is different from traditional logistic regression usually that is used
to model the score as a formulation of posterior log-odds:
Sf{w)=

^\?{Hnon\X))
= log P(^l^tar)A
.P(^l^non) - ' - & )
Ptar
= log ' P ( ^ l ^ t a r ) ' + log
.P(^li^non).
.1-Ptar.

^''"'^'-di^)-'-"'•'-

(7.3)
(7.4)
(7.5)

(7.6)

The difference between the scores given in equations 7.2 and 7.6 lies in the additive term of
prior log-odds (logit (Ptar)) in the case of the a posteriori modeling scores. The absence
of the prior in the case of log-likelihood-based modeling can be circumvented by modifying
the objective function that is to be optimized (Brummer et al., 2007; Leeuwen et Bmmmer,
2007):
o{w,?t^r) =

P ^, y

logfl + e-^(")-'°e'<Ptar)')
+ \ r -^ y
log ( l + e-^^")+^°sit(Ptar)
iXnonI
^^xnon

(7.7)

where Hxtarll and ||xnon|| represent, respectively, the number of target and impostor trials.
This version of the objective function is given with respect to to the speaker's score prior.
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which allows us to first set distribution-independent speaker data parameters and to minimize
the DCF (see section 1.8.1); a metric used in the NIST competition. The target speaker's new
optimal prior log odds score is given by:

(7.8)

where P [ ^ = 0.01, CpR = 10 and Cp^ = 1 are parameters representing, respectively,
the initial pnor of the speaker target trial, the relative cost of false rejection errors and false
acceptance errors. These parameters are given in the NIST evaluation plan '. The values for
the new a priori probability of the target speaker trial, based on these parameters, are given
by Ptar = 0.0917.
As described above, the main purpose of score calibration in the speaker verification systems
is to exploit a speaker-independent decision threshold. The logistic regression score calibration approach allows for a theoretical determination of this threshold, based on the following
equation:
^DCF = - logit (Piar) - log

( ^ )

(7.9)

where P[^j. = 0.01, CpR = 10 and Cp^ = 1 are the parameters described above. The value
of the optimal decision threshold that minimizes the DCF is given by Brycr = 2.29. In all
of our fusion experiments, we used the Focal toolkit ^ developed by Niko Brummer for estimating the score fusion weights. This software implements a conjugate gradient algorithm,
based on the work of Minka ^, which optimizes the convex objective function described in
equation 7.7.
'http://www.nist.gov/speech/tests/spk/index.htm
^http://www.dsp.sun.ac.za/~nbrummer/focal/
^http://www.Stat.cmu.edu/~minka/papers/logreg/
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7.3 Missin g Trials
In the case of logistic regression-based score fusion, it may happen, for some reason, that
subsystems do not produce scores for test files (e.g., if a problem occurred during feature
extraction). We then need to start by calibrating the scores from individual subsystem in the
manner described in the previous section; thereafter, we add the missing tests with a score
equal to zero. This technique allows a priori knowledge of the scores from all trials to be
used for leaming the fusion weights. The same approach is used in the event of missing
scores during the test step.
7.4 Experimen t
In this section, we present the resuhs of score fusion of the prosodic-based systems and spectral long-term features, as described in the preceding chapter, with the systems operating on
short-term speaker features. The score fusion weights were estimated on the core condition of the NIST 2006 SRE and tested on the telephone data from the core condition of the
NIST 2008 SRE. We carried out gender-dependent score fusion. In the case of the all trial
NIST evaluation condition, we estimated two separate sets of fusion weights. The first set
of weights concerns the Enghsh trials, while the second pertains to the non-English trials.
This approach is motivated by the results obtained by the SRI group during the NIST 2008
SRE (Kajarekar et al., 2009). For real-life applications, this type of approach is inadequate
because we actually need to know the speaker's language to apply the appropriate score fusion weights. However, in the case of the NIST evaluation campaign, it is allowed to exploit
the language information of the recording since this information is given at the outset. In the
next sections, we will describe the systems that are applied to the two features categories.
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7.4.1 Short-ter m Speaker Characteristi c
Feature Extraction
Our systems operate on cepstral features, extracted using a 25 ms Hamming window. 19 Mel
Frequency Cepstral Coefficients together with log-energy are calculated every 10 ms. This
20-dimensional feature vector was subjected to feature warping (Kajarekar, 2005) using a
3 s sliding window. Delta and double delta coefficients were then calculated using a 5-frame
window to produce a 60-dimensional feature vectors.
Joint Factor Analysis
We used gender-dependent universal background models each containing 2048 Gaussians.
These UBMs were trained using LDC releases of Switchboard II, Phases 2 and 3; Switchboard Cellular, Parts 1 and 2; and NIST 2004-2005 speaker recognition evaluation. We applied gender-dependent joint factor analysis models comprised of 300 speaker factors and
100 channel factors and common factors. These JFA were trained on the same amounts of
data as the corresponding UBMs. We used decoupled estimation of the eigenvoice matrix V
and diagonal matrix D. The eigenvoice matrix V was trained using all the UBM training,
except the NIST 2004 SRE data. The D matrix was trained on NIST 2004 SRE data. The
decision scores obtained with joint factor analysis were normalized using zt-norm normafization. We used 300 t-norm models and approximately 1000 z-norm utterances for each gender.
All these impostors were taken from the same dataset as used for UBM training.
Support Vector Machines and Joint Factor Analysis
This system was introduced in section 5.5.2. It is based on the application of support vector
machines in total factor space. We used the same gender-dependent universal background
models as in the previous joint factor analysis models. The total variability matrix T of the
factor analysis was trained using LDC releases of Switchboard II, Phases 2 and 3; Switchboard Cellular, Parts I and 2; Fisher English database Part 1 and 2; and NIST 2004-2005
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speaker recognition evaluation. We used 400 total factors. The cosine kemel was used in
order to build the SVM system. Linear discriminant analysis and within class covariance
normalization were used to compensate for channel effects. The linear discriminant analysis projection matrix was trained on the same data as the total variability matrix except the
Fisher English databases. The within class covariance matrix was trained on the NIST 2004
and 2005 SRE data. We used approximately 300 t-norm models taken from NIST 2005 SRE
and about 1200 impostor models to train SVM taken from the other databases for each gender.
Cosine Distance Scoring
We used the same total variability matrix T and total factor vectors as the previous SVM-JFA
system. The same SVM-JFA t-norm impostor models are used. The impostors used to train
the SVM in the preceding system are applied as z-norm utterances.
Support Vector Machines and Gaussian Mixture Models
This new system is a combination of the SVM and the GMM-UBM system described in
Chapter 4. It is based on the Gaussian kemel derived from a Kullback-Leibler divergence
between two GMMs. In this experiment, two gender-dependent universal background models
are used. Each UBM contains 2048 Gaussian components and trained using LDC releases
of Switchboard II, Phases 2 and 3; Switchboard Cellular, Parts 1 and 2; and NIST 2004
SRE. The SVM was trained using 1000 impostors for each gender, extracted from the UBM
training data. The decision scores obtained with the SVM-GMM were normalized using
t-norm normalization based on 227 male and 283 female speakers. The nuisance attribute
projection matrix of corank = 30 was trained with the same data used to train the UBM.
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7.4.2 Long-ter m Speake r Characteristic s
Feature Extractio n
We extract log-pitch, log-energy and twelve MFCCs at 10 ms intervals. We segment the
contours into pseudo-syllable-like regions as described in Chapter 6. This method is based
on detecting the valley points in the energy contour of the voiced speech component. In
general, these valley points serve as segment boundaries, but we also impose a minimum
duration constraint of 60 ms. We approximated each contour using Legendre polynomial
expansions of order five (six terms). The coefficients of the Legendre polynomials were used
as input for thejoint factor analysis model.
Prosodic System
We used six coefficients for log-pitch and six coefficients for log-energy and pseudo-syllable
duration as feature representations. These features were modeled using gender-dependent
UBMs comprised of 512 Gaussians. The UBMs were trained on LDC releases of Switchboard II, Phases 2 and 3; Switchboard Cellular, Parts 1 and 2; and NIST 2004-2005. Joint
factor analysis was used to deal with speaker and channel variabilities. The JFA is composed
of 100 speaker factors, 50 channel factors and no common factors. We used 300 t-norm models and approximately 1000 z-norm utterances for each gender taken from UBM training data
in order to carry out zt-norm score normalization.
Cepstral Syste m
We used six coefficients for each MFCC contour and six coefficients for log-energy and
pseudo-syllable duration as features representations. These features were modeled using
gender-dependent UBMs comprised of 1024 Gaussians. The UBMs were trained in LDC
releases of Switchboard II, Phases 2 and 3; Switchboard Cellular, Parts 1 and 2; and NIST
2004-2005. Thejoint factor analysis model is comprised of 200 speaker factors, 50 channel
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factors and no common factors. We used the same t-norm and z-norm impostor as in the
previous prosodic system.
Prosodic and Cepstral Syste m
This system is similar to the previous one, except that we include six additional Legendre
polynomial coefficients associated with the pitch. We used exactly the same UBM and JFA
configurations as for the cepstral system.
7.4.3 Result s
In this section we present the results of the short-term speaker characteristic systems and their
fusion with the long-term feature systems. The results for the individual long-term speaker
feature systems are given in Appendix B.
Joint Factor Analysis System
We begin by presenting results from the fusion of the three long-term speaker characteristic
systems with joint factor analysis based on the short-term MFCC features. This fusion is
carried out on the core condition of the NIST 2006 and 2008 speaker recognition evaluation.
At the outset, we should point out that the results pertaining to NIST 2006 SRE should be
interpreted with caution, because we have trained and tested the fusion weights on the same
dataset. The score fusion results are given in Tables 7.1 and 7.2.
The score fusion results show a very slight improvement in the case of female speakers,
especially in the all trial condition. However, a greater decrease in the EER and the DCF is
observed in the case of male speakers. We obtain an EER of 1.75% on English trials and
4.80% on all trials, which translates to a relative improvement of approximately 33% and
20% respectively. The DET curves given in Figure 7.1 illustrate the improvement of score
fusion in the case for males in both conditions.
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Table 7.1
Score fusion results between JFA and long-term speaker feature systems are given on EER
and MinDCF for the female part of the core condition of the NIST 2006 and 2008 SRE,
Enghsh trials

Language

NIST 2006

System

condition

NIST 2008

EER

MinDCF

EER

MinDCF

English

JFA: s = m + Vy + Dz

1.64%

0.0120

3.15%

0.0150

trials

JFA + long-term features

1.37%

0.0100

2.89%

0.0147

All

JFA: s = m + Vy + Dz

3.11%

0.0189

6.15%

0.0315

trials

JFA + long-term features

3.06%

0.0181

6.15%

0.0305

Table 7.2
Score fusion results between JFA and long-term speaker feature systems are given on EER
and MinDCF for the male part of the core condition of the NIST 2006 and 2008 SRE, all
trials

Language

System

condition

NIST 2006

NIST 2008

EER

MinDCF

EER

MinDCF

English

JFA: s = m + Vy + Dz

1.19%

0.0058

2.63%

0.0112

trials

JFA + long-term features

0.93%

0.0049

1.75%

0.0108

All

JFA: s = m + Vy + Dz

2.76%

0.0136

5.26%

0.0272

trials

JFA + long-term features

2.25%

0.0130

4.80%

0.0261

Support Vector Machines and Joint Factor Analysis System
The results of score fusion of SVM-JFA applied to the short-term MFCC features with the
other systems based on long-term cepstral and prosodic features are given in Tables 7.3 and
7.4. These results were obtained on the core condition of the NIST 2006 and 2008 SRE
datasets.
The fusion of scores from the three systems based on long-term speaker features and the
system based on the combination of SVM and JFA shows significantiy improvements in
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Figure 7.1 Compariso n results between JFA alone and
fused syste m comprised of JFA and long-term speaker
characteristic systems. The results are given for the male
part of the core condition of the NIST 2008 speaker
recognition evaluation.

MinDCF for the female case. For the English trials, the MinDCF value decreases from 0.0150
to 0.0134. For all trials, it goes from 0.0322 to 0.0316. In the case of the male speakers, on
the other hand, we observe no improvement for the English trials and a slight improvement
in EER for all trial condition (a 5% relative improvement). In the case of male spakers, if
we compare the results obtained with the SVM-JFA only with the results from score fusion
between classical JFA and long-term speaker feature systems (Tables 7.1 and 7.2), we find
that the JFA-SVM yields betier results than the fusion of the other four systems (1.28% in
EER for the SVM-JFA compared to 1.75% for the score fusion given in Table 7.2). In the case
of female speakers, the fusion of the four systems achieves a slight improvement in MinDCF
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Table 7.3
Score fusion results between SVM-JFA and long-term speaker feature systems are given on
EER and MinDCF for the female part of the core condition of the NIST 2006 and 2008
SRE, English trials

Language

NIST 2006

System

EER

MinDCF

EER

MinDCF

SVM-JFA: (LDA + WCCN)

1.55%

0.0095

3.68%

0.0150

SVM-JFA + long-term features

1.37%

0.0082

3.68%

0.0134

SVM-JFA: (LDA + WCCN)

2.42%

0.0142

6.04%

0.0322

SVM-JFA + long-term features

2.27%

0.0135

5.93%

0.0316

condition
English
trials
All
trials

NIST 2008

Table 7.4
Score fusion results between SVM-JFA and long-term speaker feature systems are given on
EER and MinDCF for the male part of the core condition of the NIST 2006 and 2008 SRE,
all trials
Language

System

trials
All
trials

NIST 2008

EER

MinDCF

EER

MinDCF

SVM-JFA: (LDA + WCCN)

1.59%

0.0102

1.28%

0.0095

SVM-JFA + long-term features

1.19%

0.0076

1.28%

0.0095

SVM-JFA: (LDA + WCCN)

2.63%

0.0143

4.57%

0.0238

SVM-JFA + long-term features

2.25%

0.0127

4.34%

0.0234

condition
English

NIST 2006

(0.0147 compared to 0.0150 in the case of the SVM-JFA system) but a higher EER (2.89%
for the score fusion given in Table 7.1 compared to 3.68% for the SVM-JFA). In the context
of the NIST speaker recognition evaluation, where we need to minimize the DCF, the SVMJFA performance remains very competitive with that of other systems based on multi-system
fusion.
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Cosine Distance Scoring
The score fusion results obtained with cosine distance scoring which is applied on short-term
MFCC features and long-term cepstral and prosodic feature systems are given in Tables 7.5
and 7.6. These results were obtained on the core condition of the NIST 2006 and 2008 SRE
datasets.
Table 7.5
Score fusion results between cosine distance scoring and long-term speaker feature systems
are given on EER and MinDCF for the female part of the core condition of the NIST 2006
and 2008 SRE, English trials

Language

NIST 2006

System

EER

MinDCF

EER

MinDCF

Cosine distance: (LDA + WCCN)

1.46%

0.0102

2.90%

0.0124

Cosine distance + long-term features

1.19%

0.0092

2.89%

0.0124

Cosine distance: (LDA + WCCN)

2.54%

0.0162

5.76%

0.0322

Cosine distance + long-term features

2.34%

0.0138

2.90%

0.0316

condition
English
trials
All
trials

NIST 2008

Table 7.6
Score fusion results cosine distance scoring and long-term speaker feature systems are given
on EER and MinDCF for the male part of the core condition of the NIST 2006 and 2008
SRE, all trials

Language

System

trials
All
trials

NIST 2008

EER

MinDCF

EER

MinDCF

Cosine distance: (LDA + WCCN)

1.59%

0.0093

1.12%

0.0094

Cosine distance + long-term features

1.06%

0.0071

1.15%

0.0095

Cosine distance: (LDA + WCCN)

2.63%

0.0147

4.48%

0.0247

Cosine distance + long-term features

2.15%

0.0121

4.48%

0.0239

condition
English

NIST 2006

The results of score fusion between cosine distance scoring and long-term feature systems
do not achieve significant improvements. This is quite the same behavior as for SVM-JFA
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systems. However, individual system based on the cosine distance scoring gives the best
results compared to the score fusion between short-term JFA scoring and long-term feature
systems.
Support Vector Machines and Gaussian Mixture Model Syste m
In this section, we compare the performance between two different categories of systems
based on different modelings and feature representations. The first category is based on JFA
modeling applied to long-term cepstral and prosodic features. The second category is based
on the combination of SVM and GMM-UBM systems applied to MFCC frame features. The
results of this fusion are given in Tables 7.7 and 7.8.
Table 7.7
Score fusion results between SVM-GMM and long-term speaker feature systems are given
on EER and MinDCF for the female part of the core condition of the NIST 2006 and 2008
SRE, English trials

Language

System

trials
All
trials

NIST 2008

EER

MinDCF

EER

MinDCF

SVM-GMM: (Gaussian kernel)

4.75%

0.0238

7.10%

0.0238

SVM-GMM + long-term features

2.83%

0.0162

4.73%

0.0332

SVM-GMM: (Gaussian kernel)

6.92%

0.0366

10.64%

0.0540

SVM-GMM + long-term features

5.68%

0.0294

8.92%

0.0450

condition
English

NIST 2006

In both Tables 7.7 and 7.8, we note a substantial reduction of the EER and MinDCF for both
genders in companson with the previous experiments. The margin for improvement is greater
for the GMM-UBM system, since its initial performance was lower than that of the SVMJFA system. If we compare the results obtained from the fusion between the GMM-UBM
and long-term feature systems with those already obtained in the two previous experiments,
we find that, in general, this last fusion does not perform as well as the first ones.
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Table 7.8
Score fusion results between SVM-GMM and long-term speaker feature systems are given
on EER and MinDCF for the male part of the core condition of the NIST 2006 and 2008
SRE, all tnals

Language

System

trials
All
trials

NIST 2008

EER

MinDCF

EER

MinDCF

SVM-GMM: (Gaussian kemel)

4.65%

0.0243

4.82%

0.0289

SVM-GMM + long-term features

2.39%

0.0147

3.94%

0.0177

SVM-GMM: (Gaussian kernel)

6.08%

0.0300

8.46%

0.0446

SVM-GMM + long-term features

4.26%

0.0229

6.86%

0.0356

condition
English

NIST 2006

7.5 Discussio n
In this chapter, we have discussed the influence of score fusion of systems using long- and
short-term speaker characteristics. The long-term features are extracted from spectral and
prosodic characteristics. These features were modeled thereafter using joint factor analysis.
The short-term features are based on MFCC frames modeled using several models. The
fusion results show that the long-term feature systems fuse well with the classical short-term
JFA system, especially in male trials. However, the individual systems, based on the cosine
distance scoring and SVM-JFA applied to MFCC frames achieve very competitive results,
compared to the fused system.

CONCLUSION

The major contribution of the first part of this thesis is our presentation of a speaker verification system designed as a combination of joint factor analysis and support vector machines.
In this new modeling, each speech recording is characterized by a vector of dimension 400.
This vector, designated as "total factors", represents the coordinate of this recording in a new
space referted to as "the total variability space", which is also defined using factor analysis
model. Unlike the classical joint factor analysis model based on the definition of two distinguished spaces, where the first models the variability between speakers and the second
depends on the channel, our modeling uses the JFA to define a single space that simultaneously includes both speaker and channel variabilities. In this approach, the JFA plays the role
of a feature extractor and can be regarded as a Principal Component Analysis that compresses
the sequence of speech frames. The support vector machines are then applied in the total variability space using a cosine kemel. We have also shown that we can remove the SVM from
the decision process and used directly the cosine kemel values as decision scores. In order
to cancel out the channel effect, we tested several techniques; these are: Linear Discriminant
Analysis, Nuisance Attribute Projection and Within Class Covariance Normalization. The
best results were obtained when we applied LDA followed by WCCN. The advantage of using LDA is to define a new space which minimizes channel variability and maximizes the
variability between the speakers. The results achieved by both cosine distance scoring and
SVM-JFA systems are superior to those obtained with existing state-of-the-art systems and
are also very competitive with those obtained from the fusion of multiple systems.
In the same kind of challenge that combines generative and discriminative models, we proposed a new Gaussian kemel to combine support vector machines and the classical GMMUBM based on MAP adaptation for speaker verification. The nonlinear kemel was derived
from approximated Kullback-Leibler divergence between two GMMs. The results for this
new kemel were compared with those obtained from a linear kemel, proposed during the
same time in (Campbell et al., 2006a), which is derived from the same distance between two
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GMMs as our kemel. We have demonstrated the importance of addressing channel effects in
both kemels, by applying the NAP algorithm m GMM space. We have also proved the usefulness of model normalization in the case of the Gaussian kemel. The performance obtained
with the Gaussian kemel are equivalent to those obtained with the linear kemel.
In the second part of this thesis, we proposed testing a new approach for modeling long-term
cepstral and prosodic information. This approach is based on the use of Legendre polynomials to approximate the spectral and prosodic contours as units that can be viewed as
pseudo-syllables. These entities are segmented using the energy contour only. The advantage
of this modeling is that it requires no phonetic nor word alignment, in contrast to most other
approaches. The coefficients of the Legendre polynomials are then modeled with a Gaussian
mixture model and joint factor analysis is applied to model the intersession and inter-speaker
variabilities. The advantage of using JFA to model these new features is that we deal with a
limited set of vectors for each speech recording (400 on the average) to adapt the universal
background model to the target speaker data. It is important to note that in classical MAP
adaptation, only the observed Gaussians are updated. However, in the eigenvoice adaptation
used by joint factor analysis, the Gaussians which are not observed are also adapted using the
statistical correlations with other Gaussians. The performance obtained with the joint factor
analysis applied in the prosodic features has become the state of the art in this field. The advantage of these new prosodic features compared to other proposed features in the literature
is that we do not require a speech recognizer in order to carry out the speech segmentation.
The score fusion between the long-term speaker feature systems and the classical short-term
JFA system produced satisfactory results, especially in male trials. However, the new system
that we propose based on the combination of SVM and JFA produces better results than the
fusion of long- and short-term JFA systems.
Future work
In this thesis, we proposed a new speaker venfication architecture based on the combination
of support vector machines and joint factor analysis models. In this novel combination, we
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used total factor vectors as input for SVM. In future work, it will be interesting to study the
effect of combining total factor information as well as common factors, as was already done in
Chapter 5. The new joint factor analysis configuration is based on two matrix representations:
the first matrix is the total variability matrix T and the second is the diagonal matrix D. The
experiments that we carried out using the SVM-JFA are based on telephone speech data. It
would be interesting to extend this approach to the microphone and interview data that is
currently available from the NIST 2008 speaker recognition evaluation. Using the SVM-JFA
system, we achieved better results for male trials as compared to female trials. This indicates
that the cosine kemel may not be appropriate for the female total variability space. More
kemels need to be designed and investigated in this space.
Regarding long-term speaker characteristics, our proposed approach does not model the evolution of features between successive pseudo-syllables. Modeling these dynamics will better
capture the speaker's style of speech. One possible avenue for modeling thes dynamics are
the use of Hidden Markov Models instead of a Gaussian Mixture Models, since it is already
known that hidden Markov models have the advantage of taking into account the temporal
aspect of pseudo-syllable sequences. These models have been successfully applied to similar
prosodic features for language identification.

APPENDIX A
Posterior distribution of the Joint factor analysis latent variables
Enrolling the target speaker in the case of joint factor analysis is based on the computation of
the posterior distribution of the speaker supervector s given the Baum-Welch statistics. This
distribution is related to the evaluation of the posterior distribution of the hidden variables.
Let X be composed of the latent variables x,y and z

/x^
X=

(A.l)

y

the posterior distribution of X is a Gaussian distribution described in Proposition 2 of (Kenny
et al., 2005a). Let define the matrices B and L as:
B=

i^U

V D

L=

I + B'T.-^NB

(A.2)
(A.3)

the covariance matrix and mean vector of the posterior distribution of X is given respectively
by L~^ and L"^ B^ S~^ {F — N m). The inverse of the matrix L is evaluated as follows:
/
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\
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a=
b=
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The inverse of matrix L can be evaluated using the following step

(A.8)
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where
C=

a-P^-'P' (A.9
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APPENDIX B
The results for long- and short-term speake r feature system s
We present in this appendix the results of each individual long- and short-term feature system
used in score fusion.
Table B.l
The results are given on EER and MinDCF on the male part of the core condition of the
NIST 2006 SRE
English trials

All trials

EER

MmDCF

EER

MinDCF

JFA: s = m + Vy + Dz

1.19%

0.0058

2.76%

0.0136

SVM-JFA: (LDA+WCCN)

1.59%

0.0102

2.63%

0.0143

SVM-GMM: Gaussian kernel

4.65%

0.0243

6.08%

0.0300

Pitch + energy + duration

11.02%

0.0557

13.14%

0.0638

Long-term MFCC + energy+duration

5.11%

0.0241

7.65%

0.0375

Long-term MFCC + pitch + energy + duration

4.53%

0.0213

6.91%

0.0331

Table B.2
The results are given on EER and MinDCF on the female part of the core condition of the
NIST 2006 SRE
English trials

All trials

EER

MinDCF

EER

MinDCF

JFA: s = m + Vy + Dz

1.64%

0.0120

3.11%

0.0189

SVM-JFA: (LDA + WCCN)

1.55%

0.0095

2.42%

0.0142

SVM-GMM: Gaussian kernel

4.75%

0.0238

6.92%

0.0366

Pitch + energy + duration

10.60%

0.0589

13.90%

0.0697

Long-term MFCC + energy + duration

5.39%

0.0270

8.50%

0.0436

Long-term MFCC + pitch + energy + duration

4.47%

0.0239

7.91%

0.0434
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Table B.3
The results are given on EER and MinDCF on the male part of the core condition of the
NIST 2008 SRE
English trials

All trials

EER

MinDCF

EER

MinDCF

JFA: s = m + Vy + Dz

2.63%

0.0112

5.26%

0.0272

SVM-JFA: (LDA + WCCN)

1.28%

0.0095

4.57%

0.0238

SVM-GMM: Gaussian kernel

4.82%

0.0289

8.46%

0.0446

Pitch + energy + duration

13.04%

0.0618

13.85%

0.0754

Long-term MFCC + energy + duration

6.17%

0.0287

9.76%

0.0450

Long-term MFCC + pitch + energy + duration

4.39%

0.0220

8.47%

0.0398

Table B.4
The results are given on EER and MinDCF on the female part of the core condition of the
NIST 2008 SRE
English trials

All trials

EER

MinDCF

EER

MinDCF

JFA: s = m + Vy + Dz

3.15%

0.0150

6.15%

0.0315

SVM-JFA: (LDA + WCCN)

3.68%

0.0150

6.04%

0.0322

SVM-GMM: Gaussian kernel

7.10%

0.0238

10.64%

0.0540

Pitch + energy + duration

12.81%

0.0638

15.44%

0.0799

Long-term MFCC + energy + duration

6.63%

0.0385

11.16%

0.0528

Long-term MFCC + pitch + energy + duration

6.36%

0,0316

10.43%

0.0532
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